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DREAMS
All night
the dark buds of dreams
open
richly.
In the center
of every petal
is a letter,
and you imagine
if you could only remember
and string them all together
they would spell the answer.
It is a long night,
and not an easy one
—
you have so many branches,
and there are diversions
—
birds that come and go,
the black fox that lies down
to sleep beneath you,
the moon staring
with her bone-white eye.
Finally you have spent
all the energy you can
and you drag from the ground
the muddy skirts of your roots
and leap awake
with two or three syllables
like water in your mouth
and a sense
of loss—a memory
not yet of a word,
certainly not yet the answer
—
only how it feels
when deep in the tree
all the locks click open,
and the fire surges through the wood,
and the blossoms blossom.
—Mary Oliver
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ABSTRACT
CONFRONTATIONS WITH THE UNCONSCIOUS:
AN INTENSIVE STUDY OF THE DREAMS OF WOMEN
LEARNING SELF DEFENSE
FEBRUARY 1992
DEBORAH S. STIER, B.A.
, HARVARD UNIVERSITY
M.S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Directed by: Professor Murray M. Schwartz
This study is an intensive exploration and
description of the ways in which aspects of a salient
life experience are reflected, elaborated, and
transformed in dream material. At the heart of the
study are the dream accounts of a group of women who
were participating in the two week intensive self-
defense course known as Model Mugging. Each of the
project participants engaged in a set of three in-depth
individual interviews over a three month period and kept
a dream log during the course and immediately
thereafter. This material is brought together in the
form of four case studies which trace possible lines of
connection between waking and dream life for each of the
participants
.
The study suggests that the dreams that were
relevant to the participants' experiences in the self-
defense course were not only those that dealt explicitly
V
with themes of physical confrontation. Rather, the
dreams covered a broad range of topics that drew on
participants' important life experiences, both past and
present, as they link up with participants' concerns and
aims regarding the self-defense course. The case
studies suggest that each participant was grappling with
a different set of concerns during the course. In
addition to their shared desire to learn self-defense,
individual participants were also aiming to recapture
memories of childhood sexual abuse, to address ongoing
shame about the body, to negotiate separation, and to
connect with feelings. The dreams reported provide
valuable information on the process and meaning of these
struggles
.
The study concludes by addressing some of the
different meanings that physical confrontation may have
had when it did appear in dreams, by considering the
ways in which apparently similar waking experiences were
handled differently in dream space by different
dreamers, and by exploring the possible functions that
recording and discussing dreams in the context of the
study may have served for each of the project
participants
.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Dreams are private experiences that cannot be
shared, except in the secondary telling of stories.
Often, the retelling, too, is a private experience, an
exchange between loved ones upon waking or the
privileged communication between psychotherapist and
client in the intimacy of the consulting room. When
some stories make their way to a larger audience in the
context of good literature or careful psychoanalytic
writing, for example, we often feel drawn into the world
of the dreamer, coming as close as we might to the first
telling and the experience that underlies it. This
happens most readily where dream stories are presented
in a context that integrates information about the
dreamer's history, current life circumstances and, where
applicable, about the relationship between the dreamer
and the one who has listened to the dream.
In the clinical psychoanalytic literature, this
type of satisfying, in-depth account is limited, by and
large, to the dreams of people in treatment. There is,
however, a small research literature that attempts to
widen the range of individuals whose dreams are
explored, while trying to preserve, even deepen, the
understanding of the relationship between dream records
and the dreamer's life context. Most of this research
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focuses on the relationship between waking experience
and subsequent dream experience in groups of dreamers.
Some research in this area has used laboratory
dream collection techniques to look at pre-sleep events
and the dreams that follow. Early work was able to
trace the impact of emotionally charged films (Witkin &
Lewis, 1965), while later work detailed the effects of
stress in a group therapy context (Breger et al., 1971).
A similar method was used to look at changes in dream
accounts collected just before participants underwent
major surgery and then during the post-operative period
(Breger et al, 1971)
.
Dream accounts have been collected outside the
sleep laboratory as well. Some of this work has been
retrospective, calling on people to remember their
dreams from earlier distinctive periods in their lives.
An example of this type of inquiry is a study that
documented differences in the dreams of former prisoners
of war before, during, and after captivity (Balson,
cited in Weiss & Sampson, 1986) . Other work has traced
shifts in dreaming patterns originally established
through traumatic life experiences. One study, for
example, identified changes in the combat nightmares of
veterans while they were engaged in psychotherapy
(Wilmer, 1986) . Finally, there is some work that looks
at the representation of current life events in dreams
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that individuals record at home and then share in the
research context. This work is exemplified in a study
of the dreams of two expectant fathers during the three
week period prior to the birth of their children (Zayas,
1987) .
These studies vary considerably in the extent to
which they capture and reflect the richness of each
dreamer's experience. Collectively, however, they
suggest a set of elements whose inclusion in the design
of a study is likely to facilitate writing that may draw
the reader closer to the experience of the dreamer.
First, it is essential to establish a trusting,
collaborative relationship between the participant and
the researcher, one that allows for joint reflection and
the exchange of critical information. This includes
data about the dreamer's dream history, personal
history, and current life situation, as well as the
dreamer's commentary and associations about dream and
waking material. Second, it is important to collect the
dream accounts in series, not as isolated events. This
makes it possible to carefully consider any changes that
occur over time. Third, it is preferable to work with
multiple participants in order to better assess
commonalities and differences in the development of
dream experience. Finally, it is vital that the
research be done self-consciously, with attention to the
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effects on the dreams of the study situation itself,
including the relationship between the researcher and
dreamer.
These are the elements that have been incorporated
in the present project, an exploration and description
of the ways in which aspects of a salient life
experience are reflected, elaborated and transformed in
dream material. It is an interpretive study of the
dream accounts of a group of women participating in an
intensive self-defense course. The attempt here is not
to establish a set of universals about the waking or
dreaming correlates of this experience nor,
particularly, to consider the more sociological factors
that may contribute to the elaboration of this material.
Rather, the aim is to explore the complex interplay of
waking and dreaming life for each woman, to observe the
themes that emerge and to comment on the enriched
versions of experience that are revealed by following
the ideas of the day into the night. It is an occasion
for observing many times over the creation of a "night
fiction," as one psychoanalyst has eloquently described
it:
Our day narrative meets with the regressive
transformation of the night discourse. This
discourse of the Other transforms our conscious
thoughts into emblematic theatre and is guided by
the culture of the dream experience: a space where
4
the other's desire is to be gratified, where the
subject's conscious thoughts are not to be
violated, and where the Other takes the subject'sday narrative and transforms it into a night
fiction, so that the subject is compelled to re-
experience his life according to the voice of the
unconscious (Bellas, 1987 p. 70).
5
CHAPTER 2
METHOD
Participants
The participants are six women who were enrolled in
the self-defense course known as Model Mugging
conducted in 1990 at one of its east coast locations.
They range in age from 24 to 3 5 years, with a mean age
of 2 8.5 years. Three of the six women have a history of
sexual abuse during childhood or adolescence by a family
member or acquaintance. The women volunteered to
participate in the project as described to them at the
close of their second class meeting. All who
volunteered were accepted into the study and represent
40% of the total class enrollment. Participants were
recruited in accordance with the Principles for the Use
of Human Subjects in Research and with the permission of
the Director and instructors of the self-defense course.
Model Mugging is an intensive self-defense and
empowerment course designed for women. The program has
trained over 6,000 women to date in major cities
throughout the United States. Taught by highly skilled
self-defense professionals, Model Mugging is unique in
many respects: Participants (limited to 15 per class)
learn and practice delivering full-force knockout blows
to male attackers who wear specially-developed
protective gear to avoid injury; Participants master
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techniques in a varied series of attack scenarios which,
in many cases, are tailored to recreate individual
historical situations of sexual attack and abuse, where
applicable; A substantial amount of class time is
dedicated to group discussion of the emotional issues
raised by the course content and process.
A percentage of the participants have histories of
victimization. All share a fear of potential
victimization and have enrolled in the course to enhance
their ability to deal with violence. Class time totals
2 5 hours in five classes spread over a two-week period,
culminating in a public graduation ceremony in which
participants demonstrate their newly acquired skills in
a set of scenarios.
Interviews and Dream Logs
Participation involved engaging in three individual
interviews spanning a three month period and keeping a
dream log for the two week duration of the course and
for a minimum of two nights thereafter. Many
participants elected to continue recording their dreams
well into the follow-up period.
The dream log contains three types of information.
(1) The dream record, an account of the dream exactly as
remembered upon waking; (2) The dream reaction, a
response to the dream recorded shortly thereafter noting
feelings during and after the dream and any thoughts
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about its content; and (3) The class notes, a reaction
to each class, capturing what was most striking about
the experience. in addition, participants were invited
to use their logs to record any further thoughts or
feelings. The logs are spiral bound notebooks which
were photocopied by the researcher and then returned to
the participants for them to keep. One partipant chose
to audiotape accounts of several of her dreams, and
these were transcribed for analysis. (More detailed
specifications for keeping the dream log can be found in
Appendix A.
)
The three interviews lasted approximately two hours
each and took place in a mutually convenient location
affording privacy, most often in the participants'
homes. The first interviews were held during the week
following the second class or shortly after the third
class meeting. This first interview was designed to
gather extensive background information about the
participants, to establish their reasons for enrolling
in the course and volunteering for the project, to
explore their dream history, and to begin to look in
detail at their dreams to date. (Appendix A contains a
copy of the Background Information Sheet, and Appendix B
contains an outline of Interview 1.)
The dream material was explored by asking
participants to tell or read each dream, where time
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allowed. As the researcher, I asked for clarifications,
associations, and amplifications and, in general,
attempted to set the tone for a partnership in
exploration. Occasionally, I would comment on points of
resonance I noted from one dream to the next or between
past or present experience and dream content. The pace
and depth of this part of the interview varied,
depending on the style and interests of each
participant. On the whole, the women were
introspective
.
The second interviews took place from three to 11
days after the course graduation. These were focused on
two primary areas: First, an exploration of how each
participant now perceived her experience in the course,
including a discussion of particularly meaningful
moments; and second, a clarification and elaboration of
dream material from the previous meeting as well as a
preliminary exploration of new dream accounts generated
since the first interview.
The third, follow-up, interviews were held two to
three months after graduation. These interviews
paralleled the second meetings in content, with a
retrospective focus on each participant's view of her
experience in the course, an update on any relevant
waking or dream experience, and a clarification and
9
elaboration of earlier dream material. in addition, we
explored the larger pattern of her dreams over time with
respect to thematic elements and attempted to note
relationships between her reported experience in waking
and dream life. As an aid to exploring the large body
of information, the participants were asked to review
their dream logs prior to the final meeting and to
select a set of three to five dreams that they felt were
most important to their experience in the self-defense
course. These dreams and the women's reasons for
choosing them were given special attention in the final
interview.
The decision to use as data sources interviews and
relatively unstructured material in log or journal form
reflects this project's commitment to capturing the
richness and potential variability of private
experience. When the use of narrative is maximized,
participants are also maximally empowered to give shape
to their experience (Mishler, 1986) . With structure at
a minimum, participants are allowed the freedom to move
among different time periods in their lives, as
relevant, thereby facilitating the re-visioning of past
experience that may be an important by-product of the
class and research process. Finally, log-keeping
enables the participants to capture and then communicate
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important aspects of present experience as well as to
look retrospectively at this material.
Interpretive Approanh
The interviews and review of the dream logs
generated a large body of data: For each of the six
participants, there were five to six hours of
transcribed interviews and between five and 22 dream
accounts. Because of the volume of material and the
commitment to considering each case in detail, only four
of the six project participants were selected for
inclusion in this project report.
Susie, a 30 year old woman who recorded only five
dream accounts, was eliminated because she appears to
have selectively reported only those dreams that dealt
specifically with themes of self-defense. She shared in
the follow-up interview that she had omitted dreams
which, to her, had seemed unrelated to the project,
specifically those that were sexual in nature. Linda, a
35 year old woman who recorded sixteen dream accounts
during the project period and furnished a set of five
pre-course accounts, was eliminated because her dreams
proved particularly complicated and difficult to relate
to her course experience.
For the remaining women, the interview and dream
material has been assembled into a set of four case
studies, each of which includes a biographical sketch, a
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summary of course goals and experiences, an account of
typical baseline dreaming, and a characterization of
dreaming during the project period. The heart of each
case study is a detailed sequential presentation and
exploration of a series of dreams. The analyses focus
mostly on the ways in which aspects of each
participant's waking experience, most notably the course
goals that each has identified for herself, are handled
in her dreams.
The dreams that have been selected for
consideration are usually those that received the most
attention during the interviews and/or which illustrate
an important dynamic particularly clearly. In all
cases, the majority of the dream accounts have been
included for analysis. (A complete set of dream
accounts for each participant can be found in Appendices
C through F.
)
To protect the privacy of the project participants,
names and other identifying information have been
changed. To maintain the character of the dream logs,
dream accounts have been presented in unedited form
within the case studies.
The attempts to understand the participants' dreams
benefit from an interviewing process that sought to
integrate principles of good psychoanalytic and good
feminist research. Chiefly, this entailed encouraging
12
the women to participate actively in determining the
direction of the interviews and to freely share their
dream associations and understandings. The rapport
between us in this process was strengthened by the fact
that they knew I had at one time participated myself in
the same self-defense course. This shared experience
helped to level the usual power differential between
researcher and researched (Acker et al., 1983).
Although a good deal of associative material was
elicited in many instances, it was not possible to
explore any of the dreams to its fullest extent, given
both the time limitations and the goals of a research
rather than therapeutic encounter. Interpretations,
therefore, are often based on manifest aspects of the
dream, supplemented by speculation that stays as close
to the available material as possible. There is some
support in the psychoanalytic literature for the
usefulness of formulating interpretations in instances
where no formal associations to the dream elements are
given (Pulver, 1987)
.
Where understandings of dream accounts are
suggested in the context of this project, they are
offered as potential meanings: not as what the dream
means, but as what the dream could mean. The
interpretations, then, aim to suggest "possibility
13
rather than truth" (Fromm, 1989) and, in this, reflect
the feeling of the interactions between the dreamers and
this listener.
14
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consequently, his family moved around a good deal.
Wendy now sees her father only once each year.
Wendy's mother was a religious Catholic who grew up
taking care of her mentally ill mother, who later lived
with Wendy's family for four years while Wendy was in
high school. Wendy described her mother as "duty bound"
in her obligations as caretaker to her family. she was
very physically active, liked to wear pants, and was
"well-rounded.
"
Much of Wendy's early life remains unclear to her.
Her memories until age ll are "pretty cloudy," and she
noted that she is "always trying to remember, to
recapture that part of my life." The earliest memory
she reported was wanting to give her mother a kiss
goodbye before going off to preschool, and her father
not allowing this. she threw a tantrum, and had to be
pried off a tree. Wendy does recall her mother being a
role model to her, but their relationship was strained
from early on for reasons that remain unknown to Wendy.
Wendy's mother brought her to see a psychiatrist in
either the first or third grade and again in the 6th
grade because she was concerned that Wendy might be or
become homosexual
. Wendy was a tomboy growing up and
recalls really wanting to be a boy. In retrospect, she
understands this as a "safer place to be in the family."
When she reached menarche, Wendy was very secretive
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about it. She eventually told her mother, and begged her
not to share the information with her father. At age
14, Wendy came out as a lesbian. she did not discuss
this with her parents, but was sure that "they knew."
When she attended her senior prom with a male date,
Wendy's mother was "ecstatic." Her relationships with
her parents were particularly strained from puberty on.
During this time, she immersed herself in playing the
violin as a "coping skill."
Wendy's mother's death was unexpected, even though
she had been sick for some time with cancer. She died
when Wendy was 18 and away for her first year of
college. Wendy described being greatly angered by the
circumstances of her death, which appeared to result
from improper medical treatment. Wendy was interested
in pursuing a malpractice claim, but her father was
unwilling to do so and the matter was dropped. Wendy
remembered feeling "lucky" to have had the chance to
tell her mother she loved her before she died, as she
had never told her while they had been living together.
Wendy has wondered whether there "ought to be more to"
her reaction to her mother's death, because she has not
been aware of feeling much grief over the years.
Wendy began psychotherapy at age 22 in the context
of couples treatment. In the course of this work, she
realized she needed individual treatment. She estimated
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that she has seen five to six therapists for different
reasons over the years and two primary therapists in
individual treatment. The most recent therapy ended
about six months before the beginning of the Model
Mugging course and had lasted approximately three years.
It was during her first individual therapy that
Wendy initially became aware of the possibility that she
had been sexually abused as a child. She recalled that
her therapist noted that she "had all the symptoms,"
including uncomfortable bodily sensations and
dissociative episodes. However, she had no visual
memories of abuse until she was 2 3 and she was awakened
in the middle of the night by a friend calling to say
that her son had just been killed. The news was so
shocking, Wendy reported, that she went back to bed and
had a memory. It was "an adult standing in the doorway
of my bedroom when I was a child with the morning light
coming in all around." There was also a flash of
"having a chest in my face, the 'V of a blue
workshirt." The images were accompanied by the
sensation of her skin "crawling and turning inside out."
Wendy has had no more explicit visual memories, but
believes that her father was the perpetrator of the
suspected abuse. For reasons that she cannot clearly
identify, she also has begun to believe that her mother
18
may have sexually abused her as well. As she stated in
the first interview,
Something happened— I don't know what itbetween she and I that was a stress to o
relationship right from the beginning.
Course Exoeriennp.
Approach
Wendy signed up for the Model Mugging course along
with several of her friends. she was glad that they
could go through the experience together and be
supportive to each other. Her reasons for taking the
course centered on her desire to achieve greater
integration in a number of domains. As she stated in
our first interview:
I stopped therapy in the spring— I felt I had gone
about as far as I could go with talking therapy. I
felt like I needed to try something physical .... I
was trusting that it would bring things up more
than anything. I felt like I was sort of at a
lull.... I hope to integrate some of my emotions
with my body better. I'm sort of hoping that it
pushes me to memories, but—as much as one can
really hope for that. There's a part of me that
really wants to know specifics, because it would be
so much easier to believe it. It's hard to believe
what I have in my body, and it's hard to believe
the very vague memories that I have. So there's a
part of me that really wants to have it concrete
before I can really believe myself.
Changes Over Time
Wendy discovered at the first class meeting that
the therapist she had terminated with six months earlier
was also a participant in the course. They briefly
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discussed the circumstance in private and decided that
they were comfortable being classmates in this setting.
At our first interview, Wendy noted her initial and
characteristic tendency to deny the applicability of the
course to her:
I feel like no one can hurt me, that I'minvincible. i know it isn't true, but there's apart of me that thinks that, and acts like thattoo
.
This feeling of invincibility is linked to what Wendy
referred to as her "fuck you" attitude, a stance of
stubborn denial and defiance she adopts in situations
where she feels her autonomy is threatened.
Also, in the first two classes of the course, Wendy
reported that she often had the sense that "this isn't
happening." She characterized her state as "being out
of my body." At these times, she experienced herself as
hovering above and just in front of her forehead,
looking downward. Wendy spoke of this as a familiar
experience that tends to occur more frequently when she
is interracting with people and when she is tired.
The third class was a turning point in Wendy's
experience. She was jarred by her realization of the
real risk involved in fighting when a classmate was
pinned by the mugger.
It really got to me, to see he actually pinned her.
For a moment, it looked like she was going to lose.
It was very scary to see.
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Wendy's tendency to proceed as if things were fine
When there was evidence to the contrary was noticed by
the course instructor, Pat, during this third class.
After one scenario, Pat pointed out to Wendy that she
could not simply ignore an attack on her by the mugger.
Wendy had walked away after being pushed on the
shoulder. instead, Pat encouraged her to turn and face
her attacker. it was also in this third class that
verbal abuse by the mugger began to escalate. in the
course of this abuse of one of Wendy's classmates, Wendy
experienced what she termed a "flash" of "a penis and
scrotum just floating in space." she later commented:
It just felt creepy. That was about it. I didn't
remember it or think back to it a lot. I guess Igot involved in the fight.
In sum, the third class was the point at which
Wendy believed she began to face her attacker rather
than pretending the assaults were not happening. This
pattern continued for the remainder of the course, which
proceeded without similarly upsetting incidents. Wendy
ultimately felt that the course "pulled out the
emotional stopper" by helping her gain more access to
her feelings than she had had prior to beginning the
course.
Wendy reported that she continued to feel the
beneficial effects of the course for a short while
following its completion. However, about two weeks
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after graduation, she noted that she no longer was
"turning and facing" her problems. she began to feel
"childish" in many situations, experiencing herself as
"exposed and powerless." she reacted "very emotionally"
to circumstances in her life and found this an
unpleasant experience. This pattern subsided as Wendy
began to get busy at her job during the Christmas rush
season.
Dream ExperiPnno
Project Participation and Dream Racial in^
When Wendy volunteered for the dream project, she
warned me that she was "an on-again, off-again dreamer"
who only periodically remembered her dreams. On the
average, she thought she remembered a dream
about once a month. She believed dreams are important,
"even though I don't always understand them." She
offered no specific reason for participating in the
project beyond that it might be "good to keep track of
[the dreams] while going through this."
One of the factors that may have influenced her
decision to volunteer for the project was a dream she
had had two weeks prior to starting the course. In this
dream, which she shared at the first interview, Wendy
observed her father masturbating and then confronted him
about his sexual abuse of her. The dream ended at the
point that he finally admitted he had abused her. Wendy
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was confused about what to make of the dream: "i wanted
to take it as a clue-was it true? Wasn't it? I don't
know." In general, Wendy was drawn to her dreams in
this way, but was often at a loss as to what she might
make of them.
In some ways, Wendy's dream about her father is
typical of the dreams about sexual abuse she has
remembered occasionally over the years. in these
dreams, she is an observer of the action rather than an
overt participant. Thus, in this most recent dream, she
watches her father from a balcony, safe and unseen, as
he masturbates with a special machine. Her dog is with
her father all this time, and when he puts the machine
away, she comes and "hides out" with Wendy on the
balcony. Represented here may be the discontinuity
between an observing, cognitive self on a safe perch and
an experiencing self endowed with the limited
sensibility of an animal or, perhaps, only a machine.
These are themes that will surface again in Wendy's
dreams during the project.
General Project Dreaming
Wendy noted that during the course she remembered
her dreams much more frequently and clearly than usual,
and that they had an unusually high degree of sexual or
sexual abuse content, especially at the outset. In all,
Wendy recorded 12 dreams over a three week period,
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averaging four dreams per week. Most dreams consisted
of a series of scenes, disconnected one from the other.
She represented these sudden shifts by arrows in her
dream records and termed each transition, "switch." m
general, the dreams did not stay with her long after she
wrote them down. In our interviews, she would often need
to return to the written text and at times appeared
surprised by what she found there.
Wendy wrote reactions to half of her dreams,
although in some cases, the reaction consisted of a
single sentence. When the content of the dream was
particularly disturbing to her, she often did not write
a reaction and commented that this was because she did
not want to dwell on the material any further.
Following our second interview, approximately one
week after the end of the course, Wendy no longer
remembered her dreams upon waking.
Preliminary Summary
Wendy identified a set of three interrelated goals
at the start of the course. The first goal, and one
that was in some ways implicit, was to shed her sense of
invincibility. In this, she was recognizing the
importance of acknowledging the reality of her own
vulnerability to danger. Wendy's second goal was to
integrate her body and her feelings, to become more
fully present. To her, this meant in part moving beyond
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the familiar split between the awareness of herself
an observer versus a participant, as in the experience
she described as "being out of my body." The third aim
was to be "pushed" to remember the circumstances of her
childhood abuse through participation in a physically
evocative activity.
Wendy's actual experience in the course involved
moving from initial feelings of invincibility and
dissociation in the first two classes to greater contact
with reality and integration beginning in the third
class and continuing through the remainder of the
course. However, she reported only one abuse "memory"
during the course itself, the flash of the penis during
the escalation of verbal harrassment.
Despite a history of erratic dream recall, Wendy
consistently remembered her dreams during the project
period. In the following pages, we will see the
development of a parallel story contained in these
dreams depicting movement and nuance not readily
apparent in the tale of Wendy's waking life.
The Dreams [1]
Phase One: The First Two Classes
Red Dinghy (#1). The first word of Wendy's very
first dream announces one of the central themes of all
[1] Dream accounts are numbered for easy reference
to their full texts contained in the appendices.
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her dreaming: "Fragments." True to this opening, the
dream segments are separate from each other, and Wendy
made few associative links among them. Yet the subtext
of the dream seems to be an attempt at integration
somehow, a symbolic effort by Wendy to regain
something—memory perhaps—and thus reduce the
fragmentation she may feel.
"Someone calls to tell me my red dingy has washed
up," Wendy wrote in the first fragment. It has come
ashore in a town from her childhood. While she loves
and is fascinated by boats, Wendy later described this
particular red "plastic mold form" boat as "pretty
tacky." It is "just not something that catches my
imagination at all," she said. In short, not the kind
of boat she would want to call her own.
In the second fragment, Wendy goes to pick up the
boat and sees the face of the man who found it. It is
"white gruff and scruffy looking," and he "doesn't want
to communicate with me." Somehow the one who knows
about the dinghy makes it hard for her to fully recover
it.
In the third fragment, Wendy is in an office, about
to start work with someone who "is drafting a boat." It
is a wooden boat "with lapstrick sides. It's much more
the kind of thing I really love," she elaborated in our
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first interview. The draftsman is a figure from her
childhood:
His mother and my mother were best friends We'repretty close in age, so there are snapshots of usin a crib together.
She and her lover Anita are then to move the boat
depicted in the drawing. She is annoyed that the man
who drafted it is going to "take all the weight," and so
she does something to make him leave. At this point,
Wendy has retrieved her old boat and is now attempting
to carry a new one whose designer she is closely linked
to—with whom, in fact, she has already shared a berth.
In the final fragment, Anita and Wendy are being
pursued and they run for safety. In its entirety, then,
this dream may trace Wendy's ambivalent desire to
recover something from her past, to then assume
responsibility for structuring a less conflicted present
and then, finally, to assume its burden. This is,
apparently, a scary undertaking.
She Said Yes (#2). Similar themes emerge in
Wendy's second dream. She found this dream very
disturbing and, for this reason, did not write a
reaction to it. In our second interview, she mentioned,
"It was very hard to write this dream down. Really, I
almost didn't." Here is the full text [2]:
[2] The dreamer's own spelling, punctuation, and
format are reproduced here and in all subsequent dream
accounts
.
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Drempt that I was in Mexico with a qrouD ofpeople we are in hilly country with ?he hillsmore like bee hive shapes. It's lit up and thelights spiral up it. This all feels sacred to meWe are walking through some sort of building ofsignificance (there are sacred objects or there isgoing to be a demonstration) Our hands are up
w^nt ^n"" t"" rushing through and Ia to slow down so I can feel it and take it in
"^^ > ^ talking with my brother Gary and 2other women about whether we are going to take his
H^^i''^
^^"^ ^° Mexico. They are arguing with
Zt""' ^
°" outside I am worriedabout money then remember I have set aside that
weeks paycheck to go. Still feels tight —> iarrive at a house I don't recocognize. My brotherArnie IS there. He is upset (crying?) because both
my mother and Grandmother are sick, possibly fatal(I know my mother will die). I ask if they know
about eachother. He says no (i thoughtIt was better?) I feel mad about this. My mother
comes down the hall and gives me a big hug says she
missed me. I say I missed her too. We go to abedroom to talk. She brings up my friend Ellen
asks where her partner is. I respond that she has
MS and isn't very mobile. She starts talking about
an older couzin when she was a girl and faulters(still all this time she's very controled, removed
from feelings) I ask what about him. She says he
sexually molested her. I say Mom I think I was
sexually abused when I was little. She said yes,
when she was cleaning me (as a baby) she used to
rub a little longer, I liked it, and sometimes her
hand would slip (inside me). I asked until what
age - she said about three. I asked if she did it
to all of us. No not all of us, just me and Patty.
I asked if it was because she was really a lesbian.
She said yes that she had always been and if she
had lived in a different time All this very
matter of fact.
The opening of this dream is set in Mexico, a place
that Wendy had enjoyed visiting a number of years ago.
Although Wendy was puzzled at her reference to being in
"hilly country with the hills more like bee hive
shapes," the image, with its suggestion of altitude in
association with small flying creatures, is reminiscent
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of an important later discussion in which Wendy spoke of
the kestrel, an bird that has been a "totem" to her.
She explained that she feels drawn to this small member
of the hawk family because it is little and likes to sit
atop high places. she is particularly intrigued by its
eyes, which "have a ring around them" and which make
them fine hunters. The kestrel, then, seems to embody a
kind of young observer, protected in its role as
predator and not prey. The image of a small creature at
high altitude is also reminiscent of Wendy's dream about
her father, where Wendy observes from the balcony as her
father engages in sexual activity.
In the context of the present dream sequence, the
hilly terrain may symbolize a potential for perspective,
for knowing. The country is "lit up," further
supporting the possibility of Wendy herself becoming
enlightened about domestic matters, as symbolized,
perhaps, by the hive.
The "building of significance," Wendy notes, is an
"ancient place." The sacred objects remind her of a
statue she has seen in a photograph on the cover of the
book. When God Was a Woman . She remembers a goddess
pictured holding two serpents in her hands. She
recalls, too, that when she was in Mexico, she was "sort
of afraid of finding snakes because my brother had seen
a dangerous snake when he was there."
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The demonstration she mentions is a "ritual
demonstration," and Wendy demonstrates in the interview
how she walks through the building with her hands up, a
posture that we recognize as quite similar to the
defensive hand position she had recently learned in
Model Mugging.
This first dream sequence suggests incipient
mastery of something dangerous. it is about old terrain
and the manifestation of new, powerful defenses. Wendy
is poised to become enlightened about matters from the
past. At the end of this sequence, Wendy feels rushed
and wants "to slow down so I can feel it and take it
in." Here, she seems to be paraphrasing one of her
major goals in the Model Mugging course: to better
integrate her emotions and her body, to be more wholly
present.
In the next sequence, Wendy is talking to her
brother about how they will get to Mexico. There is
conflict, and Wendy worries about whether the trip is
financially feasible, although she assures herself that
she can do it. This segment captures the ambivalence
Wendy seems to have about the journey to this ancient
place and the pursuit of the goals discussed above.
Money plays a important role in her psychic economy
here, apparently representing the inner resources whose
availability she wonders about.
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The final segment, where Wendy meets up with her
family, is set in an unfamiliar place populated by
familiar people. At issue at the outset is the tension
between knowing and not knowing-here, with respect to
whether a daughter and mother know about each others'
illnesses. m her dream account, Wendy is uncertain
about how she feels about her mother and grandmother not
knowing about each other. She thinks it's better that
way, but she is also angry about it. She is apparently
ambivalent about becoming enlightened in this realm
where secret damage is concerned.
According to Wendy, she is her present age in the
dream and her mother is the age at which she died. The
events unfold against a backdrop of impending
separation, as Wendy observes, "I know my mother will
die." Their initial discussion turns to Wendy's friend
Ellen's partner, a woman who has MS. In reality, she
had become sick at the time that Ellen was leaving for
an extended trip to Central America. The pairing of one
woman's departure and the other woman's physical
deterioration is reminiscent of Wendy's departure for
college and her mother's subsequent death. In the
context of the present dream, Wendy is about to embark
on a trip to Mexico when there is a sudden shift to the
domestic scene with her mother. This juxtaposition may
signal Wendy's concern that her upcoming trip, which.
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importantly, was to involve symbolic integration and
recovery of memory, may cause irreparable damage.
As Wendy's mother talks about her own molestation,
she is portrayed as controlled, "removed from feelings."
In this, she mirrors Wendy's own characteristic state of
being distanced from her own emotion. Mother and
daughter come to know about each other, as Wendy's
mother tells the story of rubbing and penetrating her
daughter while cleaning her as a baby. Wendy commented
on her mother's identification of Wendy's desire as a
motivating force in her own abuse:
I think that that's such a typical perpetrator
thing to say: "You liked it, you asked for it."
And yet there may be some gap between the understandings
of Wendy's waking versus dreaming self.
In response to a question about what became of her
grandmother while she was talking with her mother, Wendy
replied, "She slipped away." Her "choice" of verb here,
with its parallel to the description of her mother's
hand that "would slip inside," raises the possibility
that Wendy may experience an absent or non-protective
figure, here, the grandmother, as somehow similarly
intrusive and harmful like her overtly intrusive mother
in the dream.
This dream was discussed at all three interviews.
In the first interview, Wendy recounted the dream,
ending with the mother's story of what she had done,
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without moving on to the question of her possible
lesbianism. in our second interview, l asked Wendy
about this omission.
I forgot it.... I think it was just sort ofoverwhelming to be talking about the dream.
This seems an important part of the dream, the
culmination of a story where the boundaries between
Wendy and her mother are often blurred. They are joined
as daughters, as women removed from feeling, as victims,
and now as lesbians. Perhaps, in this light, Wendy's
failure to remember the end of the dream and, more
broadly, her inability to remember her sexual abuse may
afford her some protection from encountering a sense of
painful identification with her abuser.
In her reactions to this dream, Wendy commented:
I woke up feeling like "I don't want to deal with
this dream."
...There's a part of me that wants tobelieve it— "Can I take that as the truth so that
I know what happened? At least I'll know."
There's another part that doesn't think that I can
take that as the truth just because my dream told
me that.
Wendy continued:
I also wonder about that period, because my father
didn't live with us at that point. He was at sea
and he was gone alot. And so it was my mother and
I for the first two years. And he would come home
occasionally.
Wendy's reference to her father being away at sea
during her early childhood suggests a link between her
first dream about the dinghy and the present dream. For
Wendy, what comes up from the sea, from a watery place,
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seems connected to early memory and the vicissitudes of
her caretaking experience. it can be dangerous for
something to be "washed up," as the red dinghy was in
the first dream, for, as the story goes, it is in the
context of being cleaned that Wendy is molested by her
mother.
This may be an apt moment to more fully recount a
conversation Wendy and I had about the boat images in
her first dream:
S: The plastic molded ones, I think they're prettytacky. It was kind of interesting that I chosethat, because that really isn't an image I relate
with very much.
D; So it's kind of a foreign thing that was washing
up : ^
S: Yeah. It was mine, I felt connected to it, but
I was surprised to see that in my dream. Like the
next segment [with the wooden boat] just makes so
much more sense to me because that fits more withthe aspect of boats that I relate more to.
The things that "wash up" in each of Wendy's first
two dreams raise the question for her of whether they're
really hers or not. The boat, like the memory, is
somehow foreign yet familiar. And Wendy struggles both
in her dreams and in reflecting on her dreams to
reconcile the part of her that does not want to
communicate about what has come ashore and the part that
wants to go down to fetch it.
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Ridiculous rnnstrnrtinn (#3). Wendy's third and
last dream of the first phase incorporates some the
imagery already encountered in her earlier dreams. Most
notable, in this respect, is the image of a balcony or
porch. Here is the opening of the dream:
I'm in Vermont with Ellen and Rachel doina aRoundout builders job. it's done. I'm pushing ona section of the roof (a porch overhang) that is
Se Lart to^^ celefain. it breaks, swear andw star o fix it. l am yelling more about
ridiculus construction it turns into a garagedoor with a heavy piece of equipment on it.
Recall from Wendy's dream about her father that the
balcony was a safe vantage point for viewing potentially
disturbing events. From there, she could see without
being seen and without being overwhelmed by feeling. in
the present dream, the safety previously afforded by
this vantage point is threatened because the structure
that protects it is in danger of collapsing. Wendy
hastens to repair it, but something continues to weigh
heavily overhead.
Indeed, as the first week of the course comes to a
close, Wendy has begun to push on the old structures, to
try to move beyond the places that keep her safe, yet
impoverish her experience in the process. But she is
also invested, it seems, in bolstering these very
structures, in maintaining the safe space just outside
of herself—the place, perhaps, that she goes when she
is "out of her body." In the dream, when the porch
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overhang gives way, something new magically materializes
to bear the weight overhead. Perhaps Wendy wonders if
such a structure will appear should she achieve the kind
of "breakthroughs" she desires in waking life.
Phase Two; The Third Cl^gg
As discussed above, the third class was a turning
point in Wendy's course experience. She reported that
her sense of invincibility diminished when she saw a
classmate get pinned by the mugger and when the
instructor insisted that Wendy face her attacker rather
than attempting to ignore acts of aggression. During
this class, she had a visual flash of a penis floating
in space in response to escalation in the verbal abuse
of one of her classmates.
On Thei r Own For Dinner (#4).
Wendy's dream on the night of the third class
incorporates the imagery of the phallic intrusion of
that day and also provides some additional perspective
on what may be Wendy's characteristic patterns of
responding to intrusive threats.
I'm working in a shop where a few people work,
2 being one old man and one very old woman. The
old man is kind of crazy and unpredictable, he
does dangerous things in the shop. I try to avoid
him. No one has the guts to tell him he shouldn't
be there. The woman feels that she shouldn't be
there even though she is very good. I look at a
rocker she has abandoned— it's an incredible
design, stretching the capabilities of the wood.
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colors ^^^/^sl?^^^ ""^^^ ^^^y- ^t'^ different. im itting at a table Tho r.^ ^
up and grabs away Lmething I'm ea^?inato let it go then deside no I won-t ?'.n ^'^"^"^It back. He makes to move t^ overpower me bSt
^'"'^
it'^^^fwalk
^"'^ P"^^^ his'^p^nL Ld holdsI . I away to continue my work.
can't^Sorrth^io^^^^ desides to tell the man heanymore. Everyone is scared andthey disappear. I don't know where to go so I ?rv
S?c?TL h^^'h ^^^^"9 through, ?hrowi^gi rian bread around-doesn
' t really notice me
I am driving the bus and stop it and tell the
cheL'pl^;r ^^r^ ^i--- re^omend a
p5::c^ ?s^ch;aper'^'orr:ay^ ^^^^^^
Most notable, perhaps, in the first section of the
dream is the absence of any stable or protective figure.
The old man is "crazy and unpredictable" as well as
"dangerous." The old woman, though sympathetically
portrayed in some ways, is removed and, potentially,
"off her rocker." Wendy is left alone, as "no one has
the guts" to stand up to the old man who, among other
things, deprives Wendy of nourishment. She is about to
"let it go," to fall back to her characteristic stance
of trying to ignore the reality unfolding before her,
but at the last moment, she decides
—
perhaps in response
to the coaching of the day—to reclaim what is
rightfully hers. However, the penis intervenes as a
weapon and causes Wendy to retreat to her work, to
denial
.
The mere presence of the penis serves as the most
effective deterrent to Wendy's involvement in the
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struggle. it needn't come to the point of physical
confrontation, per se, as the sight of the man with his
weapon in hand stops Wendy in her tracks. The anxiety
that Wendy experiences in connection with this trauma
seems literally to be "free floating," to judge from the
flash that intruded during the third class. she cannot
bind nor control it, as the power to do so plainly does
not rest in her hands.
In the second dream segment, Wendy is left alone
with a rageful, not nurturing man, and busyness again
offers her some measure of protection. When he "comes
raging through," Wendy watches but is herself unseen and
thereby escapes harm.
The final section of the dream, with Wendy driving
the bus, underlines the absence of any stable adult
figures of identification. For here, kids are on their
own to get what they need to survive. And, apparently,
they often must and do know better than the adults
around them.
I Feel I Have tn Mnvf> (#5). The absence of
trustworthy figures in Wendy's world is suggested again
in her next dream, whose opening segment depicts the
dynamics between Wendy and the therapist with whom she
terminated six months earlier and who was also a Model
Mugging classmate. Here is the opening of this dream:
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I go to look an apartment. i feel i hav*. i-r.even though housing is short. ?here is a iLn i1
buv"?^''S""'^- """^^^^ - there ''she^s%o?n^ to"'
^^L^^^ ^^^t ^he upper apartment. Ihesees me and pulls me uppstairs with her. i amworried about client/therapist issues. The
apartment smells like chemicals—an exterminator
^n^nio ^^y^ ^^^'11 hire someoneto clean it up. i wonder if she'll tell theperson.
As we've observed in previous dreams and in the
discussion of Wendy's affinity for the kestrel, height
appears to be symbolically associated with knowledge and
memory. The upper apartment in this dream may be linked
to this constellation. It is a place that the therapist
first tried to bring Wendy against her will, and that
she cleaned by secretive and dangerous means. Cleanings
have been dangerous before for Wendy in her dreams, and
the question, again, becomes whether Wendy—the next
tenant, if she moves—will come to know what transpired.
Wendy's drive to move, to integrate memory, is
strong, even though the circumstances are difficult.
Her ambivalence surfaces, though, in a second passage in
which her roommate "begs" her not to move:
It's more expensive and she doesn't like the
apartment. I don't really know why I'm doing it.
Causing a Ruckus (#6). By now, two of Wendy's
goals in the Model Mugging course have achieved some
representation and elaboration in her dreams: the
integration of her body and affective experience and the
recovery of memory. The last dream of the second phase
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orn
sheds some light on Wendy's third goal: overcoming her
illusion of invincibility. The dynamic comes to life
the second dream segment, where Wendy shows stubb
disregard for religious authority in adopting what she
calls her "fuck you" attitude. Here is the complete
dream:
to taL'^to^L^^V''^^ Wellerton. Beth A. comeslk to me. We are upstairs (in my parentsroom?) in a double bed. I don • t want^o be thereAfter awhile it • s O.K. for me to get up. i am
mv h^?i"^
my shirt. she is making comments about
^^^^""^
^ it like hers. i feelintruded upon. l leave the room silently. shefollows talking to me like nothing is wrong. ifinally loose her down stairs. In the back of mymind I know Anita is down here somewhere. i feelsecure that all my boundaries are in tact becauseshe knows I'm going to talk with Beth
today. >
I'm in a courtyard with many churches. I'mlooking for a certain church. Sandy and I are
walking through them looking for the right one
causing a rucus. People are making faces at uL
In waking life, Wendy did have some physical
contact with Beth A.
, whom she described as "someone I
had an issue of loose boundaries with a couple of years
ago." Wendy felt guilty about her role in this, and the
incident was in part what lead to the decision that
Wendy and her lover Anita should live separately.
The setting of the dream upstairs and in her
parents' bedroom highlights the apparent equivalence in
psychic life of her sexual interactions with Beth A. and
with her parents, all of which may be characterized by
her feeling of being intruded upon and guilty.
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in speaking about this dream, Wendy pointed to the
"theme of silence," which she described in this way:
I know something's wrong in my head, but I can'treally say it, so I'm just going aling with ?hesituation. It's hard to describe, it's a
^^^'not'^eaJL'^hr'^^-'P "'^^ pretendingIt s not re lly happening.
...
i
-m making it be okay.
At the end of the first section, Wendy states, "i
feel secure that all of my boundaries are in tact...."
In the interview, however, she adds that her boundaries
really hadn't been intact, "So it was ironic that I was
downstairs thinking my boundaries were okay." Her
feelings, once again, miss the facts. The sequence of
events until this point has been: intrusion, guilt, then
denial
.
In the last segment of the dream, Wendy is walking
"in a courtyard with many churches" along with her dog,
Sandy, whom she spoke of in one of our interviews:
If you want to see things in the woods, don't go
walking with Sandy. She goes crashing through the
woods and underbrush.
In the dream, too, Sandy is causing a stir in a place
that people are supposed to "be real quiet." Wendy,
however, commented: "I really didn't care that we were
making a ruckus. I felt good about it."
The churches reminded Wendy of her Catholic
upbringing that had instilled in her "good Catholic
guilt feelings." It is to these, perhaps, that she
gives the "fuck you."
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The dream, then, portrays Wendy's sudden transition
from compliance to defiance. Her "fuck you" attitude,
with its core of invincibility, emerges following an
intrusion that engenders guilt at her compliance and
then denial, and so appears to be an adaptive response
to the painful effects of the intrusion. in short, it
may be difficult for Wendy to move beyond her stance of
invincibility, for to do so may mean that she must
encounter her feeling of guilt and the memory of the
events that may have engendered it.
Phase Three: Th e Fourth n^ic^c;
In many ways, the centerpiece of Wendy's dream
series is the pair of dream records that frame her
graduation. Much of the imagery by now will be
familiar—upstairs, a dog, the significance of light,
and imagery of the sea. Here, these elements are
brought together in a the clearest enactment of Wendy's
central drama of integration.
Something Heavv in a Baa (#7). Wendy was very
drawn to this dream, yet felt that she did not
understand it. She noted, though, that she "thought it
was significant somehow, that big heavy bag I was
carrying down the stairs." Here is the full text:
I am housesitting at friends of Rufus'. It's a
very big old house. There is a puppy outside on a
chain, another loose and several cats in the house
including mine. It's cold out and I want to let
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the puppy in. At the screen door one ofIS hissing and viciously trying to baf^L ^K ""^^from inside the door. Lfus arrives ie ^^^^^
«hat their other dog chewed up as a pup
-!->"'or
oSts de ITJT ^ <1°- l-din^?; nothing"
= = K ' P^^* ^ 1" through it. I feelsafe because I think Rufus is on t?he otherside ilook around and find no one. i go down the stairsturning off the lights as I go. This is^nr^So! ^to make me feel secure that ?h;re^s no one ?herebut I still feel a little scared. On the second
thinks1t^s'all^'"°" ^-^-^ ^^^^ suprisfanf
air? t Zt""^ ^'^''^y' giggling like a teenage
It L^'''''' lights and go downstairs. There are now alot of people downstairs.
I m earring something heavy in a bag. There isabout 5 feet to jump down at the base of the stairsto get to the floor. I want to drop this bag buJthere is a woman laying in the way. i dangle itover hoping she'll catch it. She gets scared andmoves out of the way. I drop it to the floor witha thud
.
The dream is set at a house belonging to people
whom Wendy doesn't know. There is something somehow
"forgotten" about the house, something that Wendy
struggles to remember:
It was a split level, sort of a ranch style—not a
ranch style—what is that style called? They build
them all the time. It's a new kind of a house.
Um... where the front, the second story overhangs
about a foot in the front. I want to call it a
ranch, but it's not a ranch.
There is something familiar about this split,
forgotten house. She thinks that it is similar to the
one owned by the Mortons, a family whose children she
played with and took care of sometimes when she was a
teenager.
They looked like the perfect family, but I knew
something was going on beneath the surface. I think
[the father] had a really severe temper.
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The eldest daughter in the family was Wendy s age and
seemed to have an eating disorder. Mother and daughter
were each named Emma, and Wendy "felt a lot for both of
them, because they seemed to be the ones who displayed
the most symptoms of unhappiness . " And so the dream is
set in this forgotten, yet familiar house, where
daughter suffers and is identified with her mothe:
amidst a family that is just not what it seems.
Rufus, who knows the owners of the house, is a
who works at Wendy's workplace, someone whom she
described as "vivacious and gregarious," who "knows
something about everybody." she searched for the phrase
that might best characterize him:
He's pretty free-floating. oh, I can't think ofthat word I want. it's that process of thinking
when one thought just leads to the next. [Free
association? I offered.] Yeah, free association.That's sort of how he is.
With his energy and curiousity, Rufus is similar to the
puppy as pictured in the dream, except, as Wendy
commented in our conversation, "He doesn't seem to have
a lot holding him back." He is associated, it seems,
with knowing things and with a kind of unleashed
vitality linked to youthful experience.
As Wendy noted, "Even though I was housesitting, I
had come to take care of the cats and dogs." Indeed,
the central drama in the first segment of the dream is
the conflict between the cat and the puppy who battle
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each other at the screen door. Wendy is sympathetic to
the plight of the Chained puppy but is cautious about
intervening. Their conflict may represent Wendy's own
intrapsychic struggle about the recovery of memory, the
conflict between her desire to ease restraints and admit
something new to her experience and her more self-
protective stance that blocks entry of such knowledge.
It may be relevant here that Wendy described the puppy
as "white with brown spots," a possible allusion to
herself (LeBlanc) marked or even damaged in some way,
as, perhaps, she may feel she was in childhood. As
Rufus points out by showing Wendy what another dog
chewed up as a pup, it may be dangerous for Wendy to
yield to her desire to let the young thing in—it may,
after all, cause damage.
The next section of the dream begins on the third
story of the house and continues to tell a similar tale.
I enter from outside through this door, where
there's no balcony, there's no anything to get in.
Missing here is Wendy's usual safe vantage point for
observation split off from participation. Instead, she
is right in the midst of things, a condition that
appears difficult for her to sustain:
The reason I go into the room is because I noticed
that the lights are on upstairs. And I think, I
know I'm the only one in the house, so I get
nervous
.
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In turning out the lights, she tries to assure herself
that she is in no danger upstairs, where being upstai:
may, as in other dreams, be associated with a history of
painful intrusion. she does not wish to be enlightened.
Wendy's anxiety, however, cannot be completely
extinguished, and it is highlighted by her encounter
with Linda, a woman from her Model Mugging class, who is
likened to a teenage girl. it is somehow apt that Linda
should emerge at this juncture, for Wendy described her
as someone who "seemed to have an attitude about life
like nothing was going to happen to her." m this, she
is linked to Wendy's own attitude of invincibility.
Wendy, however, perceives this attitude as somehow
interruptive in this context, as she commented: "She
sort of jumps out at me where I was scared something was
going to happen to me, and she's giggling and I feel
annoyed." The two descend the stairs together, side by
side, the scared one and her invincible partner, an
ambivalent pairing, to be sure.
At this point, Wendy becomes aware of carrying a
large, heavy bag: "It was very much like the mugger's
bag—big and black and stuffed full." She was referring
to the duffel bag carried to and from class by Tom, the
male instructor who served as the mugger. "And what did
Tom have in his bag?" I inquired. "All his equipment,
all his protective equipment, actually," she replied.
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Wendy, then, appears to be weighed down by her defenses,
some Of Which have just been represented in the dream:
'
denial and repression, as signified by turning off the
lights, and reversal, by the attitude of invincibility.
Wendy is trying to drop the bag, to move it from
darkness into light and so, perhaps, to gain access to
the experience from which she is defensively cut off.
To do this requires the cooperation of the woman laying
in the way at the base of the stairs. According to
Wendy, she is "kind of thin and youngish and white."
The reference to white may again suggest a link to Wendy
herself, supporting the notion that Wendy's attempt to
pass the bag may represent an enactment of communication
between the part of Wendy that wants to know and the
part that is too frightened to cooperate. The woman at
the base of the stairs "gets scared" and, as Wendy
elaborated in the interview, "she rolled out of the
way." The bag hits the floor with a thud.
As mentioned before, Wendy was drawn to the image
of the bag and thought it might have something to do
with the "baggage" she carries. She did not know
specifically what this might be, however.
But I do know it seems like I'm trying to give it
away, trying to drop it on that woman. She didn't
want it, she was scared. Whatever it is, it seems
like something I'm supposed to take care of and not
put onto other people. What comes to mind is
projecting things on other people, but
specifically, I don't know what about.
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Wendy seems to feel, then, that this is her burden and
hers alone to bear. To bring things to light by
dropping old defenses may be harmful to other people,
somehow she believes that she can keep both herself and
others more completely safe by remaining somehow divided
herself. And yet, she appears to want to move toward
greater integration of memory and emotion, to let go of
the defenses that prevent her from doing so.
Wendy was interested in the suggestion that this
dream might be an enactment of some communication from
the part of her that knows something to the part of her
that doesn't know. she likened her descent down the
staircase to a process of coming "symbolically into
myself, bringing myself down into myself." This
reminded her of her experience of coming out of a state
of dissociation, of moving from her characterisitic
perch above and slightly in front of herself back down
into her body.
Phase Four; Graduation
Nothing Very Deep (#8). The image of the scared
woman rolling out of the way of the falling bag links
Wendy's dream immediately prior to graduation and the
dream experience that follows on the subsequent night.
Here is Wendy's account of her post-graduation dream
experience:
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xxutxe scared. it was a bodv feelinrf t +- ^
and turned and drifted in and out o?^;ieep--ius?
v^rrde^r^'and^tUr "^^^^^ bu^'Lt^^^^ery a ep. nd they vanished when I woke up.
This account is notable for two main reasons.
First, the language Wendy uses to describe her
experience suggests a parallel with the dream of the
prior night, in which some communication was attempted
but not successfully completed. "Been laying here
trying to remember fragments but I can't remember
anything," she writes. And we remember that the woman
at the base of the stairs who had failed to catch the
bag had been "laying" in the way. Further, that woman
"rolled" out of the way, a motion that links her again
to Wendy, who "tossed and turned and drifted in and out
of sleep." The sea imagery here, with a reference to
her bits of dreams not being "very deep," is reminiscent
of Wendy's earlier dream about the red dinghy and the
attendant dangers of "washing up." Here, Wendy rolls
out of the way of sleep and memory. She drifts toward
and away from shore, avoiding the depths.
A second notable factor about this account is that
it is the only instance during the dream project period
in which Wendy describes feeling scared and agitated,
where she experiences a "body feeling" rather than
representing feeling in the form of dream images. The
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ability to symbolize her intrapsychic process now eludes
her grasp. Wendy's experience of "body feelings-
underlines, somewhat ironically, her failure to
integrate her body and her feelings-one of Wendy's
goals for herself in the Model Mugging course. Here,
emotion and cognition are somehow collapsed into
sensation. it is as if she regresses at the very moment
that she comes closest to effecting symbolic
communication and integration in her dreams.
Phase Five: Follow-up
Wendy's second interview took place approximately
10 days after her graduation. During this post-
graduation period she had four dreams. A good deal of
the thematic material is familiar in this last set of
dreams, yet certain new elements emerge. The last dream
presents an instructive integration of the thematic
material
.
Transforming Defenses (#9). The first dream of
this period begins as follows;
Ellen and I are in a hot tub talking about
transforming defenses. she asks me to explain what
I said earlier and I try but it doesn't seem to
make much sense.
Wendy commented that she is talking in the dream about
changing psychological defenses:
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I think that what I was thinking of there risi howsometimes defenses from when you're young don treally work for you later, and that's what I wastalking about. Things that don't work anymore!
I asked what defenses she might have had in mind, and
she replied:
I would never ever say to my mother—resist
verbally. But I could do that non-verbally
, sortof storm around or not give her my attention, myenergy, and sort of ignore her.
In addition to this defense of ignoring, Wendy
mentioned: ^
I think that my "fuck you" attitude is sometimes adefense. It seems to come up where people aretrying to control my behavior.
In some ways, Wendy's statement at the opening of
the dream about "transforming defenses" summarizes the
struggles that have been enacted in her earlier dreams,
perhaps most powerfully in the baggage dream and its
sequel. It seems apt, then, that Wendy and her friend
should be in hot water while having this conversation.
But Wendy is in trouble in another way here as well.
This is the first dream in which Wendy feels "out of her
body." She indicated in the interview that this comes
through in her comment in the dream account that what
she was talking about "doesn't seem to make much sense."
This "fuzziness" of communication, the split between
what she does and what she experiences, is a typical
sign of dissociation for Wendy. Ironically,
dissociation is itself a characteristic defense for her,
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and it occurs at the very moment she is discussing her
desire to transform her defenses.
In addition to its psychological underpinnings, the
notion of transforming defenses is also linked to the
realm of physical self-defense. in the second segment
of the dream, Wendy is attacked by "several assailents,"
the first occurence of physical attack in the dream
series. This is an interesting juncture, for new
physical defenses come into play at the point that Wendy
considers abandoning old psychological ones. Wendy's
engagement in physical self-defense breaks her stance of
invincibility and denial and signals the acknowledgement
of vulnerability. The transformation of defenses in the
opening line of the dream, then, may refer as well to
the transformation from psychological defense to
physical defense. This is a far different scene than
the one in Wendy's earlier dream about the crazy old
man: "He makes to move to overpower me but unzipps his
pant and pulls out his penis and holds it." There, the
threat remains powerfully symbolic. Wendy just walks
away—she does not have a fighting chance.
Dead Smelly Fish (#11) . Wendy continues to be out
of her body in a dream she had later in the post-
graduation week. This dream is especially notable for
its introduction of a new totem, a dream totem, perhaps,
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the companion to one of Wendy's waking totems, the
kestrel. Here are the first two sections of the dream:
"^llsi^to" at the Fishmongers. Thevhave an outside deck and I'm alone. i w;nt to ask
a uauxe.
— > iijn at Barbara Bateson '
^nH ^ n J ^^^.^^ ^ ^^1^ to her. We go outside
?ol^^^ ^^^^ ""^^ arranging a M.M. gettogether and say that it's O.K. for me to be therewith her. only I say it jumbled and theinteraction is fuzzy. I'm not sure of what we-veagreed when I leave. I've forgotten somethinginside and go back. B.B. is talking to herhousemate about something she needs (I feel a
i':'^^^^^^^ leave) I am earring a deadsmelly fish which is some kind of a totem to me. Idrop It out on the street and deside to leave it Akid picks it up. *
The dream is set at a restaurant in Wendy's
hometown. A "fishmonger," to Wendy, is "someone who
cleans fish." in keeping with this, perhaps, a "dead
smelly" fish emerges in the context of the story. it is
a totem to Wendy, as she noted, "I feel kind of attached
to it," although she is puzzled as to why. In waking
life, as we've seen, Wendy is drawn to the kestrel and
also, as she elaborated in the context of discussing the
present dream, to the polar bear.
I guess there was something I could always
relate to about polar bears because I'm very
white, and I think it had to do with I sunburn
and don't tan.
I asked if she meant "white" like her name is "LeBlanc."
No, I'm that too, but very white-skinned [she
laughs]. That's what I mean.
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Wendy's waking figures of identification-a hawk
and a bear-are predators, not prey. Interestingly,
though, she is identified in her dreams with a fish, the
prey of the polar bear, and a dead smelly one at that.
But the fish is also the bread and butter of the
fishmonger, whose job, according to Wendy's definition,
is to clean fish. This is reminiscent of Wendy's early
dream about her mother's sexual impropriety with her:
She said yes, when she was cleaning me (as a babv)
soL^f^ ^ I liked it? and"^^ometimes her hand would slip (inside me).
Wendy appears to have ambivalent feelings toward
this dead smelly fish part of herself. While she feels
connected to it, she also feels ready to let go of it.
The dream segment ends in ambiguity, however, as she
drops the fish and "a kid picks it up." it is unclear
whether she has really left the fish behind or has
dramatized her continuing attachment to it.
A Flat rPink^ Coral (#12).
Wendy had her final dream of the series eight
nights after the course graduation. It is a powerful
dream that integrates many now-familiar elements and
strongly reflects each of the goals Wendy set for
herself in the Model Mugging course. Here, to begin,
are the first two segments of the dream:
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I'm interested in datinq men t T7-i4-K
ll^llir- we :re-taL?ng!-chi?
^^!>^";?; him some plans fo? a model town
> I'm telling my mother I'm datinq a man qhlasks about him, what he's like and I can'?
^
remember, except that he • s a doctor. He is there
?nwn rt^ ^^"^ ^^e plans for the model
^^"^^"^ unusual period where Ikeep bleeding and am getting worried. He says hismother is a doctor. i ask if she'll look a?^me tget up on the table. she puts the specSlum in meand says "ah no wonder" and pulls ou? a smaU loofasponge that's been abraiding me. i ask ?o look atmy cervix. I want to see the polyp and i? looksdifferently than I'd imagined, liS a ?lat (p?nk)
The beginning of the dream is most notable for its
announcement of Wendy's openness to new experience.
Wendy is, in fact, interested in creating many kinds of
new spaces, as she draws up a map for a "model town."
She is "carrying the plans, the blueprints for it," she
shared in an interview. In this, Wendy is linked to the
draftsman in an earlier dream who drafts a boat
following Wendy's retrieval of an earlier model. Here
too, as we will discuss below, the creation of something
new is flanked by the dredging up of something old from
the sea.
The man who Wendy is dating is a doctor, and his
mother is one too. Mother and child are closely
identified. Wendy allows the mother doctor to examine
her. This dream section, detailing Wendy's concern
about her gynecological health, is linked in Wendy's
mind with circumstances from her waking life that arose
shortly before she had this dream.
anything like that befor4. ^ "^"^"^ "^^"^
Wendy
-s nurse practitioner had informed her of this
during a routine gynecological exam, and so, Wendy
noted: "I knew I had it. i just didn't know what it
looked like."
This statement about knowing, and yet not knowing
is strikingly similar to Wendy's description of her
predicament concerning her history of sexual abuse:
soecTffn^ ^^^^ °^ ^^^^ ^^^^^y ^^"ts to knowp i ics because it would be so much easier to
H i ^
It's hard tn believe wh.^ i hav^ in ^.r
,^nd It's hard to believe the very vague ^
reanv'wantft^ J^^^^'..^^ ^^ere ' s a part o^ me thatlly ts to have it concrete before I canreally believe myself [emphasis added].
In this dream, Wendy sets out to literally concretize
the experience.
She puts the speculum in me and says, "ah no
wonder" and pulls out a small loofa sponge that'sbeen abraiding me.
This, at last, is what Wendy has in her body. The cause
of her trouble is that there has been something rubbing
her that clearly doesn't belong there. This, of course,
is reminiscent of Wendy's earlier dream about her mother
who "used to rub a little longer" while cleaning Wendy
and whose hand would sometimes "slip" inside. The loofa
sponge combines the imagery of cleaning with the imagery
of the sea to form a compound image connected to Wendy's
mother, a marine scientist.
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The dream continues with Wendy asking to look at
her cervix, and she is surprised by what she sees. The
polyp looks like a "flat (pink) coral," just like the
coral in the water near where she grew up. it's the
only kind that can live there, she commented, "because
it gets too cold to grow the other kinds."
In this dream segment, Wendy is highly invested in
looking into what may be wrong rather than adopting her
more defensive attitude of just "making it be okay."
She is curious about her inner life and, as suggested at
the outset of the dream, is somehow more open to new
experience. The cause of Wendy's problem is localized
in her maternal care, where a normally nurturant
function has been distorted into an intrusive one. The
trauma has persisted, lodged unseen for many years in
Wendy's body, accompanied by the only other kind of life
that could grow in her childhood environment. In
Wendy's earlier dream, her mother emphasizes Wendy's
enjoyment of the care she has been given. By contrast,
in the present dream, a mother points to this care as
the source of considerable trouble. In this, Wendy is
offered validation for her sense that something has
indeed been amiss all these years. A mother has somehow
made reparation.
In the third dream segment, the drama moves from an
internal stage, where the characteristic defense of
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denial has been modified, to an external one, where
Wendy is called upon to defend herself physically.
Again, as in Wendy's earlier dream about "transforming
defenses," the attempted revision of psychological
defenses has been paired with a movement toward physical
self-defense.
Jove^Road''''';.^^r''^^'"^?^°" Wellerton on Harrier
are nni-^?^^ \ ^^"''^ ^ur attackers
crowd T
P^°^^^tive suits. They are men from the
tloZ kr^/^Tl^ ""^^^^^ fighting. I'm feelings w and my kicks aren't connecting well. i beat
and 5inn^ anticipating my moves
?n .ho> ^ punching and trying
face ho^^i"^; 'h^^^^^ if touch his^
Itit \ J^^t I make himpass out. Men from the side lines are joining inthey have malitious intenent. Two attackers comeat me at once and I'm fighting them off any way Ican. ^
Once again, the dream segment is set in Wendy's
childhood hometown, on the street, in fact, where Wendy
spent her early childhood:
I don't really recall living on Harrier Cove Road.
I lived there for a couple of years, the first
couple of years of my life. All the pictures of me
at one and two are taken there, at that house on
Harrier Cove Road.
In addition to the historical significance of this
particular street in Wendy's life, the street's name is
itself of considerable interest. It brings together the
symbol of the harrier (a type of hawk) with the imagery
of the sea, two elements that have separately figured
quite prominently in Wendy's waking and dreaming life.
Recall that the kestrel, Wendy's waking totem, is
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associated with an observing perspective that is as
emotionally distanced from the experience of
victimization as a watchful hunter is from its prey.
The sea, on the other hand, is associated for Wendy with
the recovery of difficult experience-the dangers of
washing up, of drifting too deep, the dreaming totem of
the dead smelly fish. with "Harrier Cove," these two
worlds, previously split in the representational world
of Wendy's dreams, are brought together, restored,
perhaps, to their original state of union.
This circumstance, signalling the reconciliation of
cognition and emotion, of emotion and bodily sensation,
suggests that Wendy may experience a more fully
integrated presence at the Model Mugging demonstration
in her hometown. she fights an old fight with new
skills.
All three of Wendy's course goals appear to be
reflected in this final dream. Her desire to recover
memories of her abuse may be represented in her
demystification of a body memory by literally looking
and finding inside herself "concrete" evidence. Wendy's
desire to become more fully present by mending the
splits in her experience, what she stated as her "hope
to integrate some of my emotions with my body better,"
may be symbolized in the code of Harrier Cove Road.
Finally, Wendy's desire to relax her stance of
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invincibility seems to be reflected in her whole-hearted
engagement in the physical fighting. Aware of her
vulnerability, she does not ignore her assailants but is
"fighting them off any way I can." it remains to be
seen how, in the end, she will fare.
Conclusi nn
When Wendy spoke about her reasons for enrolling in
Model Mugging, she referred, in part, to her hope that
it "would bring things up more than anything." with
respect to her relationship to her own emotional past
and present, she felt, she said, like she was "at a
lull." Looking back now on her experience in the
course, it seems that, indeed, she encountered some
ripples. Most notable among these might be the
dampening of her sense of invincibility mid-course and
the occurrance of an intrusive flash of a penis. in her
dream life, the effects seemed more profound. Currents,
we might say, were strong enough to actually bring a
boat to shore, and Wendy, at the end, was curious and
able to see previously undiscovered undersea life.
It is interesting to consider Wendy's report of her
post-course experience. Recall that she felt "present,"
able to "turn and face" her problems for two weeks and
then began to feel "childish," experiencing herself as
"exposed and powerless," and reacting "very emotionally"
in many situations. Wendy was disturbed by this turn of
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events, and yet, in the context of her course aims and
experiences, the kinds of feelings she described as
Characteristic of this post-course period see. linked to
the kinds Of feelings that would likely be associated
with the memories she sought to regain. Wendy may have
been experiencing memory through feelings, an emotional
memory or re-experiencing perhaps not that familiar to
one accustomed to body memories.
At the time that Wendy was experiencing this
heightened emotionality, she apparently was also not
remembering her dreams upon waking, while this
circumstance may have something to do with the loss of a
structure for recording her dreams after the project
concluded, it also seems possible that what she failed
to represent in dream space during this period, she
experienced in life space. in this light, it might have
been useful to Wendy to have had some therapeutic
environment available to her in which to explore these
feelings. As it turned out, Wendy said that the strong
feelings subsided when she began to get busy at work
during the Christmas rush. In what seems to be a
characteristic pattern, and one illustrated in her dream
where she "walks away to continue [her] work" after the
crazy old man unzipped his pants, "getting busy"
provided haven from difficult feelings.
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CHAPTER 4
CASE STUDY: DONNA SMITH
Bioaraphinai cy^trh
Donna is an articulate 28 year old woman currently
pursuing her bachelor's degree at a large university.
She is tall and heavyset, with a dignified demeanor.
Her descriptions of her experience are evocative and
engaging. she has had five years of college to date in
different disciplines before settling on her current
field in the natural sciences. Donna supports herself
during the academic year by working part-time at her own
housecleaning business and in the summers by working as
a cook in a circus. For the past five and a half years.
Donna has been in a committed lesbian relationship.
Donna was born and raised in the western part of
the country, the eldest daughter in a working class
Mormon family, she emphasized that she is the first
person in all the generations of her family to have
attended college for any length of time. Her father has
held many different jobs over the years and currently
works as a travelling salesman. Her mother worked in
the home until Donna entered junior high and currently
works in data processing. Donna's two younger sisters
are full-time mothers and her two brothers, one younger
and one older, are employed in blue collar jobs.
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Donna referred to herself as "somewhat of an alien
in my family" and elaborated on the reasons why:
I -ma physical and sexual abuse survivor so .i.v
lfmUy'and1Sd'that';h!sT'""'?^^'-^°-
mother ca^'t Lcept that'parfol L'""''""
Donna spoke at length about her abuse history, she
recalled that the physical abuse was mostly at the hands
of her mother, "but my father had bursts of just letting
off steam on me."
anar-v^.r^IJ^^"^^^"'^ t° ^^^1 ^ith me beingg y so she tried to control me through physicalforce She used everything all the way to guns tousing her physical self. ^
The sexual abuse was perpetrated by her maternal
grandfather and her elder brother, and it lasted
approximately from ages eleven to fifteen.
Donna's grandfather abused her along with her
younger sisters, so that they could each see what was
happening to the others. She described a typical scene
of abuse:
Often, all three of us would be in the same room at
the same time. .. .My grandfather was very subtle inhow he coerced us into doing that, all the
molestations. He made it appear that we wanted it,
and it really separated us. And as the years went
on, my sisters and I were really separate and never
communicated....! think he trained my body to
respond, because part of me enjoyed what was
happening. And there's so much guilt for me about
that, but I think it was just a mindfuck, you know.
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What happened was because he made it- i^^vwanted it. where t tjoi,i<^ i.- ^ if i
touch me.' For Lample onn^""^^ approach him toWhere what he d?d was he?d h^S^^ ^^PP^"
and my sister would be ?iminqlt°"aid'?^ "'^^time was up she worn h • ^ ^' ^^en my
and then m?' othL^sisterwould^go^r ^'^^
She described the progression of abuse by her older
brother, dating from the time she was eleven:
What happened with him, it started out in a verv-
would iakHftn^'^"" ways.... so at'^h^tllL
would stin L ? ?v,^^^ younger brotherill be in the room—they had bunk beds so
wLId s?art k?'^"' bunk. And's?d
t?v to nen^f^if """^ ^^"^ fondling me, and he wouldry p etrate me, but I was too young. it sortOf went from that kind of experience tS^^si^g
Tob or'h?^ ^'^-^^ ^ ^° him^a blowD im coming m the middle of the nightsitting m our room and watching us or puttina hishands up under the sheets-to the point^tha^ hetied me up and attempted to rape me in thestoreroom. So as he grew older, his methods grewmore violent it wasn't like I could say "Stop "He did It
-til he wanted to stop. ^
^*
Many years later, when Donna attempted to talk with
her sisters about their abuse, she met with resistance
from both of them. She spoke about her sister Karen,
one year younger than she.
She's very much like my mother, "it's just the past
and we need to go on." I asked her, "What have youdone to heal?" and she said she took a long walk
and forgot about it [she laughs]. So her way of
coping was very different than I did.
Both Donna's mother and grandmother apparently knew
about the sexual abuse while it was going on but "turned
and walked away." Donna confronted her mother about it
when she was 18, as she described:
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was sort of this-it took awly ever^thin^ ? ^°and what I was trvinrr ^ y g from me,
wha^- t T^n^mg to communicate to her wac;
ann^ho n^^PP^''^^ ^° it sort of laidot er layer of guilt on for me And t ^^T^i.another layer of silence. ?his horrible thlnahappened to her, but what happened to is'notworth discussing, basically. So she reallv--sLdoesn't want to talk about it.
^^ iiy she
Donna left high school without getting her diploma
because it had become "unbearable," and she found
herself isolated and unable to function, she set out on
her own to serve a Mennonite mission in the midwest,
where she worked for a social service agency that fed
and gave clothes to poor people in the neighborhood. At
eighteen, while on the mission, she was hospitalized for
depression. She described her experience at the
hospital
:
I knocked on the door and said, "This is myproblem:" I said I'd been molested by my
grandfather and my brother, because by some grace Imade that link. At 18, I don't think I reallypinned it, but I knew I was in alot of trouble.
And they gave me medication [she laughs]. They put
me on thorazine and imipramine and totally drugged
me out. And made it so I was not able to function
and just sort of stayed in a fog. Fortunately, Ifound a really good therapist—not there, but when
I came back west, that really helped me and also
figured out that they had me on medication I never
should have been on.
She recalls being in a "catatonic state" during the
several weeks that she was hospitalized. "I just shut
myself off and left my body on purpose, basically,
because I couldn't deal with what was going on." After
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her release from the hospital. Donna was brought to her
parents' house and was later rehospitalized in her
hometown. Her parents were "unsupportive" during this
period and refused to get her a therapist after her
discharge. Donna ultimately found one on her own and
worked with her over a two year period "about how to get
my life back together after being a mental health
client.
"
Donna did not begin therapy about her incest
experience until several years later, when she had moved
to the west coast. At that point, she had left the
Mennonite church because she had wanted to be a minister
and they did not allow women in the leadership, she had
also come out as a lesbian at 21 and had found herself
in an abusive relationship that lasted nine months. She
reflected on her involvement in this relationship:
Well, I think that I was willing to accept what I'd
seen in my family on some level, even though I knew
It was wrong The value of having a relationship
was more important than whether I was being hurt or
not.
When she was twenty three, she met her current lover,
also an incest survivor, and the two moved to the east
coast together to continue a committed relationship.
They have attended long-term therapy together as a
couple, and Donna has continued her work on incest with
several different therapists individually. She
terminated her last therapy seven months before the
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start Of the Model Mugging course. Reeling that she
could "maintain" herself currently without it.
Course Fvpor-i^n-r
Approach
Donna heard about the Model Mugging course from
friends and from a woman in her incest sunnn>.^xiiL^e i: pport group who
had likened it to "vcis-rc r^-p -t-K^^years of therapy m five sessions."
Donna cited two major aims in taking the course. The
first concerned her desire to do "some body work" as a
way of continuing to heal from incest, she spoke of
"body empowerment" as "the hardest and almost the last
piece of incest-if there is a last piece," and she now
felt ready to engage in it. Her second aim concerned
learning to defend herself, a longstanding interest, but
one Which she had previously felt blocked from pursuing
because of her weight and her fear. She had felt that
martial arts was a "technique that involves having to
have a certain body type" and that she would be out of
place as a large woman. Further, she knew that learning
to defend herself "would bring up tons of issues about
being attacked and physically hurt." Previously, she
had feared that being violated "would almost be the last
straw. It would be one more thing I couldn't cope
with." Now, by contrast. Donna seemed to have a new
sense of strength that enabled her to face these
concerns without fear of collapse.
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Change;:; n^ro xr Timta
Donna
s early experience in the course was
extremely positive, and she enjoyed a sense of
competence and great self-esteem. The turning point for
her occurred during the fourth class, where the verbal
abuse escalated and Donna found herself struggling, she
spoke Of her encounter with the mugger in this class:
And'?"wf,:!^.''""'°"= ^""^ them really deeo
cSupL":f''I^en:rLs'"''??>,'°*"''^ deflated LeH'
T,h).i
sc a ios [The next dayl i cried the.
Totttn lLTat ^^^^^^^ b^LLe h^^dg rre inside to some core place
The traumatic incident occurred during a scenario which,
as Donna said, "was all about what I look like."
He approached me in a walk-by: "Oh, you're sodisgusting You're an embarrassment," and on and on
l?ke°mv^f^?^ ^"^^^^
I was like, "Yup." Tha? was
..tt.l ^^^^^^ also some of what I felt growinaup :ust being teased constantly about beingtat.. And I didn't freeze during that fiqht but l
saving w'" '
believed it, th!t what he w4s
'
y as true. And that's what I shared with theclass. I said, "l didn't fight well tonightbecause I didn't feel I was worth fighting for,
t^n^'TrL^^^^^''^^ ^^^^ ^^^y ^^^^ telling me w;srue." [She is crying.]
When Donna returned two days later for her
graduation, she felt ready to fight, somehow free of the
self-consciousness and shame that had weighed on her in
the day following the fourth class. She was pleased with
her performance, but was shaken again at the end of the
day when she saw her body in a portion of the graduation
videotape.
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For sc»e ti.e after graduation, Donna found herself
feeling afraid, and in her second interview she spo.e of
her awareness of her vulnerability to attack:
won'?t"happen ?o ul ''nd x'^^ ^^at itdefense. ^^ISt ? think th^/^n''/^*^ " that
for awhile after ciass ^""^ '^^^^ *^hen
This was not, she said, the reaction she had "expected
or hoped to have," and she relied for some time on the
support Of friends around her. Nevertheless, Donna had
a general sense of achievement at the close of the
course, as she reflected back on her experience:
Right before the class I was having a hard timebeing spaced out, feeling like I didn't Save apurpose in life, sort of feeling like 1 wasn'tsolid m What I wanted to do in school. ? Wasn't
state'' lnd%^f°"? ^° ^^^^^ th?se. And I feel like Model Mugging like nlantort
and ^J^^.thej^oitimitments to things like school
a^v. L^K^i"^ ^^^^ ^"^^^ ^ school. So itga e me that on a personal level. And on apolitical level, it has enraged me and has
motivated me to continue to fight sexism and
hiSi^I?''^^*^^^''!^ Because none of us shouldnave to be in that class.
In the two months intervening between the
graduation and the third follow-up interview, Donna
gradually recovered a sense of body empowerment and her
fear diminished. This process was derailed briefly
about one month after the course, when she joined her
classmates at a "reunion," where they watched the
graduation videotape in its entirety. Again, she re-
experienced the doubt and shame that had arisen in the
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fourth class and then c;ho «==.; <^a rn , she said, referring to her sense
Of pride and empower^nent
, "i-ve had to piece that all
together again."
Dream ExDeri<anoo
Project Participation and nr^;.^
^^^-linr
Donna's decision to participate in the dream
project was based on her observation that dreams have
Often been vehicles of insight for her in the past, and
that writing down her dreams might in some way be
"therapeutic" for her. She noted the distinction between
her waking and dreaming selves, commenting on how, as a
"meticulous, orderly" person, she relied on her dreams
for access to the "more emotional part." Her dreams,
she said, are often where her "grief" about her painful
history is given voice.
I feel like after I came out of the hospital, Ilived in that state of grief. And the more therapy
I ve done, the further I've gotten away from thatgrief because the pain is not there as much as youheal It.... But I still think my dreams bring meback to that core, to the center of those feelings,
where it's so important for me to stay and not getlost. Because that's where the truth is. And I
need to stay close to the truth because it's real
easy, with all the influences of my family, to feellike the truth isn't important, it's not worth
saying. I count on my dreams alot, and I'm really
grateful I have them and can remember them.
Donna has worked with her dreams in therapy, at
times trying to re-experience them and alter painful
outcomes. In general, she does not feel disturbed by
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her dreads and is thanKful, she said, that she does not
have many violent ones.
Donna reported one recurrent dream that occurs
approximately twice annually. m the dream, Donna is
trying to get out of a house. She looks in all the
different rooms, but the rooms always change. she gets
"entangled" in each room and whafs going on in there,
and so she can never find her way to the door. she
wakes up frustrated.
Since beginning her summer work as a cook at a
circus, Donna has also dreamt often about circus
settings. she noted a shift in her circus dreams over
time. After the first summer. Donna dreamt "about being
free, and I'm like running through fields and just
feeling really light and ecstatic and full of joy."
This year, following the second summer, the dreams have
become more somber. m them, Donna is "reconstructing"
the circus and feels caught up in the intensity of the
personal relations there. she attributed this shift to
her experience during the second summer where her
"illusion was blown."
General Project Dreaming
During the project. Donna recalled her dreams with
her usual frequency. she recorded 11 dreams in the
three-week project period, averaging approximately four
dreams per week. While she did not continue to record
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her dreams regularly during the follow-up period, she
did record one particularly salient account
approximately one month after graduation.
Donna was, in general, excited about the process of
recording and talking about her dreams. This was
especially true at the earlier stages of the course
Where she perceived herself as more powerful. m both
the interviews and her dream reactions, she considered
the thoughts and events that might have influenced her
dreaming, and was careful to note the feelings she was
left with upon waking, often. Donna would think about
possible interpretations of dreams before our interviews
and spoke about them there. She seemed open to
exploration, both in her own writing and in her
interaction during the interviews.
Prelimina rv Summary
While Donna had been interested for some time in
learning to defend herself, she was held back by her
concern about being too large and her fear that she
could not psychologically withstand further violation.
Her decision to take the Model Mugging course at this
time reflected her greater self-confidence as well as
her desire to both deal with the legacy of her incest
history and to learn to protect herself against future
attack.
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Donna's experience in +-v,«l the course involved extreme.Of confidence and despair.
„er confidence was
.ore
likely to be undermined by verbal attacks about her
Physical appearance than by perceived shortcomings inher ability to fight.
in the past. Donna has looked to her dreams as
aside m her more "meticulous" waking life, xhe dream
series presented below may therefore help to elucidate
some of the messier truths about the forms of "body
empowerment" Donna is c=ooir-ir,^ ^ .u seeking to attain through the
Model Mugging course.
The Dreamg
Phase one; ThP First and .g.^onH n.^^^^.
Donna's first dream of the project period followed
on the night of the second class. She experienced one
section Of this dream as a reflection of the strength
and confidence she had felt at the outset of the course
space^ ^rnn?5
'"''"^ ^^^^"^ violated my
kick ind th^.^
remember doing the chin thrust kickKICK a ey were down.
Donna shared her excitement about the dream: "I love
that dream. i have that image of myself in slow motion
[she laughs]. Just doing it. It's really great."
The Other VoirP (#2). On the following night.
Donna had a dream in which she also detected the
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positive impact of the course m i-ho h-s . In the dream, she is
"changing for a class."
Donna was stumped for some time about some of the
images in this dream. Nevertheless, she found herself
drawn to it because she admired her decisive action. In
reflecting on it after graduation, she made a new
connection:
Ji!^2°^''r\v,^'''^ ^^^^ friendship for a long
tMs ' friend nJ°"^^ ^"^^^"^ ^ realized thathi of mine, I really need to let her ao
her^'^And M^deJ T""'^ friends'SIt^
'
do it.
Mugging sort of gave me the push to
After having this dream, Donna wrote the first draft of
a letter to her friend informing her of her decision.
The final part of the dream, where Donna glances in
the mirror and hears the voices at odds about how her
body looks, was more difficult for Donna to talk about.
She described her resistance:
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What goes in in my m^nd Bu?%^''?V^'hear when I look in Jhe* mirror Sh ^ voices ivideo, when I look at pieces 'o? "" theimmediate reaction. ^^^^^^^^ °f myself. ifs an
Here, then, can be se>*3n -i-v.^ee the emergence of Donna's other
voice, the voice of the nainf^m ^ n •^ p ul feelings that Donna said
waking life. Donna commented that she was grateful that
this voice was answered by a second voice in the dream-
the one that says,
.-no you're not and besides who
cares... This second voice is relatively new, and Donna
was impressed by how quickly it entered.
in this dream, it is as if Donna. s assertiveness,
her quick decision about what is best for her, is
immediately followed by a jab that brings her back in
line. It is, perhaps, like the physical abuse that
resulted from Donna's expression of anger and rebellion
in her family. Here, however, her own tongue provides
the inner commentary. Her retort is at the ready,
however, and it comes in the cadence of a stubborn
adolescent: "no you. re not and besides who cares.."
^^^^^ (^3). Donna's third dream, dreamt two
nights later, explores similar themes with different
imagery. Here is the first part of a two part dream:
I am at a family B-BQ. My mother assigns me thecasK ot making hamburg for everyone. This isgenerations of family from both sides. Somehow Iam not able to keep the fire going to cook the meat
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every word and seems Uke ??frhr k^"" herOf her. My i^nediaL familj !s ?Iiw!n^ ^S"^^"rebel" me I aathor- ^ , talki g about "the
c:Tn.^-K (interrupting) why ves th*^Smiths are aren't we lovely ) As T'^ ?
^ri^^^Q^ r^^ -^ ^a?cf-\.re and
The dream begins with Donna unable to follow her
mother's assignment to keep the fire going. This is an
interesting predicament for someone who, in waking life,
works as a professional cook in the summers. Donna
offered this interpretation of the circumstance:
^i^h^K ^ ^^^^ t° thought that itm ght be me as a child and her sort of beina this
Ks?caliy°?ha? ^r^^^ '^^''^^ infde^aL'and
okai ?i M ^ myself. It's really noty in my family to have skills. i think I kind
over? critical vo?ce take
In thinking about the fire, Donna was also reminded of
the instructor's reference to fire in the second Model
Mugging class:
That must have been the class where they said, "Youhave this fire inside of you. This is where you
right, this is where your power is." Pat [theinstructor] used that image for her, that she feelslike she has this fire burning slowly inside of her
all the time. And that's her center of power.
Donna, apparently, at the outset of this dream feels
unable to maintain this power in the context of her
family.
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Donna was drawn to the depiction of her younger
sister, Karen, in the drea». "ifs a visual picture of
What I think inside about her, she said. She
elaborated on this picture:
amost"Se':Lfrdlad°%^rh' ' "^^"^ ^^'^
face. She's sort nTt' u f "^^^ "° her
-other around, Par?o%?nr5h^t\"y\:?Lr^e^^°:i?L™^
Meanwhile, Donna's mother comments on Donna's
inadequacies
:
Of the dream: "l am at a family b-BQ." indeed, it is as
if the dream is a story about barbecueing the family as
well as barbecueing for the family. Donna's sister,
comatose, drained of life, is already dead meat. Donna,
the family rebel, once dead meat herself in a catatonic
state, stands in contrast to the other family members,
as they deliver scathing remarks. She is resistant,
bringing forth a now familiar voice from her previous
dream. She answers a family member's comment about her
fatness in a similar adolescent tone: "Why yes the
Smiths are aren't we lovely."
At this juncture, the fire flares. Where before
there was too little, now there is too much. The power
of the fire has run dangerously amok. Donna notes in
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the drea. account,
-As still struggling
„/the grill
She commented in the interview:
It was weird because the weedc; tpointed to a vase], they were d?!^H ^rt ^^^^like it was okay that it til^^Ln ""^^ almostthe first part ^f^the drea™ ^^^^ ''^^
This observation may be related to a comment Donna
originally made while discussing her Model Mugging
course goals. she said that she had previously believed
that any further violation "would almost be the last
straw," that she would not be able to cope. Before the
start of the course, however, she felt stronger and for
that reason, could consider taking a self-defense
course. m the dream, the dry weeds catching on fire
and the accompanying sense that "it was okay" may
reflect Donna's waking awareness that an assault and the
response it provokes may not be the "last straw," the
end to her sanity, she does, nevertheless, "wake with a
start"-with the start of the fire, in fact. The fire's
lack of containment still appears to pose some threat.
The drama continues in part two of the dream:
Part II Ellen my friend, Diana— friend and Lisa
sleeping over at my house. I'm sleeping w/Lisa
and Kelly our dog begins to bark I freeze for one
moment and then decide I can get up to see what'sgoing on. I walk out and see it's daylight and allkinds of people are around. I see Kelly barking
and chasing someone through the bushes I follow
calling her name. We come upon Ellen on the deck
w/a grill B.BQ., it's smoking and she discovered it
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unsure of exactly wLt !s goJng");. """'^^
Here, Oonna is ,oine. by
.er lover. Msa. Ellen, Oonna.s
friend and Model Mugging classmate, and Diana, a wo^an
Who worKs as an assistant to Donna at her su™:„er circus
cooking job. she is alerted to trouble by Kelly,
barking and gets up to investigate after initially
"freezing... As Donna later commented.
..I freeze for
just a moment in bed and I realize I can get up and go
find out What the sound is because I can take care of
myself... She related this response, her ability,
perhaps, to negotiate a midpoint between freezing and
burning, to her experience in Model Mugging.
When Donna gets to the back of the house, she
discovers Ellen and the grill:
She says she.s trying to put out the fire because
lnd"?hen^h^'' ^"^ ^"^^ it ^Is on nreA t this woman who I absolutely can.t stand[she laughs) sort of walks out the door-she's af'^"^ °^ ^11^"'^ She Shows up in my Irtal and
lJln^\^^^^"fL ""^^"^ ^'^^ y°'' here, you don -tbe ong here, this is my house." And I w^ke up.
Donna spoke about her relationship with Teresa and then
suggested an interpretation for her appearance in the
dream:
[She] had an affair with Lisa a few years ago andhas never ever taken responsibility for it.... Shedidn t go through, as far as I understand, any
emotional pain over it So she represents aperpetrator. She's sort of like my grandfather whodid all this horrendous stuff, and I think he got
off scot free in a way. He didn't have to deal
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meai^t^to me Ir^TtLtLT"" l^^""" what itthat's how She comls urof?en in ^v^''^- ^ ^^i"''injustice. ^ orn m my dreams, as
Donna liked this dream for two reasons, she
utilized the metaphor of two voices we had been
developing together to name the first:
before!
^L^tS^voIces Th^v" '^'""'"^ ^^^^
alright, I-m oLv for wL ? ' °"! ^^'^^ ^^^^ I'»insight into mv fa™?L h ^""^ "^^^^ has
myself anfal^^^of ?hat an^in^ '^kthat is afraid and s?iil P"""^ °'than I am and in control ot lV^^ ^'^^^'^ "^^^ger
Here is her second reason:
wlth\y^lrdZt ""^^^ ''^^^"^^ I resolved it
re2l7nfar?^^Aae^ l^ZTn't^. "^^^'^ ^=
indeed, in the first part of the dream. Donna seems very
self-possessed, not "bothered" by the barbs directed at
her. Donna related this to her course experience: "I
think that's a subtle thing that's happening throught
Model Mugging. I'm recognizing ways that I want to
respond." Nevertheless, there is something out of
control, something threatening about the fire, even if
it's not the last straw. Donna sees resolution in the
second part of the dream, where her friend-a member of
her second family—extinguishes the fire. Yet, the
ending seems more complex than that, for it is at this
moment that Donna comes face-to-face with the figure of
"injustice.
"
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Hecall that Oonna s goals in the Ho.el „u,,i.,
course centered on "body empowerment,"
.oth for the
purpose Of heaUng fro. incest, as she said, and for
protecting herself fro. further violation. The notion
Of empowerment for her, then, is related to the idea of
self-image as well as self-defense c,hou r . she spoke about theissue of body image in her family:
What I think has hapcened id = -, ^have colluded into ms? "We'U an^V^*^^and diet and try and loAt i " together
aren't." So I s?2„„^h something that we
going to die? an^o?^!" °AndTm'?'^'
self-hatred am^g-^h"; l^L^ t^'^Sh^^-rioo^
Donna, in short, is taking the risk of being big. she
reflected on how she has been supported in this during
the Model Mugging course:
askiig-ou^-^?
^irand\"L-o^V?ui:-power. And this last time f finally did it and ho
Yet growing big, like the fire, perhaps, standing
up to the threat of becoming dead meat like her sister,
is still a scary prospect to Donna. This suggests that
there are more than just two voices in this dream, as
Donna had indicated. A third voice is introduced, the
biggest of them all. The first voice, as Donna says.
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afraid and stin feels t.eyre Mgger than I a™
Thxs is the one who compliantly tries to keep the fire
goxng, but cannot. The second voice, as she says is
the
..one that says alright, oKay for who [ a.
and really has insight into „y fa.iiy dynamics... This
.s the Observer who
..focuses on what.s going on., after
She can.t keep the fire going. And the third voice is
the rebel who answers back and then finds herself with
too much fire to handle. The observer is, of course, a
rebel of sorts to be able to develop and maintain an
alternative vision, yet it is action that seems to have
the more explosive consequences.
S-^EgSnantJioman (#4). Donna. s final dream of this
first phase introduces an important image that win
continue to figure prominently in succeeding dreams.
are
.
tly^^l^^^J^ tLl^UToAr^l
fIL'"2 ^'^^ ''^^d counselor?^ I clA.t
wio is^a m^n I °^ ^''^ dilemas: Indrew
1 Ltt tr. f"" y^^'^ is there he asks me ifI wan to go sleep with him I say yes we ao to ht=
lt°: chUd '"ev^" ti;' like^mrbr^thlrs'^ooras a C il . E ery hing seems fine except theressomeone else in the room and Andrew isn-t paying
out ol'th- people keep coming in'^and
Effort f>^"strated by his lack of
People ^r-t !f f^"''' ^ "^i"" and fondling.
lilllt Kid af^
"^th me for not being at the final
«-ircj.e. get on the bus.
Hr-o.^^^'^r^^f® ^ ^ pregnant woman in this
t^t Z' ^u'^ realize this is
in h^r h2iV ''"^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ t° the new world andm e belly we can see the map of the earth.
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in this
.rea», the scene of Oonna-s early sexual
abuse her oX.er brother is recreated,
.s Oonna
note.. Andrews roo.
..turns into brother.s roo. as a
Child... in addition, there is "someone else.- in the
roo., a reference, perhaps, to Donna.s younger brother
Who was soMetines present during the abuse. m the
drea. story, however. Donna does not experience her
brother-s intense and violent focus on her. instead.
She experiences Andrew's lack of interest and
distraction until she gets too frustrated and they stop.
This is an interesting recasting of Donna
-s memory
Of abuse. once again she is disempowered, although in
What may be a less frightening way. Now it is her
desire that is dismissed, not her lack of desire, for
Donna is interested, but Andrew
-.isn't paying attention"
to her. in contrast, her brother
..did it .til he wanted
to stop."
Donna •
s attempt to connect with Andrew happens in
the context of the "last day" of the circus. m this,
it is almost as if Donna is trying to get something she
has not had all along-a bit of time, perhaps, to attend
to her own needs and desires. she is resented for this
by others, who point out that as a result of trying to
be with Andrew, she didn't "get to say goodbye to the
kids." Donna recalled in the interview that it was at
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that
...ent, when the
.i.s were ,ettin, on the
.u. that
.he looked over and saw the pregnant wo.an.
A possible interpretation of this sequence ™ay be
that Donna did not want to see the kids go. The
pregnant wo^an, then, embodies the promise, for Donna
Of being "with child." To want to re.ain with the kids
xn so»e way ™ay represent Donna
-s desire to be taken
care of in this way herself, she reflected at one point
upon how the circus environment has been linked to being
a child for her:
Donna's attempt to be with Andrew may be a response to
her desire to meet her own needs, to solve her own
"dilemmas" as a break from attending to those of other
people. But Andrew, like Donna's brother before him,
does not attend to her in this way.
The pregnant woman was a very powerful image for
Donna.
I felt stunned.... I was like, "Oh my god, this isamazing," you know? "This is something Really
wrgolng'^n.^"' ' ' integrated wLt
After the close of the course. Donna had some thoughts
on the potential meaning of the image.
And that's what I saw happening in Model Mugging-
women giving birth to a new world. Doing something
x:otally radical and empowering. And I felt like I
was being born into a new way of looking at things.
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interestingly, Donna.s language here establishes a
connection between being both mother and chile, she
elaborated on what her new vision might be.
part of being able to d^?!^^^' ' ""^^ ^^^^ the
work Of learning skUls but IT/n'tl' ^°component was tiken car4 of th ^"^otionalit. And that's how 1 IL h^ ^^""^ ""^^
women's emotions and feeli^as "^^J^^I^^l^-wherethat to be talked^ho,,^ ^^f' ^^^^^ ' s room for
degraded? ^"''^ ^° f^lt and not
in her description of the new world, Donna emphasizes
its capacity to hold powerful actions and big feelings.
It is a world big enough, perhaps, to accommodate the
third voice from Donna's earlier dream.
The image of the pregnant woman may also be an
excellent representation for Donna's conception of
herself at this point in the course. Here, she is full
Of promise and potential, is large and powerful. From
another angle, though, sometimes a pregnant woman is
just a fat lady. This may be the central tension for
Donna in the course, one that will be played out in
later dreams.
Phase Two; The Th ird Cla.gs
Visions of These Girls (#6). On the night
immediately following the third class. Donna "dreamt the
whole night of MM fighting." She experienced this as a
rehearsal of techniques and fights and woke up feeling
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exhausted i„ the „o„in,. xwo ni,.ts late..
...
following dream:
relationship. He asks ^J ^^''^ ^ ^l°se
are wandering through thL LS^""^ ^^^P ^i^' Wefinds this old part Of a n.r i""? ^""^^ ^^^^^ He
on the ground LiSa^ ^""^ ^ ^^^^ f°^nd lying
wants t^
^InTerTnr^^^^^
friends from my hometown drive by ? r^^nand catch them but the truck Hi «L " ^°
at the top of the hill ^^^^PP^^^s. Lisa is
now, but ? am 28 asli'^y'^LlM^r^"? '"."^ "^^^Where they went she doesn't k^o^ Lot
^
are getting out of their nar-^S^* °^ people
Alot of other lesbians L?sa a^/^'^'^^trying to talk and ?eli heJ ?
engagement book (as if it LL^her lifP^ tT^ l^- I were an essential part of
. S'ss-g ™
•.St!"?';!.'
Donna was strongly drawn in recounting this dream
to the feeling she had while with Lisa's father and the
special significance of the engagement book she finds.
She explained that she is not connected to Lisa's father
in waking life. Here, however, she feels confident and
happy while with him. He does not, in fact, own a
junkyard, but Donna is reminded of her own father who
collects cars as a hobby. Consequently, as she said,
she's "been around alot of cars alot."
When Donna spots Lisa's engagement book, she knows
immediately that it is important. During the interview.
Donna noted the parallel in this between her vision of
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the pregnant wo.an and her encounter with the book it
"surrounae. in iight, ii.e when they ,ade into
.rea.s
in the »ovies-ii.e that." she explained how she sees
images of Lisa and hersel f ulu n f, each changing rapidly:
Atr&^f^^L^ii ll^ll' up jrSLre She is.her body. Then rLrm^sllfarf^.''?'^ 5^"'from being an infant aU tte tlv\u tn°^"'my dream, l „as a year older thL ? ^"be like 29, but Li^a was her rea? age" "° ^'"^
At the end of the dream, Lisa's father returns, as
Donna commented:
^na':'':^'^^^^^^^^ being very
says
..oonna come^^^A.
"we^^LT^no^^i^f^^.r'
tMs'par^ anS^?^^ °" ^^^^ search forT:nis pa t d leave Lisa standing there.
Donna noted that she felt at this moment "really
connected" to Lisa's father. "i felt like a child then.
I was really happy as a clam to go off and dig through
junk and find a car part."
Donna thought that this dream was about her "desire
for family," and commented on how, because of Lisa's
lesbianism, her father is not willing to be a part of
their lives. it seems, however, that Donna's desire for
family, as expressed in this dream, is for one closer to
home. Just as the truck carrying friends from her
hometown disappears before she can catch it, Donna's
childhood years pass quickly before her eyes, and she is
an adult—in fact, already a year older than she is in
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waking life. she experiences in i-ho hx-ienc m the dream the sense of
connection and Kindness that she has not experienced as
a Child nor adult with her own father, who, perhaps
Sized up the body of his daughter as he „i,ht have si.ed
up a car that he ultimately found wanting, not fit for
his collection.
Donna, as she said, feels "like a child" in this
dream, happy to "dig through junk," to do anything, it
seems, to feel loved and valued. But here, in this
dream, she feels "full of promise" and is. in the sense
suggested by her previous dream about the circus, a
woman with child.
Phases Thr.P and_Four^The Fourth r.... ...
^^.,.nti n
Staying Stnrlr (#7). Recall that it was in the
fourth class that Donna experienced a crisis of
confidence when the mugger verbally harrassed her by
insulting her physical appearance, saying: "Oh you're so
disgusting. You • re an embarrassment . " Donna reported
breaking down and crying during the class and continuing
to feel very fragile the following day. she felt, she
said, "very deflated," a reference, perhaps, to the way
that she had become comfortable taking up the full space
of her body during the first few classes. The
disempowerment Donna felt at this point is reflected
prominently in her dreams. This is true after the
fourth class and also just after graduation. While
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on
on
e
the video immediately afterwards.
oonna recorded the following drea™ account fro. th
night of the fourth class:
rupcoSfn7grai::tIoni^"1lLf ^un.
fights and staying stick repeating certainfelt like What happened last nfii?^^
°f defeat. it
woke UD ones in <-v,^ ..2 ight in class. i
to hav^ ?rdo'?his\Sdlf
''l'Teit\^'''\'dreamt some of the circL Ji-^ ll terrified. i
again of me returnina ^nH general theme
frustrations anrchaL th.^^^"^^^^^^^"^ the
Another stuck ?eeUng happened this summer.
This dream account marks the first time in the project
period that Donna is aware of feeling terrified. She
also, for the first time, feels doubt about her ability
to successfully defend herself.
I eat the candy anyway (#8). Donna recalled
dreaming about Model Mugging early on the night
following the graduation, but was unable to remember the
content. she did, however, record a second part of the
dream from this night. if the dream following the
fourth class reflects the defeat of Donna's goal to
attain body empowerment through mastery of self-defense,
then this dream reflects the collapse of her goal to
attain body empowerment through strengthened self-image.
Pt. II is me at a tag sale or a discount store and
^f^?,%'^^°\? °^ clothing that is just my size
nL^.^ t\ li"^ sorting through. I come upon thiscandy, but the box is full of mice shit. I eat the
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Donna again woke up terrified following this drea.. she
worried that so.eone was in the house, and that she
would not be able to protect herself. Oonna related
this dream to her experience watching a portion of her
graduation videotape, which was "extremely hard" for
her.
waf'^i had ?h^r-^r ^^-fl^^tion of how hard it
vnnlr-o ^^^J^^^ ^"""^^^ inside that took over- "Oh
Hky^our'hu?; is'°so bia^'T ^^"^f
'
YOU didn't dfthe%?ght'^;veT ^^^^^
She recreated the voice of the judge-harsh, high-
pitched, quick in tempo.
Donna commented on the dream's setting at a tag
sale or discount store, making the connection to the
theme of the junkyard pictured in an earlier dream. "it
was a junk store," she said, "like a Goodwill or
something." she shared that she felt like a "bag lady"
in the dream, "humiliated" and "degraded"—willing, in
short, to wear junk and eat shit. This, it seems, is
the other view of the pregnant woman: The fat lady whose
bareness does not reveal promise, but inspires shame;
who will not deliver something of value, but, in
desperation, takes whatever she can get.
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i^Ji^ (#10). oonna had two
.ore dreads within
the wee.
.oXlowin, graduation. Xhe
.ir.t continue, with
the feelings of anxiety related tn h^-f ^•y x r o defending herself
The second drea», one wee. later, offers a different'
View Of self-defense in four short segments. The drea™
begins with a circus setting and .oves in the last three
sections to a supennaricet setting where Model Mugging
events are taking place. Donna finds herself in several
situaions where she is publicly applauded and rewarded
for her exemplary skills in self-defense. m the final
segment, she encounters her father:
Une'at iLT^rtlT'^ ^"^^"^"^ '^^^^^ -
he saw me do
approach him and ask him if
th,-S r "® 3"=* randomly stopped off at
"ciLs^h^t-. and'f " bor:nd said!
wharL-s doing? ^^^'"^ ^° ^^'^ ^ ^^^^^
Donna was pleased with the dream because of its
portrayal of her ability to defend herself: "I felt
powerful and confident that my skills were available if
I ever needed to call on them." she noted, however, her
disappointment about her encounter with her father.
In the dream, I felt that moment of pain where Iwas hoping that he had come to see me, and tten the
hlp^enlng"'^" ' "^^'"^ '^^^ ^
one striking feature of this dream is the contrast
between the way in which Donna is seen—displayed, in
fact, in the context of her self-defense skills and then
the complete failure to be seen interpersonally by her
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father. she "spots" her father at the n.ar.et,
,a
reference, perhaps, to her childhood ho»e in the old
grocery, and as.s if he saw her do Model „u„in,. He
however, is wrapped up in his own concerns-blind, as it
were, to his daughter's wish k«i> n to be seen. Donna
co^^ented: "It was just sort of another affirmation of
Who my family „as." it seems, in addition, to be a
commentary on who Donna can be in her family. There are
no prizes for being a fighter.
Phase Five: Fi->i i
Donna did not keep a record of her dreams between
the second and third interviews and apparently did not
remember as many dreams as she had during the project
period. She was very excited at our follow-up meeting
to share a dream she had had about one month earlier.
The Chil d Was Mf> (#11).
lnlTin^lt.rl-"'^T\^''^ formation for MM.o y in he fight it was a little girl
approximately 10. I was an adult. The child was
Seforr^.^^^r^^' ' ^^^^"'t padded
^hf^ }
whistle was blown, one man came up tot e girl and touched her breasts and spoke
obscenely to her. She started to disappear with
S?L ?K y y^^^^^ ^ide, "Hit him!Bite, elbow, eye!" and she begins to fight. Buther eyes are closed. She gives him a knockoutblow. As the dream fades, I see her on the matwith her eyes closed and the fight ended.
Donna offered this commentary on her dream:
It was about me in the Model Mugging circle and
myself as a child being assaulted by my
grandfather. And having all these witnesses and
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fighting back? ^""^ she s?art4d
This, apparently, is a uni^e circumstance in Donna.s
dreaming, while she has
.ad dreams about
..taking power
over" her grandfather verbally, by screaming and
confronting him, she has never been capable of
the battle on both fronts, she addresses the goals of
body empowerment in terms of healing from incest as well
as mastering self-defense.
Donna explained that during the fight, the little
girl.s eyes are closed in fear. And Donna, the adult,
becomes a seeing, coaching presence to the little girl
fighting, body presence. Donna's curious description
Of the little girl,
..she started to disappear with her
attention,.- is reminiscent of her account of her
experience during her psychiatric hospitalization: .•!
just shut myself off and left my body on purpose,
basically, because I couldn.t deal with what was going
on..' Donna symbolically reverses this action by
breathing life into the little girl at the moment of her
paralysis, she mends the split between mind and body, a
cleft that likely opened in the midst of her abuse, as,
in the end, the two unite:
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we sort Of then blended together!!"?. ''''^^"^ ^^^^
It is as though Donna becomes, once aaain .
'
"'^^ g , a woman with
child.
Conclnsi r.r|
At the follow-up interview in which Donna shared
her dream about the little d^t ^-kitt girl, she mentioned that she
had had a dream about "being afraid again" and unable to
defend herself just the night before. "why did you come
over and stir up old fears?" she asked with a laugh.
During the interview, when she named the dreams that had
been most important to her experience in the course, she
Chose only dreams where she was engaged in clearly
setting boundaries or fighting successfully. When I
asked Why she hadn't selected other dreams she had
spoken about at length earlier, she commented: "I tend
not to choose the ones where I feel frightened because
it's not the best side of me to present."
Donna, it seems, is working quite hard to maintain
a sense of power and control in an area where her
confidence is very fragile. While she stated at the
outset of the project that she relies on her dreams for
access to "the more emotional part" of herself, she
appears ambivalent about seeing what emerges from that
space. Donna captured this well in a comment in the
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follow-up interview.
.....i,,^ ,
honest With the difficult sides of who I an,."
in the end. Donna described the course as
want., and was referring, in part, to the difficult
feelings that surfaced for her about being a large
"o»an. She spo.e with nostalgia at one point about the
xmage of the pregnant wo.an, one large wo^an she
admired:
..This is what I want to be dreading about i
want to get to that feeling I had then, that part of the
dream.
"
In waking life. Donna has begun to take some new
steps to establish a feeling of positive connection to
her body.
mcrrphys'^car? T'^'"^-^^" TeVlolea aH?^L^^f f^-"-""^ ^° physical labor, but it's
t^/tr.^""^ ^° physical exercise kind of thingsAnd to use my body in a way that's movement-
vfir^^^^^°^ t° f^^l body ^t's aery positive experience for me.... -^^
Perhaps this discovery of movement that is not physical
labor, this connection with a body at play, will help
Donna incorporate new representations of her body in
both waking and dreaming life, more figures to which she
would like to draw near.
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CHAPTER 5
CASE STUDY: KATHY LOMBARDO
BiocfraDhirp.1 Qy^trh
Kathy is a 26 year old wo^an who has been wording
for the past year as a sales representative for a
progressive wholesale company, she is lively, has a
relaxed de.eanor and laughs often. Kathy attended a
prestigious liberal arts college and had worked on a
farm and as a waitre«:;<5 i r. -t-^^itress in the years before entering into
her current line of work.
Kathy is one of four children from an upper middle
Class family, she has two older sisters and one younger
brother, IS years her junior. Kathy described herself
as having been a quiet child, in part because of her
parents, tendency to be critical of her. Consequently,
she said, "I was good and I didn't make waves." Her
father, a professor, and her mother, who has worked as a
high school teacher, are both highly educated. She
described them as in some ways "really liberal and kind
of progressive thinking, and in other ways... just really
old time conservative catholic values." They are, she
said, "very concerned about how things look, what the
neighbors think." Kathy did not offer more information
about her early family life.
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currently, Kathy maintains contact with her
parents, but stated that she Keeps a certain a.ount o,
distance from them:
do?"rfe:r'oflT?;j2^=?^:ircr-?^" ^'^"^^ '^^^ ^judgment, or just thL ? h their
it Sith them. ^ ^ * "^lly «^"t to share
Kathy spoke in some detail about her history of
romantic relationships with men. She met her "first
love" at 16, and then, during her freshman year of
college, she met Danny, the man whom she eventually
married at 21. They were separated when she was 22 and
legally divorced earlier this year. In the interim, she
was in a "marriage-type" relationship with Eddie, with
whom she broke up six months before the the start of the
Model Mugging course, she summarized this history like
this
:
L^t same relationship for about tenyears, but :ust with different people. And they-vebeen really close or they've even overlapped I
TisT 'or ^t f; "^^^^^^ ' had'S^f;;m;oneelse. O a least that was, in some ways I think
l^ll
my excuse. it was true, I had met someoneelse, but It was almost like—necessary
. i don'tknow If I could have done it otherwise, if i didn't
tZt would end a relationship andfeel it or go through anyemotion I might go through, I was already swept
away into this other new thing.
Kathy highlighted the importance of becoming "single for
the first time in ten years," commenting: "I just wanted
to be on my own. I've never been on my own." At the
time that the Model Mugging course began, Kathy had also
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just
.oved to her own apartment in a new citv w
^.
^ ^ y, markingthe f.rst ti^e she had ever lived alone
While Kathy has never
.een in psychotherapy, shehas
.een involved in Co-counselin, for the past
.ive
years. m this peer counseling experience, Kathy „eets
regularly with a partner with who. she ta.es turns
.eing
the counselor and the client, she has found this to be
quite worthwhile.
Coursp. Fvperiencc
APDrn;ii~h
Kathy stated a number of reasons for being
interested in taking Model Mugging at this time. One
was her hope that the course would decrease her fear of
being attacked, she also was interested in developing a
greater sense of self-confidence, and she reflected on
the experience of another woman who had taken the
course:
S^"¥d"^"- "--^ ien^-o%-uTl\-L
^^^^^^^^^
Third, she was concerned about living alone for the
first time, stating that "l don't want to rely on anyone
to protect myself, so that's part of it.-' As a fourth
goal, she added "knowing my boundaries." she elaborated
on this a bit:
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resources to sor? r.f' ^ haven't had the
give anymore." °^ that's it. i ^^^.^
Kathy has had no prior training in self-defense andhas had one personal experience with violation, when
She was 21, 3he was sexually harrassed by an unknown
man.
something along those Unes ^^''^ ^'^^ ""^^^
shook me up comple?eTv ?h ; ""^^ it
Changes Ovp>r Tim^
From the beginning, Kathy expressed great
enthusiasm about her course experience. After her first
two Classes, she noted in her dream log: "i am excited
about What my body is learning-it is fun to be a
beginner." This is an excitement that appeared to last
throughout the course, and her class notes are almost
exclusively jubilant and affirmative. "it was great!"
She wrote after both the third and fourth classes, she
commented on her growing confidence and strength, ending
each time with, "Yay!" she remarked in our interviews
that she looked forward to her fights on the mat,
finding them more "exciting" than "scary," and that she
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wcux.
.ave U.ea t.e course to have continuea Xon.er i„
order to get more practice.
Nestled quietly amidst the bustle of enthusiasm inher Class notes was Kathys record of an incident fro™
the first Class that was a source of some surprise and
™xld concern for her. it too. place during an exercise
m Which the Class participants form a large circle
around the mugger, who approaches each one individually
and is rebuffed by her as she takes a strong stance and
forcefully shouts, "No." The aim of the exercise is to
communicate strength through posture and verbal
intervention in order to deter the mugger from actually
attacking. During this exercise, when Kathy-s turn
came, she shouted "No" and was surprised to hear how
"high pitched" her voice was. "it was kind of weird.
Everyone else seems to be down here," she said,
indicating a lower register. This voice was the sole
indication of the more fearful, less confident aspect of
self of which Kathy spoke when discussing her aims for
the course. It was largely absent from our discussions
and from Kathy 's awareness during the course as well.
At the interview immediately following the
completion of the course, Kathy responded in this way to
a question about what her later experience with her
voice had been:
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Nevertheless, she
.eci.ea to actively explore the issue
When given the opportunity in the last class.
In one of the i3c:+- ^;-i^i,4-
the option ol having Ihellne^K^
on Sunday, „e had
I wanted to do tha? Pat's s,m^!
silent. i decided
this ever hapoens tA it uggestion was that if
Classmates iS^ySur head 'b^r^i' P^'^^^ly hear your
attacked, you • re golna io h» ^=t"3lly get
consider if vou wan^ J"stjust haveloro^r^o °e^fn f^^^^^ I'^'V ^°
Slha^? ?°e^^fhad"'^ il was^lKhe ^cajiest
actually stari:i^^^?Ag It.T^.lT.
"f^usl^^^ljreally
— i was scared. ^
This seems to have been a moment of emotional reaction
Of the type that was largely absent in Kathy's reports
of her experience during the course and in our
conversations about it.
Kathy reported having a powerful reaction in the
days immediately following the close of the course when
she felt "spent or down." Referring to the stories of
abuse that women in her class had shared, she commented:
hadn^^^^?''''^^^^ hitting me in a way it
"Don t lnt^''^""l ^^^^ ^^"^ ^° ^1°"^' know,bo her me."...ifs like I almost only havethe energy to take care of myself.
On the whole, Kathy felt very pleased with her
experience in the course. She assessed her progress on
some of the goals that she had identified at the outset:
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going to live with less fe^r' \ Tl^ ^^^""^
otey I.™ not paralyzed by'-iy fear' ^"l^il^t^^'^
She did not thinK that her self-confidence had increased
in other ways beyond her ability to defend herself. As
for her ability to set boundaries in relationships, she
commented that that "goes in cycles" and described a
relationship she had begun to develop while she was
taking the course.
around Benf^ iS^^rfno^^e^ln ^"V""^ '"^^^ -
pu^^^^ir;h:t¥ ^1°-^- - -
/"4"ir? - :nVi::s-\h¥ith^^?
intnVh^ o f\ ° ^""^^ ^"^^P pit and pull him
t^l^ T °^ ^^^^ addiction. And really
Tit^ iim^and h/? 5'^^^" ^ ^° gerciose
what i Z.nt T ^^^rf^ ^^th him, which is really
ae?^-ir. =^ u ^ ''t''^ ^° friends with him without
lo ^ 1?'^^.'
^^^h°^t getting into the same thing!
laughs! " ""^^^ ^"'"'''''^ ^^^^^ f^^^
Dream Experiennp
Project Particinai- ion and nream Bas^lin^
Kathy stated her interest in the dream project in
terms of her desire to "put more attention" on her
dreams following a period of six months in which she had
not been remembering them.
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- t.is. x.e
.rea»\^S,^ I want to
She mentioned her special interest in a .ind of luci/
dreading during which she feels a certain degree of
control
:
cai°al
'^Tt^l.'lT.
^;'"an^Se"^
-i". that z
Of creating it at thi samrtime." ""^"""^ and kind
This type Of dreaning does not occur frequently for her
Kathy did not recall having any typical the.atic content
in her dreads and further noted that she has rarely had
a "scary dream." she expressed some concern that the
course »ight "bring up something from the past.
.. fears,
"
but could not elaborate on what these might be about.
Kathy appeared to have few ideas about what her
dreams may mean and little curiousity about this point.
SL^^^-rthirLp-;i!^ i-terestLl-nd^-pretty
When asked if she had any thoughts about the function of
dreaming, she laughed and replied, "No. Except that
it's fun."
In general, Kathy gave the impression that she is
entertained by her dreams, that through them she is
exposed to a "fun," "bizarre" and "interesting" world
whose relevance to her own life is not deeply
questioned. Given her apparent absence of
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introspection, her interp«;+- i « >- >. .terest in remembering and recording
her dreams was somewhat perplexing.
General Proipn-h nr-^^^ii^irf
Kathy recorded 12 dreams during the two week period
Of the course and the week immediately following the
graduation, averaging four dream accounts per week. she
expressed interest in continuing to record her dreams
after our second interview and had recorded ten more by
the third interview, two months after the graduation.
Kathy frequently dreamt in "scenes," denoted by
Shifts in perspective, setting, or characters. She did
not appear jarred by these changes. On the whole,
Kathy.
s responses to her dreams were in keeping with her
general attitude toward dreaming expressed at the outset
of the course. she continued to comment on the
"bizarre" and "funny" aspects of a dream and then would
indicate her readiness to move on quickly to the next
dream. At times, however, she seemed more drawn in by
the material, particularly when it was more scary or
dramatic. These instances will be considered in greater
depth below.
In her written reactions to the dreams, Kathy took
the project guidelines, suggesting how participants
might respond to their dreams, very literally. Instead
of writing an exploratory narrative about each dream,
she chose to respond to each of the questions with a
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wora o. s.o.t phrase. n.r reactions, t.e.e.ore, see„ tohave served nore as a ^eans of complying with the
project requirements than as a chance to engage in an
exploratory exercise. m spite of this degree of
superficiality, Kathy see.ed very enthusiastic about
the tas). and did not appear to be deliberately
witholding information.
Prelitnina rv Siimtiia.-Y
Kathy approached the course with a number of goals
in mind. of these, her desire for greater self-
reliance, reflected too in her new single status and her
decision to live alone for the first time, appeared to
be the most salient. Her desire to increase her self-
confidence, enhance her ability to set boundaries in
relationships and to decrease her fear of being attacked
seemed somehow more derivative of this central goal to
become more self-reliant.
Kathy was very energetic and enthusiastic about her
participation in the course as well as in the dream
project, although her reflections on both her course and
dream experiences at times seemed relatively
superficial. This made it difficult to make sense of
both her course experience and the transition between
what Kathy represented as her positive course experience
and her depressive mood following graduation. The dream
texts themselves may help to highlight the issues with
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Which Kathy
.ay have been grappUn, anrin, the project
period an. thereby heip to explain so.e o. the Oyna.ics
of her response.
The Drpaug
Phase onp; The Fi>-,^ two ci^^.=p,
2"^^S^^^as_0utside (#1). Kathy.s first dream
occurred on the night following her second Model Hugging
Class. in the dream, she is with her former husband,
Danny, who was her boyfriend at the time.
to wriirLl^rLm'^^'boir^^SlAnnid"^
Of bed
.na^l'rT.^lTnlk il
^^^::^t^Cverto°f
Jiil o
pouch he had bought to keep toiletries in
! ""^^^ ^ f^i^nd and wanted ^o use*
'^'f''^'"
°^ dresser. i was concernedabout people coining into the room at all hours We
a car with'^T """"^ ^^^^^ ^° call^B^G from
fi. ^ ^ ^ ^^P^ recording. Couldn't getthrough Ned was also in the dream-He shared part
^^oLh^^^ """^ oriental man werear und—they were both running for some election.
Kathy found this a "neat" dream because of its
portrayal of her attempt to set boundaries, as
exemplified in her efforts to get people to stop walking
over the bed and to not use her dresser. she summarized
her understanding of the dream:
It seems to be all about finding and sticking to
what my boundaries are, and especially in my
relationships with men I've been more apt tokind of let them slide and get myself—when I say
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It seems, then, that Kathy struggles to set these
boundaries, anC that her very real Cesire to .o so has
Often been underlined as she "slides" into a less self-
protective stance. The ambivalence she seems to feel
about effecting this separation, the tension between her
desire for private space and her desire for shared
experience, may be reflected in the placement of Kathy
s
bed outdoors. it is interesting in this regard to note
the ages of the people who "walked over it as a
Shortcut... They are seven to 25 years old, while Kathy
herself is, at this point, just nine days short of her
26th birthday. it is as if her efforts to establish a
new order-a protective order, perhaps, as reflected in
her attempt to "straighten up-- the covers on the bed-
are threatened by the intrusion of these younger selves
and the old patterns of behavior they embody.
In the section of the dream where Kathy sees Danny
trying to call Buildings and Grounds to straighten out
the matter of the dresser, Kathy was reminded of the
view from her freshman dormitory window. This setting
makes reference to an important time of separation from
parents, a time when boundaries are often renegotiated.
Here, however. Kathy negotiates with Jill, a former
girlfriend of Danny
-s, and Ned. her very first
boyfriend. Somehow Ned's sharing of the dresser is not
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brought into question: He lives next door and, as she
said, "We had an agreement from the beginning."
Perhaps Kathy is least likely, then, to delineate
boundaries with those who somehow have an original claim
on her.
There are notable references to the dream project
itself in Kathy. s dream. The first, clearcut one is it
at the outset, where Kathy awakens and begins to record
her dream. The second possible reference is in the
final section, where Danny is trying to call B&G "with a
tape recording... We spoke in the first interview about
whether she had thought our meetings might be
audiotaped.
i?^fn/n^ crossed my mind, but I didn't give
llnvil thought if it did cross my mind. Ispoke to you the night before this.
The references raise the possibility that the dream
project itself may be linked for Kathy to the issue of
boundaries. Like her bed and dresser, Kathy 's psychic
life is now in the public domain. Although Danny, she
said, tries to resolve the situation with the dresser by
calling B&G, the issue is not settled in the body of the
dream, as he doesn't get through. Presumably, since he
is speaking into a tape, he might get only a record of
the proceedings and not a solution to the problem. This
may represent what the dream project is about for Kathy.
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Phase Two: ThP Third_Class
The the.es of boundary negotiation and incipient
self-reliance are reflected strongly in the drea.s of
th.s Phase. Kathy.s first drea. following the third
class highlights these concerns.
Gone Tin ^-K^
^^f^^_j^^^^
^^^^^
pare^tf::?e1o°;;e'
only drink at a cer^aTn 5 afternoon. You could
was just fofbathtna A^ ^r^i" i^^caus^ the otherthere was making aJl* sorts of the woman
reservations— I lonL^ fJ complicated
"California People" whin^T^"" ^ looseleaf of
What college they had anno^f^ ^^^^ed under
brother] was also nfi-!^ ^^^thew [Kathy's
was soml medium'si ef^^u^^boS^ mf'T^Aspelled my first name wrona ?t ^^^^^^^^ theyI wrote some Postcards^tolrie^ds^^^d^f^lJIl^?^^^^^'
Although this is a rather cryptic dream that Kathy
was not particularly drawn to, it nevertheless suggests
a number of important dynamics. m the dream, Kathy is
in a place where she is temporarily separated from her
parents. Kathy recalled that she felt "a bit
apprehensive" about this in the dream. m their
absence, she notices that the woman at the front desk is
making "complicated reservations," giving the
impression, perhaps, that it is complicated to be in
charge.
When she looks through the looseleaf of "California
People," Kathy finds her 11 year old brother listed
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under the college she herself attended sh.uLs a a. e commented
on this circumstance:
Apparently, Kathys parents had had similar expectations
for her upon her graduation from high school:
what"rwa^?ed\f doiJ^g!'""^" * ' ^^^^'^
It is interesting, in this light, to consider the
misspelling of Kathy's first name in the college
listing. It is as if, in following what her parents
wanted for her, Kathy's identity was mistaken. The
listing, in fact, gets the family name right, but
distorts her more personal identity.
The dream as a whole appears to reflect a certain
ambivalence on Kathy's part. On the one hand, she is
apprehensive about her separation from her parents and
reflects on how complicated it is to be in charge. On
the other hand, she is confronted by the way in which
her identity has been endangered in matters where she
has, perhaps, stayed too close to home.
Shortage of SprirP (#5). Kathy's dream on the
following night is a more elaborated, richer version of
the preceding dream. While the theme of Kathy's
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earlier drea», the dile^a is boldly drawn here.
be alone-!there SasT^h^^"'"" difficult todifferent soenis fcan ^^f^^ °^ * (ew
where there was a book dt^tf^"' ."^^""^ " =torethe books and pa? fo? them^)?^ k""^ borrowwas there and some man ? kniw ,^°''T?" *^''^'»' • ^^anand other people. (can't remember who)
There":as'an%?ternati^e' ""i"
people in the house ^enl th«^f ^^^^^^ ^"^ t'^eJA's [Junior assisLnS ^ °^ "^"^^ my
rested there in a h?^ • I
Maria (JA) w;s Conde^fnglf r^lT^house was so close to tL L ^''^ =i"<=e the
much space insldr Said ^""^ ''^'"'^ "^^ =°in in a funny way ? if= looking
we were outside MarL ^L x^'^^'' '^''^ <=°vers. Then,
asked how long they'd be i^"" ^'^'^ "^'^^^ ^
was sunny and i hart
staying m the area. it
turning red I tit on t^^"^' ""^^ ^^^d I was
I was happy they had ?ive^ ?h^^ °' ^'^yi^g-because
Lirb-th-u\-™
in high ;choor!! Enen ^Kerrv^N^'^ ^^^^'^ ^ ^"^^
nf;.I'J!''^"^ ^^^lly familiar but ? couldn't
around\'nd then''? °" and turned
said it wfc^^^H ^^°P^^ ^^^^ watching so I
h,^i ^ K ^° went to give him a
thi ^all-! dldn^t meIgaxns?
to nu^h hi^ ""^^^^^ ^^^t pressed, i hadp s m away. i didn't want to react too
iS^T "^^^^^ ^ ^^ttle later Paul Ladd
saviL Si^^i-^^^^^''? ^^'^^ he was
SrTi?n^ ^ ^^""^ Vincent had been. I was
Th^H ^° thought it was amusingI had screwed up his address. '^^-i-uy
Paul was asking about my life—reallylistening (very unusual). I spoke about the last 4years and how I'd lived in Norton for 3 years after
Tmov^^ r ^ "^"^^^ to live^alone? soI moved to a different place.
Ill
The drea» begins with the statement of a proble.-
"It was
.i»i.u,, alone-there was a shortage
SPACE... Kathy tried to explain what that
.eant in the
context of the dream:
I think that there wasn't ;*io-t-
alone, even though. ft l^tn°l iLl^t^^ *°people all around t h,,„7; ^® there were
Of a feeling!
"?h;re was usnM:"°rIt was kind Of like nm 11 shortage of space.
remember a lot of p4op?;.
crowded, but I don.t
This description suggests the absence of a kind of
figurative space, a psychological space, perhaps, in
Which Kathy night be separate. In a house on the main
street, she gains access to some inside space thanks to
some people who attend an alternative school, and who,
for this reason, appear not to be bound by conventional
expectations. Among them are two women who were student
assistants in Kathy. s dormitory during her freshman year
at a non-alternative college.
Kathy rests in a big bed at the house. Apparently,
it has been tiring to fight for her own space. Yet, as
her JA's prepare to leave her alone, they wonder whether
she might be endangered. As Kathy explained,
It was almost like this house was this haven ofsome kind.
.The people outside might want to comein and hurt you for your space.
In fact, someone has seen a woman "looking in in a funny
way." Apparently, for Kathy, feeling crowded is
unpleasant, but the alternative is somehow scary. Kathy
is "under the covers," setting a boundary, as it were.
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a,a.„st anothe...
^^^^^^ ^^^^^^
-
a familiar representation of boundaries, reminiscent
Of Kathy.s first drea» where she straightens the covers
on the bed after people have walked across it.
This is the third Of Kathy.s dreams to make
reference to her college experience, and particularly
her freshman year. When asked if college has come up
Often before in her dreams, she replied, "Almost never."
I asked Why she might be dreaming so much about freshman
year:
to say thL Just t'''''° ^'^""-^ how
nnc? L„V n ^' ^ guess, breaking—beinq less-
or tha^Vs^ot'^^.n^Jr^^'^" "'"^ parents^i^ost.
effect on . Them having lessrr me. Having more distance.
In short, this sounds as if she is talking about
beginning to have more space. it was, apparently, a
mixed experience, both "traumatic" and "freeing."
During this first year of college, Kathy may have
recreated this sense of crowding-this time in the sense
that there was "no space" between relationships:
^"^tJ'l y^^^ when I met Danny, which insome ways was great.... i was very close ti him
a wav ^r?^^^:^^:---^^^ ^1^° J^^Pt nie stuck iny still not figuring out stuff for me. it waslike I was more wrapped up in him and what did hewant. It was kind of like going from my parents toDanny, and then from relationship to relationship,
not really finding what I wanted to find. It all
seems so clear now [she laughs].
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in tne next drea™ scene, Kathy is outside „itn her
^A-s, speaking about their upcoming departures. Kat.y
-
happy in her affiliation with the™, and yet her face
xs turning red and she »ust squint in the brightness of
the sun. somehow, the light and warmth may be
potentially dangerous or blinding to her.
Another time of transition is pictured in the
following scene, this time, a high school graduation.
Kathy is greeting Mr. Vincent, her high school health
teacher. She remembered him as someone whom she never
had much to do with, but who struck her as "cool and
detached," and "stuck up." Many of the girls admired
him for his good looks, but Kathy was put off by him.
in the dream, he presses her against the wall and Kathy,
concerned about how things will look, tempers her
reaction, she commented on her concern about
appearances in the dream:
whfcrTS^alot'o? ""^^"^"^^ ^'"'"t how it would look,
,,2™ °^ parents are. They're
nir^hbo°rrSi^k''°"' '^''^"'^
She recounted, in connection with this, their
prohibitions against her hugging her "high school
sweetheart" in the driveway. it was apparently
difficult to escape the watchful glance of her parents
who were frequently "looking in" on her.
Later, Kathy is writing a card to Mr. Vincent and
finds it amusing that she "screwed up" his address.
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interestingly, K.thys anger a.out the situation emergesin the passive rather than active voice. She taKes
Pleasure in her action, yet her effectiveness in
communicating may be undercut by this degree of
indirectness. The post card, of course, „iii not reach
the addressee.
in the closing scene, Kathy is discussing the
hugging incident with Paul Ladd, a man with "alot of
control issues" for whom Kathy used to work. m an
uncharacteristic gesture, he listens carefully and is
supportive of her and, because of this unusual openness
on his part, she is able to tell him about the years
intervening since college and her latest efforts to
establish her own space.
It seems apt that this dream took place on the
night Of Kathy. s 26th birthday, itself a transitional
time, for the dream is a series of recollections of
important life transitions, from high school to the
present. she represents the period of her transition
from high school as a time when she was crowded and
oppressed, bound by her parents' restrictions on the
public voicing of her desire. In college, she felt
freer to claim her own inner space, but it was a mixed
experience: She felt happy about her exposure to
alternatives to the world of her parents, but she
questioned whether she might be safe in the haven she
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sought. The drea„ ends with Kathys recounting of her
current transitional challenge, as she spea.s of her
desxre to become „ore self-reliant by moving to a
different place. The one who listens to her is
unusually open, creating a new space, as it were, in
which Kathy can be hesr-ri t<. •ard. it is not yet clear, however,
how this latest effort will turn out.
I Peeked in H.r Bathroofl (#6). Kathy began our
second interview by mentioning this dream of the
following night. "Well," she said, "things have gotten
more interesting. Referring to the dream as "pretty
disturbing"-a departure from her usual references to
things as just "bi2arre"-she laughed and said: "i just
can't remember having a dream where there was that much
blood in it."
in this dream, Kathy is with her friend and Model
Mugging classmate, Meg.
A few scenes of the same dream:
of thL'^^n^oWH looking through different rooms
?fraer%^^^ °^ basement rooms wasla ger that all the others and belonged to this
cho^^if ' ^^^"^ ^ k"^^ her. Meg
nv^^o- J^""^ °^ upstairs rooms. Theo erweight woman was telling us she was intohoroscopes and reading the personals in the
newspaper, etc. Later on that day I went back toher room and all her stuff was gone except a fewItems. I considered taking her rocking chair, but
f^S^f^
against it. Then I peeked in her bathroom
and there was blood all over her tub and blood onthis big butcher knife by the sink. She had
committed suicide. i walked out into the lobby
area and a lot of her friends had gathered. I was
upset, was hugging someone.
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the J>t:i'''^,lT7o'lVl lllTo^'T'^''^^ ^acK towasn't very strong or welWesLn»H ''"'^ ^"^^have co.e in. i ?hin. ? Uved'^r^hrMoor""
The dream is set in a "motel/donn, " a fuzzy
combination of two types of places that have been
present previously in Kathys dream series. Each of
these Places, and certainly the union of the two, are
temporary types of dwellings, places for people in
transition. Kathy herself is here, although at first it
IS not Clear just where she is going to set up house.
In the motel/dorm are two different spaces. An
overweight woman is living in the basement and Meg is
living upstairs. For Kathy, each of these women
embodies a different type of experience. We spoke at
length about the overweight woman, and Kathy had some
strong ideas about a person who might be "into
horoscopes and reading the personals in the newspapers."
"Sad," "pathetic," and "desperate" were the words she
chose. In the interview, Kathy commented that upon
waking, she had thought the overweight woman in the
dream might have been Donna, a classmate from Model
Mugging who "doesn't have a very positive self-image."
Actually, what she said at first was that she thought it
might have been Donna's lover, another of her
classmates. After a few minutes, she corrected herself.
The confusion of identity between lovers is intriguing
at this juncture, suggesting that Kathy may be
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collapsing two extreme positions on the continuu. of
separation and connection. Kathy perceives the
overweight woman as desperately alone and yet
somehow fused with her partner, to the point of losing
her own identity. Perhaps these are the only
alternatives that Kathy, in her more subterranean
spaces, can conceptualize.
Meg, in contrast to this more suppressed figure,
emerges as an idealized figure, one who is literally'
elevated to an upper floor in the dream. Although Meg
is one Of Kathy. s closer female friends, Kathy noted
that she had learned new things about Meg by
participating with her in the Model Mugging course:
Yeah, there are a couple of things I learned it'sneat to see her fighting. She's just like r;anv
-She'd get out there and fight andl? ^would be ixke no one would ever want^to ^ess'withher 1 really en3oyed seeing that. it was almn^tlike a role model: "Yeah, tha?'s how I wan? to Se"
i^l ^^''^.^''^J^^^ general. And what was nea?*was, another thing I learned about her is she urnstruggles with that. She's out in the world ^lot'that way, really kind of out there and really
likr?hi;^^ together, but that, um,
donHi-
necessarily true.... she also has
^ho^ ^w^""- ^^"^^ °f the things
ho^o ?i "f^""^^ ^° take care oferself and not just kind of put up this fiercefighting stance towards the world, just know insideShe can take care of herself.
Kathy mentioned how she herself had usually just seen
Meg's strength, and that somehow, learning about her
struggles to not just be strong on the outside, but also
remain open to herself and others "kind of balanced
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th.n,s out a Uttxe in
.i„..„ con.ec^ently
, she had
the relationship, try, as she said, to depend on Meg
more than she had until that point.
Meg, then, embodies a kind of complement to the
woman in the basement, she represents an ideal of
independent strength and self-reliance and yet is also
someone who wants to remain connected to herself and
others. She is neither hopelessly separate nor
hopelessly fused. Somehow, these qualities seem to make
it possible for Kathy herself to consider being
dependent on her.
in the central part of the dream, Kathy is drawn to
the basement, where she encounters at first a big empty
space where the woman and her belongings had been. "i
considered taking her rocking chair," Kathy says, she
did not elaborate on this image in the interviews, and
so we are left to conjecture on its possible meanings,
in the context of Kathy
-s apparent concern in this dream
with the issues of separation and connection, it seems
reasonable to link the rocking chair with a nurturant
maternal environment, with the promise and pleasures of
connection. Kathy considers entering into this rocking
chair world but decides against it. She subsequently
"peeks" into the bathroom and discovers a scene of
bloody self-destruction. It is difficult, of course, to
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discern the causality in this se^ence. poes Kathy
encounter the scene of annihilation because she
considers her desir<= fr^vire for this maternal world, or because
She rejects this aesire. xhe action of
..peeKin,.. rather
than "looXinc,.. into the bathroom suggests that Kathy is
continuing to engage in a forbidden activity, one that
may be linked with considering taking something that
doesn.t belong to her. Therefore, it seems possible that
her encounter with the scene of self-destruction may be
associated with the awareness of her desire to take the
Chair rather than with the exercise of her restraint
from doing so. The desire for connection, then, emerges
as a dangerous action, one that is lethal to the self.
It is somehow fitting that the woman who meets with this
fate is someone who was desperately clamoring after
connection.
The figure of the empty rocking chair is itself an
intriguing image. While the chair may be associated
with acts of nurturance, it is, as presented in this
dream, as empty as the room in which it now stands.
This suggests another potential consequence of reaching
for connection. if Kathy opens herself to this
experience, she may only encounter empty space, in
short, find herself abandoned. If the experience of the
infant is relevant here, the alternatives of
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annihilation and abandonment are psychologically
equivalent.
At the end of the dream, Kathy returns to the motel
wxth her parents and enters her room. She, li.e Me,
staying upstairs, a parallel that may suggest Kathy
s
attempted identification with Meg's "balanced" stance
incorporating both toughness and openness. Although she
has access to a space of her own, she is fearful,
concerned about the strenrri-h ^-prengt of the lock on her door
••Anyone," she reflects,
"could have come in." This is
reminiscent of Kathy-s previous dreaxn, where she covers
herself against a woman's intruding glance.
The concerns apparently reflected in this dream are
Clearly related to those raised in Kathy's earlier
dreams during the project period and, more broadly, to
her central goal in participating in the Model Mugging
course-the achievement of greater self-reliance. This
dream enriches the complexity of this issue by
elaborating on the nature of Kathy's fears and desires
in connection with this goal. What is most accessible
to Kathy in her waking life at present is her desire to
be strong, to be separate and self-reliant. Less
accessible, perhaps, are the feelings of sadness and
abandonment, the sense that an authentic self has been
destroyed by the lack of true parental connection.
Kathy's struggle for self-reliance is consciously driven
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eo
by her painful history of relatinn«=H-y r tionships, and Meg is her
waking model in thi^; c;.t-y-,,^„istruggle. But this dream suggests
that Kathy may also have another model, a deeply
intrapsychic one whose drama she fears she may recreate
xn waking life. This story, about another level of pain
in relationships, is toir^ ir,y , IS ld in the basement scene of th
dream, where Kathy s desire for connection is linked t
self-annihilation and the discovery of her abandonment
by someone she wishes could really be there for her.
Phase Three: Tho T:-^:nrth_r:iaz^
I Held Onto th^ Rope v^i-y^y,*r- ^iffo;. Kath 's dream on the
night Of the fourth class is also her final dream before
the course graduation two days later. The first scene
establishes an anticipatory link to this graduation:
Meg and I were in some dance class—a verv intenc^course only 5 classes (like MM)
-and we were to beputting on a show at the end.
The class reminds her of a brief dance course she had
participated in during college, where the final
performance had been "a dance piece all about women
supporting women."
In the final scene of the dream, Kathy is again
pictured in a place of transition, finding her way in
the dark:
Also some scene at this motel or INN, at night
and walking down to my room in the darklooking at stars. Not able to see the path,but I held onto the rope, and I wasn't afraid.Other people were also around.
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eng
.3 alone. The fact that there are other people
...Uli
around" is apparently a comfort to her, yet she also
™ust feel her way on her own. She does so with a sense
Of confidence
.ore characteristic of her waking than
dreaming life to this point in the project.
Phase Four: r.rart.,:.i-i
Recall that Kathy reported being very "spent or
down" in the days immediately following graduation, and
that this was a real shift from the characteristic
excitement and enthusiasm during the two week period of
the course. m the post-graduation interview she
related this reaction primarily to her reflections on
the incidents of violenrp* ^inri -i/ir^i,*-^j.oj.ence a d violation experienced by
the other women in her class.
Kathy
-s change in mood appears to have been
accompanied by a shift in her dreams as well. she
referred to her dreams just after the completion of the
course as her first "Model Mugging dreams" because of
their reference to direct threat and combat. She
treated the dreams, which followed on consecutive
nights, as a pair, and so they are presented like this
below.
Curtains (#9, #10)
.
In Balford, it was dark and I was walking around
People walked toward me like in the front walk by,
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'---^^F^^^'^^^l' was
about t.at.
..ne saJ/LeVf^^^r^^^^^.^^if
going"on InfTot^lrLTLTt
'IJ?^
^"^^
throuqh the curtJiS;
men were looking in over or
Eddie\as here ? Cliled <,^?^\''"^'^^"9 windows.
they'd come? Then In ' """''^ confident
I started doing m moves on one o? ?^ ^P^"-"«nt and
wo.r^-r.-^:i-.-Lg-^r^fd^S^^^-It^-^o
in some ways, the first dream seems like a preamble
to the second. Kathy is threatened but not attacked, as
people come toward her as in the "front walk by," the
name of one of the Model Mugging attack scenarios, she
is preoccupied with putting extra cloth on the curtains
and, on the day following this dream, Kathy did actually
do that, in the interview, she described why she may
have been absorbed with this idea:
I just felt like at night when I have the lights on
"^""^"^ ^"d I didn't likethat .They were more sheer than I wanted them tobe, so I put this stuff, I sewed on just some whitebecause you know you can kind of see through
so I remember thinking that I wanted to put
something on it. And I guess I did the day after Inad this dream.
Kathy -s description of the sheerness of the curtains—
"anybody could look in"— is parallel to her description
of the lock on the door of her motel room in the
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preceain, drea™--anybody
.ouia have co„e in."
,,,,
Of these instances it seems clear that Kathy is
concerned about maintaining her privacy. The
implication, perhaps, is that "people outside might want
to come in and hurt you for your space," the issue
raised in a much earlier dream where a woman was
"looking m in a funny way" and space was at a premium.
These images emphasize the perils of attempting self-
reliance.
in the second dream, the potential for violation is
actualized as the men break the windows and enter
Kathy
-s apartment. Although Kathy
-s former boyfriend
Eddie is present at first, he fades from her awareness
in the dream after the men enter. He, like the
emergency 911 service she has called but which she
doesn-t think will come, is apparently not going to be
of any assistance. Kathy is left on her own. She
struggles with one of the interlopers and notices his
reaction to her efforts, as she stated in the interview:
I remember his expression: "How pathetic," you
HoTh dare...eve^ try tod these things?" ^
With Kathy 's reference to this "pathetic" quality, an
associative link is established between Kathy and the
woman who read the personals in the prior dream. It
seems that despite Kathy 's best effort to be self-
reliant, the attacker is somehow able to detect an
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underlying sadness, the painful desperation, perhaps, of
someone who has been abandoned.
Kathy reported that she "felt really spent-, when
she awoke from this dream.
Luahsl''^ ^^"t t° go to work [she
i^wiriike: Tdon^^rSa^? ^l^^'
This, apparently, was similar to the general sense of
dysphoria that she felt in the days immediately
following her completion of the Model Mugging course.
While Kathy emphasized the role of reflecting on the
difficult life experiences of the women in her class in
creating her depressed mood, additional reasons are
suggested by the information collected during the
project.
one factor that may account for Kathy 's post-course
feelings may be her relative sense of isolation
following a powerful and intimate group experience.
Kathy herself commented that "it was really good to go
through the whole thing with this group of women," and
that she had not been in a group of just women for some
time. In the dream that preceded graduation, Kathy also
makes reference to a powerful group experience "all
about women supporting women." in the context of that
dream, she somehow feels safe walking along in the dark
at night, confident that she can find her way. Kathy 's
sadness at the close of the course, then, is likely to
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have arisen in part from the loss of her bon. •^ d with the
other „o.en in her ciass-. reai connection that she
.a.ave vaiuea, an. «hich she .a. have reco^ni.eC. at so^elevel, as somehow absent from her ordinary experience
Another event that may have contributed to Kathys
sadness was her experience in a practice scenario on
graduation day. Here, as she reported, she accepted the
opportunity to fight without the cheering voices of her
Classmates behind her v^^-k,,n . Kathy commented:
it-ias^^he'^nty'^Uri'L^Lfi?''" l""'^
'
afterward. 1 ^ust^^e\J rea^^?Ji!:i^%"|^,-i:"^
This, it seems, was the most powerful moment in the
course for Kathy. Here, she had a chance to actually
enact the self-reliant stance she was set on achieving.
It seems, in the process, that she also came to
experience or re-experience the sense of fear and
despair at being disconnected and alone. Her tears
after the fight and subsequent connection to her sadness
represent an emotional breakthrough of sorts,
interestingly, it is paralleled in her dream life by the
emergence of direct confrontation, as men break through
the windows and enter her space. There, she is left to
contend with them on her own.
Phase Five: Fnl low-np
Kathy recorded ten additional dreams during the
foUow-up period, many of which seem to continue with
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the the.e o. negotiating separation ana connection.
.3Kat.v was particularly arawn to .er very last area™ a
the intervening area^s. However, it is notable that t.ei-ge Of Kathy ariving in a car, ™ost often alone, is
present in seven of the ten area»s. ;,t certain tin.es
She encounters danger in these situations of inaepenaent
travel, and at others, she »ust grapple with aifficult
rules about staying ana leaving. Thus, for example, in
one area™ she is ariving her car because she "was about
to get a ticket" in the lot she had been parXea in. And
in a dream a week or so later, she is not allowea to get
her car out of a garage because she "haa parkea
illegally in the first place."
In an intervening aream, Kathy "storms out" of her
parents, house ana arives home after she has triea to
explain something to her father "about sex and
closeness." m response, her father araws up a flow
chart with different choices, "but," he asserts, "in the
ena, only one route wouia take you to 'home.'"
Only a Dent (#22). Kathy's final dream of the
series is a nightmare, the first one she has haa in
three to four years, "i woke up and my heart was 'boom
boom boom boom,'" she said. Her earlier experience
waking up with a racing heart had been "very vague."
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aust woke up, and that Sis ^t In^T' ^""^ ^with Danny. i don't know how' r;ia?edtw sleeping
though, but I think that's interestina^ ^ i^elated
The present nightmare is long and complex, and the
account is presented in its entirety below:
.e turnedln^h^d^^^i^^^I^ra " ^""^ °'
he threatened to throw !t a?
1'"^""'^"^ '^^^'^^ thing and
boldly, twice and assumed ™ Itl screamed "NO" reallv
could slice through my hea™ ? S^H ""^^^ ^'^^"9before and he was a Sit crlz^ L f^.^^"'^ °^ '^'^^^ "-^n
ofS p—^ rr^h-^f \ Ha^
fighting a couplfother men-- ^ ""^^
"^^^^^
war?'^^!dsrsh'^^tj;rbu"?:ts '"^^^"^ °^
Jus^'afrr »ace-|uy"i^fI buUe^prool e^^t"''""
s
.phJin^r hit*in-\^c"Lc'k m-rpulled It out and felt my back-only a den??^?' n^n-
'
^
"°" 3 hospital. Todd and Junem
Icrea:ed°Le? Go.Tt"^"^^'' ""^ *° P"^^ them a?ohg"and'
I
s m t ! Let Goi with their extra weiaht t
b^^i f^ghti™VH^"' thfguy^Sho'had
were aolT L ^""^ ^''''^ 9° ^nd
Richir^rAm ^ '^^^ ^''^ ^ ^^^^^ he may have been
haSiav ?
badminton)
-we were running down the
tZ^' ^ thought we were trying to escape so Igrabbed an elevator and ran in ani Richie d!dn?? follow
fL^r ^''"'''^t started running back towardsthe classroom where the crazy guy was. And the elevator
and'aot ?hf "^"^^"^ ^ screamed NOoSSl
a?Lr
elevator to stop and go back up and ran
h5h.^^.
""^^ eventually stopped by his wife and
ahoL IZ'l^ ""^^"^^ ^^^^^^ h°"^^- Th^" something
? ^e^P^t^l being cleaned and I rememberseeing 2 or 3 hospital stretchers on wheels w/bodies onthem. and one was the crazy guy.
= +- ^u^'^l^ ?f^i^®^ ^ h^"^ outside and was looking inat the fight from the windows,
—ducking around
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Kathy was very animate, in telling this drea.. she
was .est drawn to the parts where she herself was in
cianger. Thus, she described how she ,ot hit in the
.ac.
with the
...ace,"
.-this
.etal disk with blades all
around...
..xt was,., she said,., li.e a Nin.a frisbee that
was Sharp that you could throw... she pulled it out and
felt her baC:
..Qnly a d^(.),
,
^^^^^^ „
Kathy elaborated on this phenomenon:
to yank it ouro?\y\aSk?^'"^' """" ^
She was scared of the
.'crazy., man with the mace and
tried to stay out of danger.
Is'qerawai'froi;"^^°" ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^ '^o^ld do
noticed ? til t^*::-^ ^1^° ^^yi^g to not be
want th;Tn Ir.
^li^J^^ng along the walls, I didn't
. ^ ^
"'^ because I thought for sure twould be an easy target.
" n r I
Kathy.
s awareness in the early part of the dream
that the mace
..could slice through my heart." may point
to her true center of vulnerability in this dream. She
is very attentive to the nature of her injury when hit
by the mace, noting the absence of oozing and blood.
There is, however, a .-deep depression..' it seems
possible that the conflict being represented in the
complex action of the dream is about connection to
versus dissociation from this depression. In the dream,
she is surprised and grateful that she does not bleed
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an. oo.e, tnat
.e. neart regains untouc.ea. s.e cXearXydoes not want to be depressed.
It is interesting and instructive at this junctureto turn to a drea„ Kathy recorded three nights earlier
(#21). in this drea„, Kathy gathers with others at the
home of a "guru-type woman."
th:rrea^[j^::?i^ s"L%''" tempen„ental. i got
about our chUdLid our'n^^'^r ^"'^ talkedbeliefs was th=f Parents. One of her
ins^:^| Ta em^ti^nal'^el^ '^""^ ''"^^^
necessary.
®°°''^°" r ease was no longer
Following this sequence, the dream winds through a
segment where the setting changes to a hospital and then
a school. Kathy then notes in the dream account:
^o^r^l^^f-if'he'w? 5uru woman, who was
people ?hat T co.n^ h^"^""^ ^""^ started attacking
?hoSgh he had fkiife? """"^ °"
She then concludes the account:
to^cr^ but d?Hn'?^ I «as abouty id t want to because it wasn't h^r-
parents'n^°" ?f something. Thinking abo^t ^yrents not really being there for me!
This dream is a very unusual one for Kathy. It
makes explicit feelings that have been only tacit in the
other dreams in her series. Here, at last, she
experiences sadness about her abandonment by her
parents. she wants to attend to these feelings, but is
checked by someone who does not believe in the necessity
of emotional release, who believes that "you could heal
your hurts in an instant."
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-as though Kathy, in her subse<^ent
.ight.are
=ont.nues to con.on, to the .eUe. system o. the guru
'
woman. Kathys hurt-the depression-is, in fact
•sealed in an instant, without ever needing to bleld in
order to „end. she wants to get away froM the sad
feelings just, perhaps, as she wants to avoid the
threatening blade. The price, it seems, of compliance
with this belief system is anxiety and fear that cannot
be bound by the dream. It is a nightmare. And Kathy
awakens, her heart desperately pumping.
Conclusi on
Kathy.
s dreams during the course and the period
that followed provide a valuable perspective on the
dynamics of her experience. At the core of this
experience is Kathy- s concern with the development of a
separate identity, her desire to claim space as uniquely
her own, unencumbered by the demands of parents and
romantic partners. For Kathy, the capacity to
physically defend herself is linked to the broader
developmental aim of becoming self-reliant. Although
Kathy articulates the difficulty of achieving this aim,
her dreams further illustrate how the domain of
independent function is fraught with conflict and pain.
A key point in this regard concerns Kathy 's
awareness in the dreaming state of the way in which,
sadly, she is already on her own. This realization,
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Which centers on the unavailability of her parents
emerges clearly and dramatically in one of Kathy • s ' final
dreams, ending with the words. "ThinKing about my
parents not really being there for me." The affect
associated with this realization is apparently great
sadness, and depression is even suggested in the dream
text. vet Kathy does not readily have access to such
emotional experience in waking life, where she more
easily focuses on upbeat feelings and is drawn only with
reluctance into the realm of sadness. The experience of
learning self-defense and the dissolution of the close
group ties she enjoyed in the course appear to
facilitate for Kathy some contact with this emotional
realm. But it is her dream life that forms the
figurative meeting ground for her fierce desire to be
self-reliant and for her tragic awareness that there is
indeed no one on whom she can truly rely.
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CHAPTER 6
CASE STUDY: MEG ULLMAN
Meg is a 24 year old woman who works both as a
farmer and as a waitress. Tall and lean, with a
graceful, athletic bearing, Meg speaks with great
urgency and feeling. she graduated from a small private
college and now 1 ix/oc ; *, ^l ves m a cooperative household with
several roommates.
Meg is an adopted child who grew up in the western
part Of the country. she was raised in a number of
reconstituted families in the course of her mother's
three marriages. Until she was 18 months old, she lived
with her adoptive parents and her brother, who was four
years older than she. Her father was an alcoholic, and
she continued to see him weekly after the divorce. Her
brother was in trouble at school and with the law from
an early age and lived with Meg and her mother
sporadically.
Meg's mother remarried when Meg was five years old
and remained married until Meg was 15. Meg's new
stepfather. Randy, had two sons, one a year older than
Meg and one a year younger. Her older step-brother,
Jake, attempted to have intercourse with her when she
was five. When she was 13, he touched her genitals
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While She was asleep and was later punished.
„eg
described having a ..c.eepy. Reeling living with hi.
Which was heightened by the sense that he was alwayl
looking at her.
Also When Meg was five, her godfather, her
.other-s
frxend.s husband, began to sexually abuse her. He would
make her sit on his lap and hold his penis, even in
front Of other children. Later, when she was 14, he
attempted to kiss her when she was asleep, but she
pushed him away. Again, around age five, Meg was
sexually abused by her father's best friend. The sexual
abuse per se lasted from ages five until eight.
However, Meg's parents- other friends began making
sexual overtures to her when she was about nine years
old.
Meg did not report these events to adults because
of her desire to "protect" her parents. she recalled
her adoptive father's comment that "if anyone ever
touches you, I'll be in jail because I'll kill him." He
himself gave Meg the nickname "hussy" and had what she
described as a sexual ized attitude toward women. He was
also fond of strong, rugged women, and Meg felt
encouraged by him in both of these areas.
Meg's mother had herself been sexually assaulted as
a child and did not appear to have an interest in
working through it. When the case went to court, her
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3ha.ea about having had intercourse before being
carried. Meg described her
.other.s coping strategy onthis matter as typical of her way of handling any
unpleasant situation in her life.
"Basically she
dcesn.t deal,.. She said. "I thinK she ,ust has been
able to exist keeping certain things in containers and
not letting them out."
AS a consequence of these early sexual events, Meg
was aware of her sexuality from a young age. "i was
very aware that
.en would looK at me sexually and I was
very afraid. But I also knew that men would like me."
This has continued to be true of Meg.s experiences with
Older men: "if an older man says anything to me I feel
very young and little and disempowered.
"
Meg described being very attuned to her mother.
She was acutely aware of her mother's own
dissatisfaction with her life and was "always trying to
make her life better. I was always pleasing, trying to
be a good girl, a perfectionist," and Meg was apparently
acknowledged and rewarded for that, "i „as really
afraid of her.
. .unhappiness, " she noted.
Meg reported having a very successful school and
social life between the ages of li and 14. she was very
popular, was a straight-A student, a skilled gymnast,
and was school president. She had boyfriends, but had
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not yet become sexual with anyone, she continued to
have What she described as tension headaches everyday -
condition She re.e„bered fro™ as early as three years'
Old. She began using marijuana at around 11 years old
an activity she kept secret from her parents, even
though they were "really into drugs" and grew marijuana
at home.
When Meg was 15, Meg's mother divorced Randy and
remarried shortly thereafter. They moved to the east
coast to be with Meg's new step-father, Dan, and Meg
described being both sad and excited about the move.
The family had until this point been working class, but
Dan was a successful businessman and they quickly became
upper middle class. Upon her arrival in the east, Meg
began to attend boarding school.
Around this time, Meg began working with a male
therapist because of her daily headaches. She became
bulimic shortly thereafter, and the therapy focused
largely on these concerns. Meg understood her bulimia
as a response, in part, to the many changes taking place
at that time. she was not comfortable with having a
woman's body, she said. She related this to her
mother's anorexia at that point and her own incipient
sexuality. She had begun to be sexual with a man at 15,
and while she described this as a positive experience
that proceeded according to her initiative and pace and
in an atmosphere of trust, the physical enjoyment she
felt occurred outside the context of intimacy. m her
three years of therapy during high school, the issue of
sexual abuse was never discussed, "it never even
occurred to me," she said. Meg's bulimia subsided
between her junior and senior years of high school, at
around the time Meg began to get more heavily involved
in taking drugs. she saw this as a preferable
substitute for her bulimia.
When Meg began college, she became involved in a
committed relationship with a man that lasted four
years. within the first two months of being with
George, Meg began having nightmares about five times a
week depicting scenes of sexual abuse. she sought
therapy at this time to address the issue. Meg
understood the emergence of the dreams at that time as a
response to being with a man who was "totally committed"
to her, who she could trust would be supportive of her
even in the hardest of times. She thought also that the
intimacy and trust required to be in the relationship
may have evoked her response.
Meg described herself as "consumed" with the issue
of her sexual abuse history for the first two years of
the relationship. "That's all I was and felt and
thought." She was very angry by day and very scared by
night. She participated in workshops on sexual abuse,
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dxd extensive reading about it, and based see of her
college worK on the topic. The nightmares and intense
anger began to subside after two years in therapy, a
very "physical" therapy in which i-h= ^fn J-n n n the expression of her
anger was encouraged. At the ti.e. she was also
involved in Co-counseling, a syste» of peer counseling.
Meg was largely unable to be sexual with George
throughout their four years together. There were a few
exceptions, tiines when Meg herself initiated the
lovemaking. However, she found the experience of
agreeing to have sex humiliating.
"somehow my pride was
really involved where I could not give in to him if he
wanted to be sexual. Even if I wanted to, I wouldn't
let myself."
Meg ended her therapy after three years, when she
was 21, around the same time that she ended her
relationship with George. She moved in with a woman
friend, with whom she established an intimate and
supportive relationship. They became lovers for nine
months, although they were never committed partners.
That summer, Meg began being sexual with Geoffrey, a man
with whom she had been friends during her years at
college. This was not a committed relationship and she
found that she enjoyed the sex very much. Geoffrey is a
massage therapist, and Meg was impressed with his
gentleness when she had menstrual cramps:
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He would make very sacre^H ^.r
ally the way that^a woman ^r^''^?' ^ ^^^1sexual with him wa^ ^o'differ^n? Beingsafe, trusting. i diHnii ^ f ^ ^^^^ very
used or °bjec?ified
'''L'warthe'^n ' "^^"^Slow." th one saying,
"Slow,
Meg described herself as relieved to be able to be
sexual With a .an. because she had long thought that she
might not be able to do so.
At the ti.e that the Model Mugging course began
Meg was still being sexually active with Geoffrey, but
It was limited because of his co™.it.ent to being sexual
only in moderation. This co,™itment stemmed from his
practice of meditation, an interest that Meg shared.
Although She was open to being more sexual, Meg went
along with his desire to not have sexual intercourse
outside of a committed relationship, over time, Meg has
become more involved in meditating, moving from one hour
daily six months before the start of Model Mugging to
two hours daily after its completion.
Course Ryperiencp
Approach
Meg described two events as most influencing her to
sign up for Model Mugging. One was her experience of
being sexually harrassed by two older men in the spring
following her return from a year travelling alone around
Europe. The other was her response to reading a book
lent to her by a friend. The book, entitled Her wits
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o were
es
^ Her, is a set of stories about wo.en „h
attached and how they successfully defended the^.elv
these situations.
„hiie reading the boo. and after
completing it, „eg noted a .ar.ed change in her drea™
life.
always just runnina^n^ l-^^^"""^ myself. it was
And even in my wakina ^if " ^^^"^"^ hiding.
While reading the book, her dream life shifted:
XTe^Ta^lT^^^^^^^^^ that . time. what
I would defend mvse?? t
attacked in my dreams,
different ways or I ^nn^n''''''^'^.''^^ something all'
was totally^L^;.°^^riL?rexc^?^^^ ^^^^
This shift was paralleled in her waking life as well:
Like at night, if i was going to sleen anH thearing something I would-instead ofbe?ng like
wSt'do T^'t "^"^^ ^ hide?""?. d be'
to Si? t^^ ^""^ ^^^^ ^ ^^^^ I'^ goiAg
mLL's'with\I?^ -^-^ a mistake if hi
'
She decided at this point to take a self-defense class
and tried to sign up for the summer Model Mugging
course. Because this course was full, she signed up for
the fall course and then took a less intensive self-
defense course at a local martial arts studio. While
she enjoyed this six week course, she was very excited
about the upcoming Model Mugging course, spurred on by
watching the graduation of the summer course.
Meg cited two aims in taking the Model Mugging
course. One was to decrease her ongoing fear of being
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attacked by becoming co«ortaMe with techni<jue. she
felt she could rely on.
If'^lT.lLll^^^^^^^ ' T'rllf ^""V —freezemy body will react? ^^^^ ^^''^ ^° trust that
The second ai. involved what she called her desire to
continue healing fro. sexual abuse. she felt
..wary" of
this emotional aspect of her agenda, because she felt
was concerned that she might find herself experiencing
again the kind of diffuse anger at men that had emerged
in the early years of her second therapy, when she was
living with George. she characterized her desire
to heal in the following way at our opening interview:
inc.? Ho H-' """^ ^° ^^^d Of numbing out, not toDust be doing. Because it's easy for me at th^course to get into wailing on this guy-!k?ck^ ifeel really strong and I feel really capable inthat sense, but what happens is I get into thisvery angry and "kill" mode and I don't realIvstavconnected here [pointing to her chest] or stav ^connected with the vulnerable, the pa^t that'^
In a show of support for Meg's effort, Meg's mother
offered to pay for the Model Mugging course. At the
time that Meg had begun therapy to address the issue of
her sexual abuse, she had told her mother about the
early abuse. Her mother reacted with anger at the
perpetrators and was basically supportive of Meg's
efforts to come to terms with these early experiences.
In the six years since, Meg has talked with her mother
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about Violence against wo„en and has noted her
increasing ability to look at the issue.
Chanqpg
^^'•^r Tint^
Meg described feeling very competent in the first
two classes. She learned the techniques guickly and
fought successfully.
„er exceptional ability was easily
noticed by the other students anH i •i-uuen , d the male instructors
commented on her unusual strength, while her
performance was excellent, she experienced a certain
"resistance" to going to the classes because she felt
exhausted, both physically and emotionally. she spoke
Of being somewhat "numb" in her daily life outside of
the class, aware of thinking more than feeling. she
commented that emotional intensity was surfacing more in
her dream life than her waking life.
During the first two classes, Meg had abdominal
cramping that she had never experienced before. The
cramps were not related to her menstrual cycle, and they
subsided by the close of each class. She thought that
they might have been the physical manifestation of the
"fear and hurt" she experienced in these classes and,
also, that they might have arisen from the emphasis in
class on opening the pelvic region of the body to
enhance kicking strength.
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For Meg, the third class was the
.est
-intense
It is in this ciass that the participants are typically
asked to face their longest and hardest fights.
I was really pushed phvsicallv t kand was sobbing. i Sas in^i ^ hyperventilated
surroundings. After ?he^ffl^°^?^^^ unaware of mythat I've never been in i n ? ' ^ ^^^^ ^^ate
control Of
.y li^ra^S ^hat I^'a^ound'"'dragged myself off the m^? t ^f°^^^ When Ikind of surrendered in a wiv t ^^^^^ l^""terms of sobbing and also nL v.''^''^'' ^^^^
very well. And^e^ng supoS^ted^i"'' ^'''^ ^° ^^^^^^^
entirely. ^ ported by someone else
in some ways, this extended fight simulated the
situation most dreaded by Meg.
'^IvTHUriLZ 70.^'^'^.°'^°"'°"^ attacking .e
:aTr^^ui^^rL^^t\LVtrL-^.rL"n°;;r.-.-
An additional dynamic that began to emerge in the
third Class and continued for the rest of the course was
Meg's hesitancy about fighting. She did not question
her ability to succeed, and was actually less nervous
than before. Instead, she reported just not having the
same fighting spirit. She recalled one instance where
she went to the end of the line because she just didn't
feel ready to fight. m retrospect, she thought that
the shift might have occurred because of her attempt to
be more present and vulnerable in the classes.
In the beginning of the course I was just in
my.. I really get into this image of being a reallytough woman, really strong and mean. when I'm
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And I get into thar Ind tn\r ^"^^^"^s and stulf.started to see that^nrt f course 1 reallyOf defense of^ot deljfng witrthf",'^ '^i"^And in the course, my own chlul^^ vulnerable part,to really be vuln4rable and ?i w'! *° ""y^^" «asthat place, to be " tha? no=?^ ""^ °^ ""^^ °"t offight.... And I was Sefin?t»?! h"" ^""^ therein the last coup" of cjass^^ doing that alot morethis big image or plav o? h^"^"" "°t having
strong. And'l dLn^?^feli'^^""? '^^^^1^' ^ough and
^
laughs). I felt a llttte tenuo-T*" ^^""^ t^heto deal with this ^,,11 ous— :]ust not ready
before. ^"^'^ "^th all the guts i had
Another dynamic began to emerge for Meg in the
third Class and peaked in the final two classes, she
noticed herself becoming more attentive to the other
women in the course, carefully observing their
experiences and feeling herself increasingly part of a
group process.
It's funny, it seems my own sense of ideni-ii-x7dxmxn.shed as my sense of the group's '^denti^ygrew. I felt more and more... proud of the otL>-women, and less and less of myself
At the end of the course, Meg, exhausted, was "glad
it was over, because I felt I just wouldn't have felt
like I wanted to deal with more." m our follow-up
interview three months after the conclusion of the
course, she commented that she had only "recovered" from
her sense of exhaustion one month earlier.
Meg reviewed her course experience and felt that
she had fared pretty well on her two major goals for the
course, decreasing her level of fear and remaining
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vulnerable as well as strona qhoi=tro g. s e qualified her
original expectations in following way:
Significant changr?^^rUfe"
'^^rl?
'^^^
knowing I really can't control 7; ^ t "^^^^
someone attacks me and i? fhi 5 happens, ifdeal with it....?h4 mtie sM^^^haJ 1^"°" ^°my fear feels pretty real happened with
Dream Fvp^r-j^nrr
^^^^i^^^-^^£^i^i£^tipn^^
Meg did not specifically discuss her motives for
participating in the dream project. However, her
decision to participate is in keeping with the important
role that dreams appear to have had in her life.
Recall, for example, the role of dreams in Meg's
decision to enter therapy to work on issues of sexual
abuse as well as in Meg's decision to take a self-
defense course after reading Her Wits About Her.
Meg identified two types of recurrent dreams, a
"claustrophobic dream" and a "men dream." The
claustrophobic dream started when she was very young and
occurs now only infrequently, perhaps once a year. She
described it as follows:
woniH^v^
supermarket at the check-out stand. Iuld kind of be on the far side—here's thecashier—and all these cans of canned food would
: ust come pouring at me, and it would just be, Iwould be toppled by all these cans. Then what
would happen, everybody's face would start heaving
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basically it. I wiuld hav. ?h r^^^^"^- And that'shave other dreams™ facL and ^h"^ I'<3
^tart getting big and's^t?^ and^Sair'' ^"^^
The "nen dream" began during young adulthood and
has undergone greater modification over the years. it
appeared first when Meg was 18, at the start of her
relationship with George, and motivated Meg to seek
therapy,
.t that point, the dreams were nightmares that
occurred between five and seven nights each weeK and
depicted scenes where Meg was being sexually abused as a
Child, Where she was protecting other children, or where
there was some threat of abuse from which she was trying
to run or hide. Meg always felt like a "scared little
girl" in the dream situations, although she was
literally "little" in only about half of them. Meg felt
"plagued" by these dreams, and it was only after two
years in therapy that they became more benign. The
threat of victimization persisted in her dreams over the
next two years, characterized by her efforts to run,
hide, or fly away from her attackers.
In the year and a half following Meg's breakup with
George, when she moved to live alone with another woman
in a rural setting, the fear dreams subsided completely.
Meg offered her explanation of this shift:
I think that as much comes up as we're able to dealWith. When I moved out, I said, I have to be ableto take care of myself, I have to be able to live
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in some level of neace t 4.
as I'm willing to llt\hki,\VT^.';'^^^ ^^^V "P
with them. 3s I'm able to deal
When the fear dreams did resurface, they tooK the
familiar form of threat of victimisation hy men, with
Meg as the helpless victim. As discussed above, the
dreams shifted markedly when Meg read the stories of
women's successful efforts at- h=* j-rr t defending themselves in
Hei Wits Abfiut Her. Her "men dream" persisted in this
form through the first self-defense course she tooK and
up until the time she began Model Mugging. At this
point. She was likely to have one attack dream "every
week or two."
in addition to these recurrent themes, Meg noted
that her dreams often reflect her daily life and what
She has been thinking about. In general, she remembers
her dreams quite frequently. It is not unusual for her
to remember at least one dream each morning, and she is
likely to remember more when she is sharing them with
someone else. Meg commented on the importance that
dreams have for her and noted this about the function of
a dream:
Jhan^T^rP^?/^H''^ ^'"^ at.... It has more informationt I eally have access to when I'm doinq
everything I'm doing everyday i definitelylisten with a total faith that my dreams are reallytelling me important stuff.
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in this context, Meg mentioned the Mstorical importance
dreaming has had in providing perspective on her
thoughts and feelings with respect to
--fear and
.en."
General Proipn^ n^r.^^^^^
Meg remembered her dreamc: w-i-t-v, ua a ams with her usual frequency,
averaging seven per week over a three week period, for 1
total of 22 dreams. she recorded multiple dreams on
several nights. During the first week of the project,
Meg asked if she could audiotape descriptions of some of
her dreams because of their length. On one occasion,
writing one dream account and reaction by hand had taken
her and hour and a half. she did audiotape descriptions
of six of her dreams from three nights and temporarily
turned in the tape for transcription.
Meg's dream records tended to be long and detailed.
She had no trouble remembering the content of her dreams
and could easily retell them without consulting her log.
Meg was very enthusiastic, seemed genuinely drawn to her
dreams, and was eager to think aloud about them. There
were several instances where she felt "embarrassed"
about the content of a dream, and she mentioned this,
both during the interviews and in her written dream
reactions.
Meg wrote or dictated reactions to half of her
dreams, and these are very introspective. She used her
dream log as a place to wonder about and amplify on some
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Of the feelings and images presented in the dream
texts. She sometimes offered her view of the dream as a
Whole, but, as was characteristic of our conversations
as well, was more lively to not attempt a complete
"interpretation," opting instead for a set of
impressions. she chose not to continue recording her
dreams between the second and third interviews.
PreliTni nary .'=;nTnTnar-y
Meg's course experience was varied. she went from
being very highly invested in the fights to remaining at
some distance from them. she had little energy
available to her outside the class throughout the
duration of the course. The turning point for her shift
in attention from her own "fighting spirit" to the
spirit of the group occurred in the third class, and she
found herself increasingly caught up with the struggles
of the other women thereafter.
As Meg approached the course, she had several goals
in mind. One was to decrease the fear that she felt in
daily life. she sensed that she could do so by learning
techniques on which she felt she could rely. she had
some trepidation about becoming open again to her anger,
which in the past had generalized to anger against all
men and was linked to a closing off of her sexuality.
In addition, Meg was interested in being able to fight
effectively without becoming distanced from her own
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feelings, particularly the vulneraMlity she
.ight feel
as a survivor of childhood sexual abuse.
in the past, Meg's dreams have played a powerful
role in surfacing her concerns and in reflecting
important life changes. Here, we will have the chance
to see the unfolding of Meg's dream life alongside the
record of her waking experience.
The Dreamg
Phase One; The Fi^c:-h Two ri;.^c=oo
Aiming For thP HP.rt (#1). Meg's first dream
occurred on the night of the first class. m it, she is
pitted against a very aggressive man, whom she fights
against and wins, an outcome she seemed to enjoy: "The
first one was great. i was totally murdering this
guy... with total determination, that's it. No fear."
Here is her dream account:
There were three of us, two other women and myselfin some kind of mechanics garage. We were spread
'
out doing things—but I'm not sure what exactly. Aman entered the garage. He was psychotic orderranged, obviously coming in with a lot of
aggression. Immediately I assumed it my
responsibility to take care or handle this
situation. I am nervous, but not really afraid. IDust know I've got to handle him. He has a knife,but suddenly I have his knife. We are in the
middle of the street outside the garage. I amfumbling to stick the knife into his chest. I
can't get the correct grip on the knife—or angleto effectively get the knife into his chest. I'm
not really aware of his resisting; my awareness is
only on my effort to stab him in the heart. I stab
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him repeatedly, aiming for the hear-i- c„ubehind him, trying to aet a hLC I 3™back. I am stabbing him aLtn ! ^"^^^ thegetting it now (the\^l^t?^^^?hrd^:irena:"^
This dream is a good representative of the kind of
dream Meg began to have while reading H^r Wi^s Abo^t
Hgr, when she moved from being depicted as an
ineffective victim to a strong woman capable of
resisting and counterattacking. Here, she is clearly
competent and is not immobilized by fear. m this, her
dream reflects her experience in the first two classes
and represents, in dream enactment, the achievement of
her first course goal, successful self-defense.
Also noteworthy in this dream, however, is Meg's
general absence of feeling. Thus, in her dream
reaction, she wrote: "In this dream I didn't think, i
didn-t even really feel much; I just acted. And I got
him!" She got him, in fact, in the heart, pierced him
in his center of feeling, far from her own. This
circumstance may relate to Meg's second course goal, her
challenge to herself to "stay connected with the
vulnerable" part of herself. Apparently, this goal is
not met here.
Bud (#2). Meg's second dream, dreamt on the night
of the second class, is the beginning of a series of
dreams that Meg referred to in our first interview as
"weird dreams about men."
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i;ve been embarrassed to writ*= i-y.^^little girl again.. And illt V^^"^" ' -^'^ like a
almost all oAhern have some'Lfir?; "'"^'"^man. Some wav that t a™ man in it, some older
it's embarrassing [.L Luahsl^ "?t""^ P™^^'
embarrassing to ?ell a fSInd' "bufit°s"'"'^
acting very disemp^^eref i^'my^drl^ms and"" ^^'^^
interesting oatf ^"^-^^^^ '-"-n T
urLr-?i
-r,
-,^ome,or
.^^^^^^^^^
laughs]. ^ i^^® that [she
starting with this dream, then, there are two marked
departures from Meg's previous patterns of dreaming: a
return to feeling disempowered and young and an
awareness of sexual feelings towards men with whom she
feels disempowered. Meg's second dream illustrates this
dynamic in a long set of interconnected stories:
Ln"'.?^^!! ^ ^^"^ husband and we are visiting
h^^n^f/?^^''-^"'^^"^^- ^^^y ^ physically
^
beautiful oriental woman and black man. I haveDust come from a model mugging class and I am
rnlli^ exhausted. I am just meeting this couplefor the first time, and feel I should be very
tl^t^'t^y.^''^
outgoing, but I am too tired and don'twant to be social. There is an awkward lag in
conversation. The women are sitting together (nowthere a couple other women) and I am off adistance. l see them talking and know they aretelling the oriental woman that I am taking M.M.
ff^L^ '^^^^ ^^^^ attended my graduation. Theycall the men over—as they all find it veryinteresting. They do not ask me about it, but one
woman (Pat—a feminine/not feminist kind of woman)proceeds to tell about how she has recently been
raped. She is describing it within kind of a
cocktail conversation. I am suddenly veryinterested, and at the same time, I am appalled
that she is talking so casually, almost like she
was drunk. She tells how the man who raped her was
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the couple), alL-my'f:?her I^Tn'th^the man where he is from ^ ^^kNorthern Calif a town ^ ^"^^^ is from
Of it. I knew he was mock?na^^^'K^?"- 'why or what about. i ?o?d r
^""^
'
^^^^'^
but didn't know Of an IvlLtn^ L""^^ ^^^^fat me, i realized fo^ ^Pf^^ton there. He laughed
familiar scenerio gullible. it was a
some sexual edge or hint i nS^?'' game-and there wasthis, ...
. .L^tf,—
university?"'? aIked'"L?''\"?" ^ Professor at the
and she said ChlT iiT i .VTr''^ "''^ ^^^^^t,friend Dina, who s taking ChefI??" 'L'''^and that it was the easiest rhL ^^^^ "°'She said she had t^ S?^™ =°"rse offered,
she tauqht I no^? ^ r^"^ thourough in the way
they'bo?h'were,
"^nd'eonSereHf 'th''^
beautiful'
passionate couple? """'^^^'^ ey were a happy,
bathr-nn^^
change: I am in their house in the
w:^ke"°:ut"oP?he"Lthroor' '° t\^^ ^
her etc^'^hef "^^^ ^o meet
He Aad his 8 vr \1T^ ^° ^° goodnight,
me found °" his lap. Some part of
afrf?d of M.n H^^^"''!' ^ also kind ofr aia him—distrustful.
Scene change:
vr n^Tr.L^^^'^^^^ husband and his 27
at'a iLf??nn v- ^^"^tt^- We are in the mountains
?n ^
resort. it seems there is snowi some places; green meadow in other spots.Annette is instigating one of her "Let's qet-people-riled-up games." she yells out to thedifferent campsites (my parents are at one and thecouple at another) that she is attracted to "Bud,"who is the black man of the couple. Then she askseveryone else to yell out who they are attractedto. I am near her, and she begs me to yell out who
I am attracted to. I don't want to—but sheharrangs me. I tell her I am also attracted toBud" and then I add also the brother of one of thepeople because he is present and I don't want himto feel badly (though I'm not really attracted to
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him). I'm not willing to veil a- 4-does. I'm embarressed. ^° Annette
Now its cominq on'dar-k- tplace to sleep. other n^^^i ^ "^^"^ ^° ^^^d a
cabins, and l?in qoina to ^ sleeping indark and I begTn'?rL'ne^oL°th;t '^^^^^^^-^
a good, level place to r^;^ t5 ^ haven't foundfind a spot-right Where l^^.^^^ ^
realize that its a pubUc hLh^''^""^' ^^^^ ^She needs to share my tent anf ^'"''^^^^ ^^^^now I'm scared abou? sleeninS releived because
can't find a level space ^
aware of a grouo of S!^ for my tent, and now I'm
drunk. I'm paranoid n? ^^^^^^^ P°ol upstairs-
they Will Lfmrpu^tLVup l^VeT 'To.'^^^
'
trying to hide the fact that t.^ ? \- ^place to put my tent i don. ^ looking for a
Where I am. Night L coming 'and^^'fr '°panic There's no space . '?^4r:V^ L'sp^^e""^"^ '°I wake up and write this. spac .
The dream begins with Meg feeling exhausted after a
Model Mugging class in a way that parallels her waking
experience in the course. she doesn't have the energy
to be friendly and outgoing or, as she noted later, to
"caretake" in this situation. she is "off at a
distance" from the other women as they talk about the
Model Mugging class. "i felt isolated," Meg wrote, "like
they didn't care at all about me, about my experience-
only the intensity of the drama." indeed, as Pat tells
the story of her rape, Meg is aware of being both
interested and appalled by the woman's casually told
tale that seems as if it, too, were part of the
theatrical event of "unbridled passion" rather than a
tragic personal event.
In the next scene Meg becomes aware of a familiar
dynamic when alone with the man of the couple, as he
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her in speaKin. about the town na.e.
.pp.eton.
She wrote in her dream reaction:
"^^Irt'lf^^^^^^ became
These are themes t^^n,^2v, ^ sexually attractive.
real childho^S^^doSnce^ mv^j; ^"'r^' ^^"^My youth and sexuality- S?; P°^^^-
at me sexually. My sw;etnes^^^ h^^^^
mocking and hLtility tMs is^nof"^^^'writing about but 11^^ I'm
interaction w/o?der men] ""^^ ^^^^^^^ °f
This feeling is compounded by an emergent sense of her
own sexual attraction to the man. m waking life, this
feeling sneaks up on Meg, surprises her, perhaps in much
the same way that she is surprised by her detection of
movement when leaving the bathroom in the next dream
scene. As she says goodnight to the man, she recognizes
her mixed sense of distrust and attraction.
^
until the detail was pointed out to her, Meg did
not comment on the fact that the man had his eight year
old son on his lap during this scene. She then
immediately noticed the link to her own history of
childhood abuse, when she was molested while sitting on
her parents' friend's lap. In the context of the dream,
this man is in fact introduced as a friend of Meg's
parents. it is also noteworthy that the child in the
dream is eight years old, the age that Meg was during
the last year of her abuse.
The dream scene changes again and Meg is with her
mother, her second stepfather, Dan, and his daughter.
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Annette. The setting, with its mix of snow and green
meadow,
.ay reflect Meg-s own internal landscape, at
least as figured in the previous scene, with its cold
Closed feeling of distrust, and the warm, melting
perhaps, feeling of attraction. Annette, apparently
true to her character in waking life, is acting as an
instigator, begging Meg to literally name her
attraction. Annette is the voice of unbridled passion,
an evil stepsister, perhaps, who Meg would like to
disown, as she shrinks in embarrassment at her twin
interest in "Bud."
Meg's stance in the dream parallels her waking
experience of quietly, and with some embarrassment,
beginning to name a previously unspoken feeling of
attraction, of beginning to locate, perhaps, a bud in
the green meadow. m this light, Annette's stance may
represent an absurd extreme of acknowledgement, which
Meg may be fearful of adopting.
The final part of the dream involves a dissolution
into fear and distrust. As night falls and Meg searches
for level ground, she is at first relieved that Annette
will be sharing her tent so she need not sleep out
alone. Yet, ultimately, this promised companionship
offers her no comfort, as she becomes "paranoid of men
all over the place." They are strange bedfellows, she
and Annette. Annette, in a sense, embodies the dynamic
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Of attraction brought to an unpalatable extre.e-she
Shouts out What Meg can barely say-and Meg, m her
descent Into panic, then co»es to e^oay an exaggerated
fear of this dynamic. This location of extremes
separately in each woman may mirror the new uneasy
pairing of feeling sexual and feeling disempowered that
Meg herself experiences.
Meg.s dawning recognition of the link between her
desire and her distrust constitutes, in effect, an
opening in her experience of herself. At the end of the
dream, however, as night begins to fall, her fear
intensifies, the light fades, and there is no room, "no
space," perhaps, for the feelings of both fear and
attraction. m the dream, the stark absence of physical
space may reflect the shrinking of inner space, the
space of new emotional capacity and openness. At this
point, dream space shrinks as well. There is no space
to sleep and, consequently, no space to dream. in fact,
it is at this point that the dream itself ends.
In sum, this dream contains a number of important
elements, as the first of a series of dreams that re-
figure Meg's relationship to men. First, as Meg herself
noted, is her return to an older sense of identity in
dreaming, to a sense of being little and disempowered.
Next, there is the pairing of disempowerment and threat
with sexual feeling. The context for this pairing is a
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scene t.at
.ese^x.s a scene o. Me,.s earX. eMM..o.
sexual abuse, xhere is, in aa.ition, an apparent
conflict about recognizing this pairing, as
.ra.ati.e.
-
Heg.s interaction with her stepsister. Pinally,
co^e to be seen as out of control and malicious, and
Meg.s defense is to attempt to conceal her
vulnerability-in this drea., by trying to hide the fact
that She is looking for a place to put her tent.
Revolutionary Mr (#3). Meg had two dreams this
night and only recorded the one about "Bud," above, she
reported at the first interview that she was too
embarrassed to record the other one, but said she would
eventually do so. She did later audiotape an account of
this dream, which deals with her sexual desire and
initiative, and commented on the disturbing
juxtaposition of the night's dreams:
Jh^^'^ '^K*^ ^"^'^ ^ certain dream earlier in
know 2h»- my family and that couple" you
a??ract»rf "^""^ °^ °* that m^n" yet
In^n
to him.... And then that dream kind of ledi to this other one where I'm feeling very sexualand really wanting to be sexual. So I just
remember waking up from this dream and beingconfused about that, or not really wanting toaccept that, you know, that my dream had gone fromthis weird kind of manipulative, you know, wherethe interaction with this man was so weird to thenfeeling very sexual.
Meg appears to have viewed the second dream as a
continuation, in a sense, of the earlier one and as
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further
..eviaence" o. ner potentially sexual
.eelin.s
towards a man who might intimidate her.
The dream itself ta.es place in the Soviet Union
-
a town that she visited during her year abroad.
=eLbrations"il!j^^S^ pS^iS^^f^ >^-^ °'don't know, it was Uke ! Mg'^festivf ^revolutionary air. restive,
ABidst this spirit Of upheaval and change, Meg finds
herself attracted to a young man.
we ?hink thft^^r
"h"^--" first when we go there
*.L "^^^ mother's not there it's\-i^h^^the ocean, and so we ao in v™, u right by
to have sex' i-m rp^??„ h' "^'"^^ g°ing
my initiative,
'bStlogi^t^can; If^'K^ ""^ ^^'^^out. ifs like T rt^^rf i ^ 3"=* "O" t work
and then fike his moSer.r?^;;^ '°
^^•^'l^l o lside\^l?-i^^ -
axL-uxng next to me. And then he's livo ^^n^^ ^ f
The dream continues with the couple's further
unsuccessful attempts to find a place to be sexual and
Meg consequently feeling "frustrated."
In her reaction to this dream, Meg noted how she
was reminded of her relationship with George. George
and his family are Jewish, and because Meg was not, she
felt they did not accept her. in addition, they would
never let her and George sleep together at the family
house, even though they had been living together for
years. Meg was most "intimidated" by George's mother,
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Whose attitude was similar to that ot the
.other
depicted in the dream.
The dream departs from this realism in its
portrayal of Meg-s sexual desire and initiative. As in
the dream setting itself, there is an historical
upheaval going on, a revolution afoot, since during her
years with George, Meg was largely disconnected from her
desire. As she commented in the second interview:
se^uai^.??^t^i-ir^^
to, I wouldn't let myself.^ was^h^miiiaJinr
In the dream, the man's mother is the agent who
prevents Meg from acting on her desire, usually a self-
regulating event in Meg's waking life. However, Meg
appears more connected to her own desire here. m this,
the present dream may signal some movement on the issue
introduced by the first dream of the night, the
splitting of desire and fear. In the first dream, Meg
dissolves in fear. in the second, Meg feels desire and
frustration. This difference is reflected, too, in the
search for space going on in each of the dreams. m the
first, the search proceeds in a context of danger, where
Meg feels threatened by a group of men. in the second
dream, the search takes place in a context of upheaval,
of revolution. it is as if some repressive force has
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been overthrown. she is w-, ,^n IS still blocked, however, from
fully enjoying her liberal- s .^r, keration by one persistent member
of the old guard.
""^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^h^S^n^ (#4,. Meg.s drea» of
the following night continues with so^e of the theses
already introduced in her earlier dreads. This is the
drea» that Meg thought was ™ost illustrative of the
emergent pattern of dreading that paired disen,power»ent
and sexual desire. it was the first drea. she told in
the first interview, selecting it when asjced to choose
the dream she found most "compelling." she picked it,
she said, because it was the one she was most "confusld
about" and "uncomfortable with." it is a lengthy dream
in seven scenes:
U^r^'we"arr=? "^^'^ ^ ""P^^ friends-(wno.). We are strangers in the citv We arc
?hat'SL'"unt?5' ^Pr^'"""^ buildingl^rownst"!)tn was, until not too long ago, a nice blda in anice neighborhood. Now it is loitered by drugdealers and users. ^
entrance""^^! ^^^^h/^? ^^^^ ^^in
mvse?? tA.^^-^
suddenly very afraid, and think toy lf hat this is what it must be like for all
turne^^i^o h''^"^^'' project neighborhoods that are
it seL^ havens. Going into the building.I ems there is no turning back. i am panickedScene change:
f^^r.J^^''^
is loud music blaring, lots of people(men), drugged, crazy, hyper, aggressive energy.
t^rmn?L^°''^^^^^''^;
An older woman, (45ish) maybe
?n%r °^ P^y^ho men; maybe a tenant
*^:"?^^ scared, and also tired/hopeless
f^^l ^f-^'u?^^ ^''^''^ ^l^g- She is runningup the flights of stairs (maybe someone is running,
chasing after her?) she goes to the window
overlooking the street below. Now everyone is
outside. She throws herself out, as if making a
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dramatic statement-
-t-K^^.
too far-too^cr^zy.'^f
.HoS^'"^ ^^^^ goneon the street where sL has thi spotobserver of all this but no^^^^"' ^ am an
^
in the dream. ' ^""^ ^^are of my presence
Scene change:
bac3cya'rrorthjs\^Ig^^%^f--y ^-^-g to the
IS playing the keyboIrds--rP^f t "^^1^" ^uysI spot him and imed^a^liy d^^i^n^^'^''^"^ it!board, as I am afraid of whf^^ """^^^ this
"le. My dog is with me and ^.^^ ''^^^ ^° he seessoftly because he- 11 give calling to himaround (i notice he il aood i^''^^* ^urnspraying he doesn't see u^^^ 2^^"^^ ^'^does. He becomes angrv ani ^^ °? ' "^^^Scene change- ^^^^^^ ^fter us.
guy (^hrfiLl'^ne'eho'cLs^d'th^"' —
V
up the stairs) is comina ?n?n ^oman/his motherbldg. I can see his f^L ^^°"t of thehoping he doeln't sle me Thlfh ^'^walks up the stairs anr^ii^ ^^^.^^hind a beam. Hetry to act normal like 7^1 obviously see me, so IIt's his apartm^it
^harL^wf^h'^he^ot^"was playing the keyboard? Now t^.^o
^^"^
m the room (his friends
. ^he^^re a^W^^""^age, or late 20's. We're talkTL ^^ i y°^^<3—my
rent they pay to live there! ^ ^^^^
Scene change:
the keyboards'?" Tl^^^'^l Ifr w/^^'^ ^^^^^^and I am telling the driL^ f ^ a couple friends
station. But wl don
' t ^h^re ^hfoo? • ^^'^^He is in a car behind us P°^^?^ station is.
catches up to our car ^Ah . L^^r^"^^ people. Hedanger—he is nnf ^ t ^^^^^"^V there is no
are'both\\^rac?L\o\\^^^;the^^^^r?
releived. Both cars ton ^^ "^ ^ ""^^^
up somethingfand ^ow i?^fiLrS^^^^^f ^° ^'"^of partying^ogetherT ^ ' ^^^^ ^^"^
Scene change:
over brunch'''^T"'L^H''^"''^K-^^^^"^ ^^^^ pancakes
new friends*! ^.f ^^^^^^^^^9 "visit" and the
So druas bn^ rt^^*. ^.^^^^ ""^^ that theya a g , ut then I'm afraid I've given her a h^Himpression, so I tell her they do just a littledrugs. I continue to describe them to her butuncomfortable because I am not mak^nftS^m' sound
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Scene change:
I am in the kii-f-his maple syrup for the pancake^^ discovered therethe pancaKes
^.1 icio.s
.\'^Tit% s^ea^^inTmo^f
The drea.
.eg.ns with Me, a stranger i„ . foreign
Place. She is aware of the neighborhood- s upstanding
past and its more r&re^rM- ^ta^ecent slide into depravity. Her
decision to enter this world feels scary and irrevocable
to her. She watches as a
.other plunges to her death inprotest Of the vice around her. xt appears, perhaps,
that the only way to ^ell the corruption is through
self-sacrifice, she does so from a high vantage point
from a window that looks out on the illicit activity
below, from a place of perspective.
Meg steps into this world of danger at ground
level, in the thick of things, at the point that the
mother steps out. The mother figure here contrasts
Sharply with the mother as depicted in the preceding
dream. Here, she wants to establish control in a world
run amok, but she is powerless to do so, and can only
destroy herself in the process, leaving the world
without a policing influence.
The next three scenes bring Meg into close
proximity with men who have the "frantic aggressive
energy" she finds so frightening. She tries to hide, a
familiar defense for her historically in her dreams when
she is feeling disempowered. The attempt is
unsuccessful in two instances, when she chooses an
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obv.ous M..„, p,...
^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^
-y be Heg.s own a^nbivalence,
..gives" the„ away
Meg Characterized the
.an who chases her in the
following way:
..„e.s ii,e
„y typical i.age ot u.e
monster attac.er-supernatural energy. x could shoot
hi» a Million ti„es, he won.t die." Nevertheless,
„eg.s
xnitial response to hi™, when she saw hi. playing the
keyboards, was a complex one. it was at th»e moment of
becoming aware of her fesi- r,r hn ar of him that she also realized
her sense of attraction to him. she recalled that
during the chase, he was smiling at her in a ..moving"
way and that suddenly the smile
..softened" so that he
began smiling "in a kind of flirty way." she is
relieved when the danger passes. „eg commented on how
this sense of relief contrasted with her typical waking
experience: "Usually if a man is attracted to me, that.s
the worst thing to let me know because I really fear
that. It's a big turnoff."
In the dream, however, Meg is excited about the
turn of events, and she tries to convey some of this
excitement to her mother in the next-to-last scene.
This mother is again pictured as a kind of kill-joy, and
Meg attempts to modulate her presentation to meet what
she imagines to be her mother's response. she removes
some of the "juicier" elements of the story, tries to
make it more dry and bland-not so different, perhaps.
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fro. t.e
..very a.y p.n.a.es.- at
.runch. Xn tMs, it is
as if Me,
.as u„aer,o„e a c.an.e, a new space
.as opene.
up for her, and yet her mother liVc. f-K"'^n , ke the man's mother
pictured at the outset of the dr^^^ .>-ne eam, retains a
disapproving attitude that would c:+-^<.i wstifle her daughter's
newiy (ouna pleasure. „eg is only able to indulge her
desire in secret, as she does with relish in the final
dream scene.
When Meg told this drea™ during the interview, she
fitted the final two scenes about the pancaKes.
.ater,
in the third interview shf» u. S e shared her thoughts about
eating the pancakes at the end.
What I thought of immediately well t .
tMnk^?t"Lr^ you'/:^^.;i^^°^?!!^
An"sneakIng;-*Lri "° ^^^^
numb out. ^^^^ :i^st my way to
in addition to helping her to "numb out" and thereby not
experience difficult feelings, Meg sees her bulimia as a
means of feeling powerful.
I can eat all that and then I can throw it un tthink It was a way I thought I could reaUy h;;epower and control in my life.
aii av
in her therapeutic work, Meg has related this desire for
control to her history of sexual abuse, "where you
literally don't have control of your body."
It is interesting to reconsider the ending of the
dream in light of these associations. Alongside viewing
the secret savoring of the pancakes as a symbolic
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signify an attempt to control an. withdraw ,ro„ this
-Sire an. to there., oanceX out the vuXnera.iiity that
meets with disapproval fr-^r, ok^tjj-uv^x rrom some quarter.
The ambivalence carried in +-h,-c, ^- , .x-ri a m this final image may
reflect
.ore
.roadXy „e,..
^^^^^^^^^
passionate feelings versus her wish to obliterate the™
Thxs, xn fact, is a nice su^^ary of Meg-s second ai™ in
the Model Mugging course, which she stated in ten»s of
her Wish to .e connected to her own vulnerability and
hurt, to not switch into her "tough" stance that
.erely
obliterates her opponent and her own inner life. The
way this dynamic seems to emerge, at least in these
early dreams, is in Heg^s awareness of her own sexual
feelings.
^ii^i-i^^iiing (#7). other dreams during the first
week of the course continue with the sexual theme. For
example, in one short dream later that week, Meg
describes being "sized up" by a man whose interest in
her and attempts to control her she takes pains to
ignore. The end of the dream, however, delivers a
surprise:
And i;m just looking straight ahead, kind ofignoring him. And then maybe he makes a verbal
I S^^n ' T^^^ ^ ^"^^^ ^^"^^ his request, so
T ^
^ straight in the e^eand I stick my tongue out at him.
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Meg's final gesture ha..^ v-uit; n s the gualitv r^-F , • -. .4 i y of a girlish teasethat communicates
.'no" and
-yes" si^nm^^ simultaneously. sheflirts with the objectificatinn
^^ther than tellingthe man off, she displays a playful openness.
following night, Meg.s dream has a
s..ilar turning point, as she moves from an embarrassing
and disapproving stance to a more enthusiastic one.
I'm in a m.m. class w/Pa^-^-^rThere are 2 men in t^e c^aL ^IJ'' instructor.Patty to come to him to h^fn'v, °^ ^^^^ ^^ksThen he begins telUng her Sh^^ ^""^ movement,she is in a very seductive ^ instructorhe is being so outrightly s™f- ' ^^"'^ ^^^^^^eembarressing to watch? ^ uggestive. ifs
Scene changes:
hornyf
"The-!oh'the?e.s°^:L?^'"P' ^'^ --^^y
standing in line for sonl klnS 2?is a sports event a^d ?hlre are lois"of\ ^''^ ^""^sports plavers armmH tT Z °^ teenage
young Who ir?:?King';if ^
thinking to myself "wh^? "Z""^- ^ a»
think hl.s doln^'^ Tl.t:tl T'rUlTonT''''
get'tfnrhirn'^? ' bac^^irLen
Scene change:
the coach'or'direcSr'^l thTl^^^^P' ^
He%^Ttr„^-ei'
t^€a^^k-j5^^^^^^^^^
wh^!?epL\°i::k. ^r^!^ s:^!Ji^rwa\^^^ig °-
firs? ;iJ ^ u^""^ excited, as it will be theirt t t me. I am horny, but also feel like taking
pLlsr' ?tr?'k^ ^V^" "° and'b:\end:r?'a;S'
love a^d ft%i ^° ^^^^^ them to make
rest nf\t r ^^^^ ^ ^^^y ^^^^t experience. Theo the dream we are just talking about what it
loving '^^'^"^ very open and
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the
on as
Meg finds the open expression of desire
e-arrassin, in the first scene.
„.ere seif-..f..3e an.
^-uai initiative are seductivei. paired.
..en. in
second scene, despite her assessment of the situati..
r.dicuious... She connects to her sexuai feelings. Xnthe final scene Mea i r," , g, in the context of a town from
Childhood, is to initiate the boys into
.eing sexual.
Whiie the story ends hefore there is sexual contact, the
in,plication is that it will be a very "sweet-
experience, instruction in self-defense and instruction
xn sex are brought side-by-side in this dream. And
despite some initial discomfort on Meg's part, the
experience of defending herself and yet remaining open
to her own feelings are somehow not mutually exclusive.
in summary, the pattern of dreaming that has
emerged in this first phase of the Model Mugging course
involves Meg's experience of a pairing of desire and
danger. Her dreams handle this coupling differently,
although Meg appears to accept and act on her desire
more easily over the course of the week. The
association of desire and danger has not occurred
previously in Meg's dream life. She has had, however,
some awareness of this dynamic in other parts of her
life, as Meg commented in an interview.
I'™ talking with male friends aboutsexual abuse they'll suggest-who know my historyvery well-they'U say things like that somehow Iwas, maybe I got turned on during that. They'll
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around being'a^us^d, rcL'f
.
^^^^^
definitely wasn't t^^e at tha? l^^^as I'm reading, because I've read'"^* /^though now,of sexual abuse, I'n fe^l °^ stories
sexual feeling. And I haL ""^fT ^°^flicteddeny it, like^ don't Uke It l^t^^l ^^'^^ ^^^t. iin these dreams that 's been cim^na ^olaughs]. o i g up a little [she
time in the context of Model Mugging, Meg had this to
say:
and accept wh^t^s tLre ^ ?Lt?. ^H^"^^'"°'^"can think of is that r?,;'; = C^- ""^^ ^^"-"l I
as^Lis strong^
^ •^LLl^cL^a^LS^ti ^
She added in a later interview that the sexual dreams
might be related to the actual physical activities in
the course:
:?r:rL\vin^s ^^^'^^^^ with
Meg noted that she had thought of this in retrospect, as
"an analytical reponse." "That's my way of saying it's
okay, it's not weird."
Phases Two and ThrPP; The Third anH Fourth n .....
Recall that in the third class, Meg had a very
powerful experience that she referred to as
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the sense of
.eing out of control of .e.
.oay ana
event, she became increasingly aborbed with the
also underwent change.
war-Torn rn„ntri es (#ii). important
transitional dream in this context occurred two nights
following the third class. This dream may signal Meg.s
retreat from tolerating the pairing of desire and danger
that has figured in her dreams until this point, it is
a complex dream that incorporates linKs to Meg.s history
and to earlier dreams in the series.
There was a bunch of ii« in =» «i *
were eating like carob covered neanut^ o>.in, we didn't come together^lnrerw^^e^watchinrthis big screen and it was dark, and there was a
of'a sudd^^^'h imaged? all
centra? A^^;^^^^
''^''^ observing, it takel place in
anS T L^r; ' ^u"^^ °^ war-torn countries,d I don't know which forces were which I thiAkthey were government forces, they were like takiLthese men, people, off of the trains. The trainwas going by and all of these, there was like agroup Of men they had guns, ^nd they Sere stoppingthe tram and unloading all the people. They werelike guerillas in the train. And as they came ofl
bo™L ^I^k'' ^^^^ ''^^^^"^ ^^^y either withmbs or with guns, just like one train car after
?h«.^ k'^^^^^^^ blowing them away. And even aftert ey shot them and stuff, then they came over andwouldjust stab them and spear them, just totally—
axe them, until they were totally like totallydead. It was just really really gory. And then I
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This dream is immediately set acari- ^
hh.-K >, ^ onest at have come before it by Mea's di.^.y n g stance from the
subject matter, as represented in the proi." n jection of thedrama on a screen t<- ; ^
" " ^ departure from Meg.
-rsel,.
,n tMs, t.e setting
.ay reject t.e distancefro„ her own action that Meg began to feel at thisjuncture in the course.
There are a number of levels at which to approach
understanding this drea.. Unfortunately, Meg aid not
talk about this dream at all, and so much must be left
to conjecture. Some ideas are put forward below.
Meg sets the scene with she and the therapist with
Whom She worked on her sexual abuse watching the screen
together, sharing a perspective on the unfolding drama.
The extreme hostility and aggression shown by one side
is reminiscent of Meg's own experience of extreme anger
during her early years of therapy, when she felt
"consumed" bv her rarro n««oy n ge. One side engages in what is
portrayed as excessive force, a kind of overkill
reminiscent, perhaps, of the overwhelming anger at men
that Meg feared might be unleashed again by
participating in the Model Mugging course. Her original
anger was directed at the dominant order, men. Here, in
this dream, Meg is confused about the sides: who are the
government forces and who the guerillas? she then
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chooses to cas-t- -t-v.^ ^
^ '^^^^
^
government crac.ownThis would seem to be a kinH .d of reversal of her
experience as a voice nfu o dissent. a i^»>-- A similar reversal
eatin, caro. covered peanuts „.Ue watcHin, the
.U™-
consuming, in short, rather th.r, k
'
^^ ^ an being consumed. Meg
may engage in this hi^- «^ ^^n b t of dream work for the <,^y.^«^ne same reasothat sne ™i,.t project the
..a.a on a screen. T.is
.ay
-naer t.e situation
.ore to.era.le t.an i. she were tobe in the midst of things.
The war imagery in the dream and Meg.s description
Of her experience in the third class following the
grueling fight may form an important parallel, with
respect to the class, she spoke about
"surrendering" in
the context of losing control of her limbs and sobbing
uncontrollably. This loss of control, while spoken
about as a positive experience by Meg, may also have
another side to it that is reflected in the dream.
Here, the surrender of the guerillas is pictured as an
annihilation, as they are completely "blown away." it
is possible that Meg herself experienced her surrender
in part this way. such an experience might be
frightening enough to inspire her to retreat from her
previous level of investment in the experience, to
engage in the kind of withdrawal she described after the
third class.
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Perhaps the most intrio.H„„guing way to consider this
^«a™ is to examine it in connection with Meg.s priordream also involving the the^e of revolution and thei-ge ot a train. m Meg-s dream about the Soviet
union. Which begins in a train station where there is a
"revolutionary air," the spirit of revolution and
upheaval seems connected to the spirit of • •of incipient
sexuality, a new element in Meg's dreams.
At the outset Of the present dream, the revolution
IS not yet over, the resistance has not triumphed,
instead, the scene is set in a "war-torn" country a
=one of conflict which is still active. Meg has mar.ed
confusion about which forces are which, who the good
versus the bad guys are. m this light, the
battleground may reflect her own sense of conflict about
Who will and Should gain the upper hand, she chooses to
label the action as political repression of the
resistance. The action then might reflect the symbolic
repression at her own hand of her emergent sexuality and
vulnerability. In this way, this action might represent
a reversion to an earlier time-a time, perhaps, when
she angrily submerged her own sexuality during her years
with George. It may equally reflect her contemporary
stance of "toughness," where vulnerability is denied in
a show of strength.
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can
may
It is int«estin, t.at in this obliteration the
-st.o.-t.e coupiin, o. aan.e. an.
.esi.e-is ai^ost
repro.ucea.
..at i., t.e
.e.eiiious
.ores a.e
.ioo.ieabeyond the point of necessity, so that an observer
almost sense the way in which the repressive forces
savor the moment, enjoy the kill.
22ffibie (#12)
.
During the third phase of the
course, on the night following the fourth class, Meg had
two dreams in which the distanced guality introduced in
the previous dream continued to persist. m the first
Of these dreams, Meg is one of several waitresses
working at a banguet. One of the women has followed a
doctor
-s recommendation to take a certain drug and
becomes a "zombie" as a result.
itv.tii^j^viz sr„fnLs^L°"irrc"?r^^-
^rit-'^^^^^n x^5::l?v -^^--xy'^d b^r^u^
all evening-but I had no recollection. "/"^^^^^
The dream concludes with the waitress/zombie becoming
angry with the doctor and throwing an empty bottle at
him. It misses, and the woman is ultimately restrained
by nurses.
Meg commented on the dream sequencing that pairs
the woman becoming a zombie with Meg waking up from
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"some deep unconsciousness m ^-v, •. In the interview itself
as Meg described trying to recall in .m the dream whether
she had indeed waited tables, she used the sam. .^=>t:u T^n e gesture
she had used to illustr?>^-o -t-KI lustrate the woman throwing the bottle
at the doctor, moving her hand just past the side of herhead. These movements suggested a certain identity
between Meg and the other waitr*.<.« ^x:ne itress. Meg offered her own
understanding of the dream:
esp^ci^ny young:r°"L?nV°"^" '^^^^
Really beLr^^ci^is^anrcrazv^b: >being very angry. ^ ^nd then
The
..da.ed" sense that Meg described feeling in the last
three Model Mugging classes seems reflected in the
imagery of deep unconsciousness and being a "zombie."
It is as though, in the course, Meg's anger had not yet
kicked in and, instead, she was still in a state of
unconsciousness. Anger, in fact, in the dream, is
portrayed as an ineffective tool. The bottle misses,
and the woman is restrained. This, perhaps, confirms
Meg's fears about her "old" anger reemerging during the
course with negative consequences for her own
functioning.
Trying to fly ^my (#13,. ^he next dream, dreamt
later the same night, presents a variation on the
banquet theme. This time the meal is of another sort:
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him to the edge o? a Ma ^""^ '^"'»- 1 get
are sharks who w?fl ea^^i™" ?^ '^^S'^'^' "^ere there
allies. I throw him ?n ^^rt' ^ ^''^'^''^
ehcouraging the sharks to earhtr^J!'!^ watching,and I hope this draws the sharks in '^^^^'^i"?
going to have to contain /v, °^ ^^^^ ^'^i
away. i don't wan? to be in ?his sTtua^'"^flapping
.y ar.s, trying to%Jy'Lay?''Sri; 'reaching up trying to grab my leas t .1 tDust w/in arm's reach of him i ^''l^''^^^
tfbe f'^"h^^ ^^^^ finfu^iaUo riends, or at least stop attacking each
SrS^oughout tL%"'^^^^^^" ^^^^^^ someLrbetween
our sidef^n/^h ^^^'^ °" either ofdes, and she seems completely neutral.
In this dream, Meg tries to battle the man from a
distance, hoping that the sharks will "finish him off"
so she doesn't have to get into the fray. she spoke
about her personal distance from the battle:
He's not a particularly threatening figure. It wasmore like
...somehow in this structure we were
enemies.
.. .and nothing very personal. it didn'tfeel like a personal thing between us, but morelike kind of teams and structure.
Meg is loathe to fight, characterizing her feeling with
the phrase, "I don't want to deal with this." This
feeling persists in the second part of the dream, where
Meg attempts to fly away. This, she noted, has been her
typical "escape route" in many past dreams where she is
being pursued and does not want "to deal with it."
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in retelling the are.™
.uring the second interviewMe. connected the
-teacher.. ,i,...
,,,,
instructor who is always situated on the
.at between the
mugger and the student Morr ^ ..wa . eg further developed the
parallel between the dream kn and her course experience in
one of her written dream reactions:
The whole dream— it wasn't fear—nni-si rflying. It was more like "t 7^ til i was
with this." And I felt ;hJ ^°^^,^^nt to deal
course, like before t-h ^ actually in the
couple 'of clasSesf'i^ waln-riik:
ia^^ie"?h\r..-?t -infto^^r;..-J--^
to. I :usi^dont'^anrtn:ai^!:!i,l,^r^
This dream, as I writp ;:ihoii+- -s^-
In sum, Meg's dreams following the third and fourth
classes are characterized by a certain removal from
experience, a "dealing" from a distance or "not dealing"
at all. The element of combat and confrontation,
present in Meg's very first dream of the series and then
absent in the remainder of the first phase of the
course, reemerges in this second phase, although, here,
Meg seems to have withdrawn to a point well behind the
lines. Meg's dream about flying away seems close to the
type of dream she had been having before reading Her
Wits About Her. There is, however, something rather
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confrontation between enemies.
^^^-^ Me,
.a. one more
.ream before t.eClose Of t.e course-tMs, on t.e eve of .er
.ra.uation
It .s a departure from the set of
.ore distant drea.s
that followed Classes three and four. instead, it
returns more clearlv t-o •iy o the issue of desire and
continues the line of development already begun in her
earlier dreams.
It's graduation day. We're n-h^ „i
chairs for our supporters its harf?' T"^"' "Pmany will show, so I place i *°
are going through our ftghts-and^??'""'''^^''-
mine I'm beina dr-«^r<\^ ^ t ° ^fter each of
some other aspect o? K M T °" ^ "q"-st"-
now crossing ?his Itrlk^' J ^'^ .'3°^'^'3 uP a hill,
cross Thov.^2 ,? ? stepping on logs to
teenage woman and S^^b^^rfrTlAds^f^hftop
cS^- about r^^^ ' '^"^^ ^-ing the
there^sTL?^!"^"' ^""^ *°'^th on the logs-
to "ach ^^P^"" "°^ti"g that I'm trying
catch Sl-but "^"2 ^"^^ trying toc n It
-bu its ]ust out of reach. I believe ths
"qS^st"' %Tnltr.%°' "° on tie '
"'^^
Changes! ' ^"^^^ ^''^
I'm back at M.M. I've cut my hair short anrt
tei'rmrT"^""^^'"' " but oth^r people
Uke i? ,n ? ^ P^™^'^' but I don'tiiKe It, so I cut It shorter.
Now I'm back on top of the hill. Apparently
^s there^ '^'^ ^ ^^"^^^ ^^^^ ^^^"9 ^^^^^
^L^o r^^-^;""^^ ^^^^^ ^e^y homethere. I am intrigued by her, but also bothered or
bur^^nV?"?^ "^^^^ ^ constantly aware of hert can't figure out why.
I move into a red cabin. I am looking for aplace to masturbate. I try several locations, but
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Im so glad (releived) to bl sexiil rf 1°good. Thafs the lait par? Ifthe-dreLf""'" ^°
This drea™ graphically portrays an alternate Model
Mugging reality, one that extends beyond the waKing
reality of fights and public spectacles.
„eg i. ^rawn
to thxs ™ore private journey, heeding, it seems, the
hero.s inner
-.call to adventure." (ca.phell, 1968). „eg
needs to .ake a crossing on her guest:
"[it's] like a
stream, it's on a meadow. ifs a really beautiful place
on the top Of this hill...... once before during the
project Meg has dreamt of a meadow, in her early dream
about "Bud." in that dream, the meadow stood in
contrast to the surrounding cold icy places and seemed
potentially linked to her emergent sexual feelings.
Here, too, the stream and meadow seem connected to a
world of inner action, a vulnerable terrain which is new
and slippery. This world, though, is closely linked
with the world of Model Mugging, and Meg moves fluidly
between the spheres of fighting and feeling. In this
movement, Meg may be representing the fulfillment of her
second course aim, namely to stay connected to her
strength and her vulnerability.
In her written reaction to the dream, Meg expressed
surprise at her ability to maintain her "balance" as she
steps on the logs to cross. That she should expect to
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concern
lose her balance is reminiscent of her early
about enrolling in the Model
„ug,in, course:
conJultl l'/lnT.t ^l^^J-^ that be
Here, however, she successfully negotiates a "crossing,.,
without incident.
On her journey, Meg meets up with a t^on.n ee age woman
who evokes powerful feelings in her:
show me something. y^-^ae, -cnat she's going to
I asked what this might be.
I don't know. And I don't totally trust h^r- n ^I also, I'm kind of drawn I can't- l^^ I ^ ^""^her. I'm just totally drAw^. ""^^ ^°
This teenage woman, too, straddles the two worlds,
interrupting her "hanging out" to give a little speech
during the Model Mugging graduation.
In our interview, Meg recalled a detail about the
woman's two boyfriends that she had omitted in the dream
account: One is black and one is white. This image was
present as well in Meg's earlier dream about the teenage
boys' camp, where she discovers, to her surprise, that
she is "horny." m that earlier dream, Meg knows she
will initiate the young men into sexual activity, and
the dream describes her anticipation of this moment.
Meg and the teenage woman share similar companions, a
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parallel that suqoests a ^•gg potential identity between thetwo „o.en. each as initiators in their own right.
The i.age of a young
.an and his shadow, each
embraced by the teenage wo.an, is reminiscent of „eg.s
early dreams, where she recognizes her dual sense of
fear and attraction to the sinoi» f,-^n gle figure of the man who
pursues her. The teenage woman's openness to these
opposites is perhaps one reason why Heg is both drawn to
her and mistrustful of her.
The sequence in which Meg cuts her hair was the
topic Of extended conversation in one interview. m
this context, she mentioned that the teenage woman had
very long hair: "She was kind of like a little teenage
hippy, that kind of look." with regard to her own hair,
she later said:
You know, just like four weeks ago I cut mv hair
thi^ is'rear I ^^'^ rayTooZj^ltl'
K • ^ ^^^^ it shorter, maybe I
shrias'uke''"N''..'i' °f'- ' -oul^n'TTelile and
h2o.n=f it ' People tell me, when I say—because I'm one of the last ones who has longhair-people tell me, "Oh no, don't cut it?" justbecause they like long hair, it's not very commonanymore i don't know, it's also kind of^a ves?Calof our kind of "hippy" days, you know [she laughs^?
Ultimately, in the dream, Meg does as she pleases
and cuts her hair short. The action, while reflecting
her tenacity in following her own desire, also may
represent an act of individuation, of separation from
her teenage guide. in this way, it may be the response
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Of th. part Of „e, that reels distrustful of her youn,
guide and any direction she might offer.
Nevertheless. „eg plans to live at the top of the
hill, the Place where the teenage guide is "very at
home." Meg feels "preoccupied" bv th» ,^ a y e woman, although
She cannot figure out why. m her written reaction to
the dream, Meg briefly conjectured about this point:
The young woman I think is ^ ^^^^k
mistrust her, and I 'm L^rigued by'her° "'w
'
about her, I imagine her a Dart
^^- Writing
my inner guide-4nd I Z nor^^t\^:;^riJ;elf
In the final scene, Meg moves into a red cabin, a
likely place for passions to run high. As in her
earlier dream, where a "revolutionary air" prevailed,
but where she was still under a watchful eye, Meg is
looking for a place to be sexual, but is again thwarted
by the presence of others. However, with the appearance
of Stuart Neumann, Meg is able to satisfy her sexual
desire, the first such time in her dream series.
Meg described Stuart Neumann as "someone who I'm
very rawly physically attracted to." He is an "old
friend," but he is surely a "new man" as well. m
this, he may be the perfect complement for the woman who
Meg becomes in this dream.
In some ways, this dream seems a satisfying
conclusion to Meg's progression of dreams until this
point. In the earlier dreams, she encountered her
desire and resisted and embraced it to varying degrees.
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She Often
.ia so i„
^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^
figure. Who either embodied an extreme of indulgence
(recall her stepsister Annette in the drean, about
..Bud",
or an extreme of repudiation (recall the mother figure
in the drea„ set in the Soviet Union,
. i„ this drea..
the other female figure, Meg-s
..guide," is a „ore
balanced figure, one who can e^race a boy and his
Shadow and who can, perhaps, tolerate a mixture of
danger and desire, who can be present both in the world
Of fighting and of powerful feeling. it is to this
woman that Meg is cautiously drawn.
in the closing interview, Meg looked back on this
dream and its relationship to her course experience:
exoerTen^^^^'x'"''^ '^^"'^ °f capsulizes my
thr^^olerMugginrco^^se" noftft^fP'"^ ^''""^'^through it, ??r?t=b°^o^ugAt"u°p Tilt'. llTrlluy
o? tAink'o?
"^"^'^"^^ in a way.... I guess ! kfndOf h f, in being sexual at the end, it waslike a sense of liberation, like a very loud
tine and I can reclaim that.
Meg saw the sexual quest as only "the physical
manifestation" of a larger quest she feels engaged in.
"I see it as a quest for autonomy, but at the same time,
trust and interdependence." She saw her search for
autonomy as consisting of two major elements.
One would be around fear. Can I really protect
myself physically? And the other would be aroundOlder men, that I lose my power around them. Andthose are the two areas that I.d say I reallyflounder or struggle in my autonomy.
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Her overall
"quest," then on,^ ^•
'
, embodies the elements she
originally cited ac?s aims in taking the Model Mugging
cou.se: to
.unction e^ectively in circumstances that
evoJce fear, whether these be physical attacks or
Situations reminiscent of her eari^, on rly sexual abuse; and,
at the same time to nr^+-, ot become cut off from herself or
others in the process.
Phase Four: r;r^H,.=.«. j
Meg.s dreams immediately following her course
graduation continue in the spirit of "the quest "
above. She reported three brief dreams on the night of
her graduation, two of which win be taken up here.
Sweeping (#15)
.
very.pty^:^S^SL^n!?^"?it:^^ "'^
^St-Tu%^^ and
=erfn:;ji^l?-T^^^^^
^^l^ ^oo3cs liL^ a^dL\^or^^^^^?t^?e. Tg"o
ToTrlLlV: '"^^ ^ ^ -^'^ th^ skun.
l^^Z^ another person in the room, i tell
paranoid n.^^''^^^' °' animals. I'm
search a ^ft^V^J"^ ^^^^^ especially. I
Ho^T^^ ^
^^^le foi^ It, as it had moved. But I
tnnL J/^ t^' ^'"^ walking around my livingroom w/caution. I'm not certain the snake isdangerous; but it's "supposed" to beTraditionally, I should be afraid of snakes. ButI m also intrigued by this fat snake.
We spoke at length about the central image of the
snake. Meg commented on her general liking for snakes,
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her absence c.
.ear, ana
... experience
.eein,
.,e™
whxle growing up.
.-scehow I associate the. with
women," she said, "withla their power." This snake
however, elicited a ai»erent reaction fro. „eg.
' s,^
felt "paranoid" of running into it and she felt sure
that It was somehow male.
Meg was reminded by its beige color and "kingly"
presence of a Buddha, an association she attributed to
her recent reading about and practice of a for. of
Buddhist
.editation. Eventually, she made the
connection to a co,»»on
.editation technique used to
become aware of thoughts and feelings:
God, in some ways I can •re^^^^•,T
meditation is we sweep the body That'^ wv,.^called— "sweeninrr t+- • ' -that's hat it's
attention^?rorh"I;d-t;^^o^nv:rtVinl-^"?J°-
While thinking about the dream, Meg was also reminded of
the Model Mugging exercise in which each woman names an
animal she feels most identified with as a fighter. (Meg
was a tiger)
.
Meg's final comment on her perception of the snake
in this dream suggests a clear parallel between the
snake and the teenage woman "guide" in her previous
dream:
I don't know whether to be afraid or have some
respect. i don't know whether to be afraid or not.There's some way I think I can learn something.
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w« reaiiy dangerous.
Both the guide and the snak^
""^^^ ^"^^^9^ ambivalently-held
figures, teachers of a son- t u .rt, linked to a more internal
Dourney whose lessons
.ay be painful.
Where thP rhUdren_Are f#l7^ . .
.
^ M^g's last dream onthe night of graduation pictures her .<=H-i-^ ure n as a rescuer of
so .t is not possible to say whether it
.i,ht .e typical
Of the
.rea^s a.out protecting other children she had at
the ti»e her sexual abuse nightmares began. Meg
however, is not aware of being a "scared little girl" i„
this dream.
(there's not^r"^ ^T^^ ' ^^^^^ °heap circus
^nning\his uSi| r^de'n ts^'" " ' —
set. And they'arl pushi:^g1 y^ung'^"^" ^
^"'"^
s:;ii^ing/^S^^bier:e?-LVa^^^^^^^^
ani tlil ?Sr£abies."'"' '° ^hem.
Scene changes:
child is diln^
ambulance for help. i think the
nourisiLn^ neglected and needs
so I S^Tv ^
^^"'t get through to the hospital,walk there. i leave the baby behind and
med?^°V ""tr ^^^y well that needs
desi^tL^^^^^^?''- .1 go to an ambulance center and
^^^^f'-^f situation to this man. He is not
h!fo ir^^ helpful, but I think he agrees to
wher; tlf i^?^^"^ ^^"^ °" to the placee he children are. That's all I remember.
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This dream seems notable because of its
representation of child ahii<=.. kt^niia buse by men trusted as
caretakers and because of Meg.s role in intervening to
save the babies, in the absence of any other protective
presence. The neoleofr anj _glect and poor nourishment Meg notes in
the second dream scene are reminiscent of her own
neglect-the childhood sexual abuse that escaped other
adults, attention, and her own eating disorder of later
years.
The dream's portrayal of the abused young children
and Meg's role in relationship to them may signal Meg's
attention to her own developing self, as dreams about
Children have been noted to signify (DeFrancisco, 1986).
She is attentive to "the place where the children are,"
a stance that seems consonant with her openness to inner
experience and growth, as pictured in the other dreams
of this period, and also with her desire to remain in
touch with her vulnerable self while learning to fight.
In sum, these graduation dreams have some
similarity to the early dreams in Meg's dream series.
Here too, Meg responds to ambivalently-held figures that
inspire both fear and interest without distancing
herself from the drama nor striking out to destroy a
painful ambiguity.
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Phasp. Pi.,q: Fnii^,.— ip
The final set of drea^ns, spanning the weejc
immediately following Meg-s graduation, focuses largely
on group dynamics. This is an interesting circumstance
given Meg.s increasing absorption with the experience oi
the other women in her class Tr, kj.as . In her dreams post-
graduation, however, it is nnt- m^^.
,
-l : ot Meg's greater inclusion
in the group that emerges, but rather, her utter
isolation and alienation from it.
TWO dreams exemplify this dynamic most clearly, one
dreamt three nights after graduation and the other five
nights later. Meg commented on these dreams:
IJLlt ^K^K^^!"" dreams, all having to do with
bSr?A nil "I ^i;^^- scenarios were different
and accused. °' ' ^^^^^ ^^^^-^^ humilH^ed
l^^L^ (#19). in the first of the dreams, Meg is
in a restaurant and thinks she sees the waitress, a
young black woman, sliding Meg's wallet into her purse.
This scene then follows:
^Takes place at my father's old house— in hisfront yard— in S.F. There's a huge gathering ofpeople It feels like a rally or something. Thenthe waitress stands up and accuses me of ? Racism''all of a sudden the entire group's attention isfocused on me and I'm being accused of something?Then she starts singing the sweet Honey Song "We
will Not Bow Down to Racism." Then Sweet Honey isthere singing it. Then I start singing it. ButIt s aimed at me. I'm embarressed. and confused.Then I woke up.
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—a (ff^O). In the second of thedreams, Meq is in =. ^ .
their way to a vollevball v,y match. she realizes that shehas forgotten her clothec;thes and gear and decides to borrow
some. The final two scenes are as folKLows
:
name being said by a qrouD nf 5 ^ ^^^"^They are all getting dresLd "7^"
me. They are saving ^ "'^ gossiping about
times, but I can "hear Sh^v ^^^^^^ numerous
™e. I know they are "ylno^^^v^^" ^^^^"9 ^''""thurtful things, but I can"? degrading, mean,
I am apalled? and oa^-"SeUev=%^''''such things— but I 1u,t- vT^^ .^^^ saying
they are laying them^-'L^e"! reaHzfiT ^"^^^control over what thev sav nr^ ?h i '"^"^ "°this, it can't hurt S lo^much!''"''- "-^--^
are on^^L'ble"lcheJs'Tn1h':'"?m"''^L'?i( <^ ^
eie^onrta\i%^L^?""^" '^""^^^^
about ml-lail a? onL'^
saying the worst they can
;na?.e-t-r '^^T.T
Meg is left alone in these dreams, except for the
support of Kathy, Meg's friend and Model Mugging
classmate. Meg commented that the group settings in
each of the dreams reminded her of her Model Mugging
group. She was perplexed, though, about where the theme
of humiliation "came from." We arrived at some
perspective on this issue by turning to the dream that
immediately preceded the two group humiliation dreams.
in this dream (#18), Meg is on a bike trip with two
other women. The journey is taking longer than they
expected and, when they reach a resting point, the other
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wo»en
..e consi.e..n,
^^^^^^^^^
tx»e „hue they decide what they want to do
Meg described
.eeXin, inpatient and frustrated in
her Will since it was really the other wo^ens- trip
Meg.s frustration in this context reminded her of her
feelings at the outset of the Model Mugging course
Where she found herself feeling critical of so.e of her
Classmates who seemed
"passive" or
"unassertive."
Perhaps they were not too dissimilar to the oriental
woman portrayed in Meg.s second dream, "Bud's" wife, who
was a "feminine/not feminist kind of woman." Meg
described her feelings at the outset:
...I kind of felt like mothering, like rean„having some investmeni- in ally
She related her reaction to her own history:
As a girl, I remember being intolerant with airlsWho were weak or scared, who wanted to pl'a^ Sit^'
o? what L air^ i?v^ ^ ^^^"^ ^° ^^hamed
^lu ^ ^ g l-like. On the one hand, it's beina
certaiA i^LTl ^ ^^'^ wantingn mages of women or girls.
Meg's stance of toughness apparently has its roots in
these kind of childhood concerns, as she noted:
I wouldn't cry because I didn't want to feel weak.I really worked out a lot because I wanted to bestrong
.
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3.™uar
.yna^ic
.ay
.ave e^er^ea in Her teenage
have been bulimic rather th^r. .^n an anorexic like her mother
she commented: '
I just wouldn't ^nr-c^-r^*. V, •
™ean? so ea^ing'heartxw'hL":?'^' "-^^ Iimportant. And havina =L always been really
bulimic, you don^r Sut vonT'"''"'^' "^en you'reyou're anorexic? I'm ius? nn?"^ *^han whenfeeling weak. ^ ""^^ tolerant of
Meg was uncomfortable with the feelings of
intolerance that surfaced in the early part of the Model
Muggxng course, and which were then reflected in the
dream of the bike trip. she wondered about a possible
connection between her feelings of "guilt or shame-
about this intolerance and the occurrence of the
humiliation dreams. A connection was suggested by her
response to my query about whether, perhaps, she might
have been concerned at the outset of the course about
being disliked or ostracized because of her exceptional
fighting ability.
in^'m^ Ufe ^''^^^ ^^afs a big issue
H^^^^-Z f always has been. Definitely ldefinitely felt that.
ueo. x i
,
i
Apparently, Meg feels that she has often inspired
jealousy in other women because of her ability in sports
and dance and, at times, because of her relationships
with men. The historical roots of this concern also
appeared to run deep, as Meg remarked:
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r Ts TlVA^l-'T.i^Zl -.'^^ father,
accused me when I was hfnni '^^^"'^d me aAdwould cut me down Ina sav^"?"!^,''""^ "^^l- «hcbitch. You think vou-r» ; ^°"'re a stuck-upthink there's a wan act^° ^""^ ^nd I
situations. i think th! ^ arrogant in certainfrom this discomfort thlf"'?':'" "^^^^P-Ple accusing ml'^o^i tSi^k^ng^J^.'^^^S^^^-i^ °^
Xn this context, she recalled the early comments made
the male Model Muggina in«.-hr-n^-hg nst uctors about her exceptional
strength, and the discomfort she felt k •n at being singled
out in this way.
These dreams, then, and their attendant discussion
help explicate one notable phenomenon in Meg's waking
experience of the course: her tendency, from the middle
Of the course onward, to "watch like a mother hen over
the group." she herself pondered aloud on many
occasions about this, offering this thought at one
point: "...I just wonder if there's some way that 1 use
that as a way to not be totally in it myself." The
post-graduation dream material suggests another type of
"answer." Perhaps to have been "in it" herself, to have
been focused on her own experience and competence, may
have reawakened painful feelings of being "too good."
Her consequent absorption with the group process at the
expense of her own may have shielded her from the
cutting accusations of her father, among others.
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Recall that Meg cite, two ai.. in taking Model
Mugging. r.e first was to ai.inish ne.
.ear o. attac.by learning techniques on which she felt she could rely
Meg assessed that she had „ade significant progress in
^
thxs domain. Her second ai„ was to re.ain connected to
her feelings during the fighting and the course as a
"hole, and to thereby experience a sense of
vulnerability rather than merely slip into a familiar
"tough" stance, she saw this as a way to "heal old
hurts," particularly those linked to her history of
sexual abuse. Mea felt ^v,^n g r i that she achieved this aim as
well, and her dreams of the period provide some
documentation of the process.
For Meg, the realm of vulnerability emerges in
dream space as closely connected to the realm of
sexuality. Thus, Meg's dreams contain images related to
her own sexual abuse and introduce the significant
pairing of desire and disempowerment
. m the course of
her dream series, Meg becomes increasingly connected to
her sexual feelings and, ultimately, successfully acts
upon them or, as she says, "reclaims" them in her dream,
"The Quest.
"
in notes written at the close of Model Mugging, Meg
reflected on the vibrancy of her dreaming during the
course: "My dream life has seemed as alive and real as
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»y wa.in, li.e... she =o:^entea. While Me, experienced
tiredness,
-nu^^ness, even a Ma^e...
.eeiin,
course, her dreads throughout are elo^ent expressions
of a truly dynamic process.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSION
Anyone who has taken Model Mugging can tell you
What a
..Model Mugging drea.-- is. it • s a drea. about
confrontation, about threatened attack or violation.
It's a drea. that
.aKes you get up to .ake sure the door
is locked. ifs even a drea. about setting boundaries
With your lover or your
.other. But is it a drea. about
a red boat that has drifted to shore? Or about a
junkyard, a motel, or maple syrup for pancakes?
It is easy to conceive of another type of dream
project, one in which participants would be asked to
record just their "Model Mugging dreams." Surely one of
the most interesting aspects of that kind of project
would be to see how women might divide their experience,
where they might draw the lines that limit the reaching
of day into night and night into day. The present
project, however, is less concerned with drawing lines
of distinction than with drawing lines of possible
connection. in doing this, a broad network of
associations has been traced that may reach to include
even the most seemingly obscure dream.
It makes sense that dreams related to Model Mugging
might not just be about self-defense. Model Mugging, as
we've seen, is to its participants, and certainly to the
dream project's participants, more than an experience in
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learning seX.-.e.ense. wo.en
.rin, a range ot Ci„erent
concerns to the course ana, thereby always ™aKe it their
own very personal struggle. Recall, for example, the
variety of goals that different project participants
Identified.
.„ong these were the desire to recapture
»e„ories of early abuse, to address ongoing sha.e about
the body, to negotiate s&nar-^i- i r.r. ^ ^y xd eparation, and to connect with
feelings.
Just as the course content is transformed in the
waking experience of each fighter, this waking
experience is transformed in the nighttime vocabulary of
each dreamer. Thus, for example, Wendy's desire to
remember was dramatized in scenes of fumbled
communication. Donna's struggle with shame about her
body was echoed by a chorus of voices in her dreams.
Kathy.s desire for self-reliance was framed in a context
of perilous connections. And Meg's desire to connect
with feelings of vulnerability located her in world
where disempowerment and sexual desire were curiously
paired.
Where participants had similar goals, these were
handled differently in the dreams of each woman. Take,
for example, the desire of both Wendy and Meg to have
their feelings accessible to them. Wendy phrased this
goal in terms of her hope "to integrate some of my
emotions with my body better." Meg spoke about it as a
Challenge
..to really
.e„ai„ present. To .e insiae. notto be Una o^ nu,n.ing out, not to just .e aoing... on
the surface, In conversation, the ,oals o. eac. wo^en
seemed similar. y&t ir,^e in their dreams, the
distinctiveness of their experiences beca»e clear
Thus, for example, Wenays separation fro™ her feelings
soMeti^es gained representation in the imagery of
splitting.. She is observing or experiencing, but not
both, as the i.age of the balcony nicely captures. The
process of becoming
.nore integrated is symbolized,
perhaps, in her atte.pt to pass the heavy bag, but panic
ensues at the proximity of potential union. For Meg
the desire to connect to her feelings is elaborated in
her dreams as accessibility of sexual feeling. m some
ways, this is a surprising and difficult connection for
her, ana integrating this part of her experience
inspires resistance. Her dream series traces her
efforts to achieve a satisfying sexual experience,
which, in time, she does.
For these two dreamers, both concerned with the
relationship between emotions and the body, the
emergence of fighting in their areams appears to be
linked to different processes ana may, thus, have
different meanings. For Wendy, fighting breaks out when
her stance of invincibility is relaxed enough to allow
her to admit her feelings of vulnerability, to face that
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ong
She actuaxx, can attache..
^
about
"transfonnin, defenses,., as she says.
.ettidown psychological defenses permits thefciiui emergence of
physical self-defense f^- «r . For Meg, m contrast, fighting
appears to occur when cho ,
„
W s e is particularly disconnected
from her feelings. Fig,,^,,
,3
^^^^^^
being
.-tough,., as, for example, when she stahs a man in
the heart without feeling moved herself, or when the
resistance fighters-figures who may he associated with
the revolution in her feelings of sexuality-are
..hlown
away.
"
in this project, it has been possible to see the
effects Of powerful emotional events on dream content.
A particularly clear example of this can be found in
Donna
-s case, whose dreams shifted markedly at the point
that She was verbally harrassed in class about her body
size. Whereas her dreams until that juncture contained
voices offering differing perspectives on her physical
appearance, after her painful class experience, the
multiplicity of perpectives collapsed into the single
image of a bag lady, wearing junk and eating shit.
Examining dreams in series rather than as isolated
dream events in this project has made it possible to see
progressions and regressions in dreaming over time-in
short, to see dreaming as a dynamic process, not one
that merely reflects a static psychic set-up. This is
consistent with drea„
.esear.h that has e.phasi.ed the
problem-solving function of dreaming, the attempt to
master during sleep emotional problems with which
individuals struggle in waking life (Greenberg, 1987-
French
.
Prom.. 1964). This dynamic quality is apparent
for the project participants, even in situations where
someone may in some sense be "stuck." consider Wendy
for example, who is unable to remember traumatic events
from her childhood. This very process of being stuck,
unable to remember, is dramatized in her attempts in
dreaming to bring herself and her experience back
together.
The focus in this project has been largely on the
relationship between women as fighters and women as
dreamers-that is, the relationship between experience
in the course, however it is constructed, and dream
experience, as captured in written accounts. There has
been relatively little emphasis on the context in which
women shared these dreams. While very intimate
information was discussed in all cases, the research
interactions were not meant to be therapeutic in nature.
Nevertheless, valuable perpective on the research
process can be gained by considering psychoanalytic work
that looks beyond the potential meaning of a dream to
its function in the analytic process (Pontalis, 1974).
In the context of the current project, we might ask what
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function the rec.r.in, and discussion of area™ accounts
night serve for the project participants. The wo.en,
When aslced initially about their reasons for
participating in the project answered in somewhat vague
ter^s, saying, for example, it might be "good to keep
track-, of their dreams, or that it might be
"therapeutic... Below are considered some possible
alternative functions of participation, ones that may
not be within waking awareness.
one way to approach the question of function is to
ask What, in broad terms, the women may have gotten from
participating in the research. To this, a very
concrete, but telling, answer can be given: A notebook.
A space to fill. Por Kathy, as we-ve seen, space is
important, for she finds her dreaming self coping with a
.•shortage of space..- Her dreams also suggest, however,
that too much space can be dangerous—"someone might
want to hurt you for it," as she said. It may therefore
be a relief to Kathy to fill the blank pages of her
dream log and, therefore, not be alone with the space.
Meg also was concerned about space, as in one dream
where she was trying to find space to sleep and was
engulfed by fear. This occurred in her dream about
-•Bud," where she did not want to announce her
attraction. For Meg, the pages of the dream log may be
a space to name her desire and develop its potential, as
on her expression-there is lots of open space. it is
interesting, in this light that. =h= ugnt, nat s e chose to audiotape
her area™ accounts at points during the project-as if
She were still searching for another Kind of space.
For Wendy, who wanted to be able to ren,e.ber
experience that regained lost to her, recording her
dreads ™ay establish a concrete ™e»ory, something that
She feels, perhaps, win not fade. And for Donna, who
ixlced finding encouragement in Model Mugging for taking
up space, the interviews and drea» log ™ay provide a
space Where it is okay to be big. The space of the
project is large enough to hold her and the powerful
feelings that are part of the "new world" of which she
dreamt. Donna commented in her last interview that the
log was like "documentation of what Model Mugging was
for me." she would then be in a position to look
through the pages, as if through a junkyard, for the
valuable parts, the powerful parts she wants to see.
Finally, for all of the women, the space afforded
by the project may have been significantly different
from the space of the course itself, where they were
called on to defend against constant impingements.
Here, even if they experienced certain dreams themselves
as intrusive, the space in the dream logs was more under
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At the Model Mugging graduation on a Sunday
afternoon, a crowd of supporters has asse^led. Before
the„ stand a long line of „o»en nervously awaiting their
turns on the
.at. They go out one by one to face the
-gger and use the techniques they have learned in the
past two weeKs. Bite to the hand, elbow to the face
fingers to the eyes, kick to the head^lie n a. Some women are
Slower, soMe a bit stronger. But each emerges
victorious, and, giving a final sto.p on the .at,
returns to the line where she is greeted by her cheering
Classmates. Later, when the fights are done, they form
a Circle of support, shoulder to shoulder, their heads
bent forward.
They were fighters together. They are dreamers
alone.
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APPENDIX A
PRELIMINARY WRITTEN MATERIAL
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INFORMED CONSENT FORM
minutes each and spreaS ive? a «° 90These interviews will aath»^ t.J 4 month period,history, including any'hislorv o?™^*i°" °" P«s°nalparticipant is willing to sha^» ^i<=tiini2ation aexperience in Model Sugging ?he kfv°"current information will bl r«.^o?i °f thisof dreams. ''^ ec llection and discussion
dream^log anfal^Sf 'cl^L"''' ^^^^^ to keep a
weeks. ?hese writ^e^ ma?eri ^^^''''^^ ^""^ approximately 3project director during the course of''^H"°'i"=*"^ "^^^hereturned to you at its conclusion ^^'''^^ ^""^
All information aather*aH ir^ 4-u«project will remain confSia?. °^ ^''^^
procedSreHf^l^is^^^^^C?
^^^^h^"'"" ^""^^--^will answer these in^irie4 ?fthe hf^?'^f.^^"<='°^at the time. 4uiri s to best of her ability
todtisracrion, and that you would li^ce^ i-r> r^a*--*--;^,- •this project as it has Len described to ^ou
"""^^
Name (print): D^te;
Signature:
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MODEL MUGGING DREAM LOG
INSTRUCTTOMc;
DREAM RPCORn Par.p
Date of dream:
Time elapsed between dream and recording:
As soon as you wak-c» >-«^« j
the dream (sK Save
' you? r^-^^''^^^.''''^'' remember ofdifferent page You^^S eactions to the dream for a
log at your bedside '""^ ^^^^^^^ ^o keep this
DREAM RFACTTDN Par.p
Date of dream:
Date of reaction;
?our dSam?'br?eIly'^°?e'the°ri?" ""'^^ —
dream as possible: following as soon after the
Row H ^^^^ dream?H did you feel after the dream^Any thoughts about or associations to the dream?
Feel free to write as much as you wish here
CLASS NOTES PAar.
Date of class:
Date of notes:
Jot down a few notes after each of your classes—
a
wn?'do°' writrv"" '""T ^^^"^'^ to you
Dossibli ri ""^^^^ ^fter the classes as
iSsrstart rn^S"" ^^""^ ^^^^''^^ ^^^^^ ^t a later date,
notes date. ^ ^^^^ ^^^^ appropriate
OTHER NQTF.q Par.Tr fnot required]
Date of notes:
^oV.rj Record here any additional thoughts or feelings
^^fio^H^,
experience. For example, you mightrecord daydreams or thoughts not specifically tied to aparticular class or dream.
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION SHEET
Name:
Occupation:
Mother's occup:
Father's occup:
Other parent occup:
(please specify) * ~
Other parent occup:
(please specify) ~
Sisters
:
Age: Occupation:
Date of birth :_
Place of birth:
Mother's age:
Father's age:
Other parent age:
Other parent age:
Brothers:
Age: Occupation:
SI perLdsf "tuations in the following
0-5:
21-25:
6-10:
26-30;
11-15: 31-35
16-20: 36-40:
Please note any other information you feel may be
relevant on reverse.
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APPENDIX B
INTERVIEW OUTLINES
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OUTLINE OF FIRST INTERVIEW
about study-
Overview of puroose- nnii
•
^^-sonal mear^
collective and
rements fc
Dream log
Information udy
A. p
per nings
'T'o^lTfJ- participation
2 .
^''oo^Znf''^^^^"*^^^' Pl^^^^^ent, content
C. Questions and'^^'^ sensitive natur4w acio concerns
Informed consent
Background information
A. Background information sheet
B. Model Mugging background
""^wh^n^^ ""^^^ "^^^"^ °" in your lifewhen you decided to take MM2. Other self-defense training
4.
' Experiencr^^^i°!:^ ^°^^se
5 P^L^f ^° "^^^^ (2 classes)5. Previous experience with violence
coursr
Shared that taking
7. Ideas about graduation
Who might attend
C. Support background
^*
^"^depth""*
"^^^^^^^ course experience in
2
. Therapy
. Dreams
r' ^JJ^f^'^f^.^''
project participation
B. Typical dream life pre-course
1. frequency
2
. memory
3. recurring?
4
. themes
5. interest
6. ideas about interpretation
C. Dreams during course
1. general differences
2. specifics of keeping journal
3. Tell dream(s)
Clarifications, prioritization if too
many to tell
4. Review dream(s)
Associations, interpretations
Closing
Collect log and set next appointment
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OUTLINE OF SECOND INTERVIEW
B. Graduation ""^^ interview
D* Sensrni°'' °" important momentse of course meaning, attainment of goals?
II. Dreams
^'
"l^aiges^" °' ^"^^^"^ ^i-t interview:
''drL"s"''°" discussion of first set of
^^ilrirdir^l-J' P-i-itize as in
III. Closing
^°iite^i|2 """""^ timeframe for follow-up
OUTLINE OF THIRD (FOLLOW-UP) INTERVIEW
I. Reflection on course meaning(s) since 2nd interview
II. Dreams
A. New dreams
C* Dl^onf^''^^^°2 °f ^^^^^ accounts. iscussion of dream themes
D. Relationship of dreams and experienceE. Discussion of 3-5 most "important" dreams
III. Closing
A. Debriefing
B. Reflections on project participation
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APPENDIX C
DREAM ACCOUNTS: WENDY LEBLANC
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WENDY LEBLANC
9/15 = 1st Class
9/16 = 2nd Class
9/16 (#1)
> I am in 4 draft?n^ ^^^^ ° fo^^unicate with me.
work (a new lob) Mai?! S 5^°! ""^^ ^''""t to start
a boat. AniJa i^rives is there - is drafting
to move a boat toSethl^ ^ft^ ^"""^ parking, we a?eShe takes one end? I take the I" ""^^ drawing,take the middle ti take al^ thS ^''^^^ to
way. I-m annoyed I ask An??^ T^^"*' ^""^ ^= the
somehow this i^ ^mess^^e' To'r^lVoT.t^T '° ^"^^
siv^ be^n%^^s^i»rhi^ "'^.^f ^'^tare poor. We run th^oM^K^K people around us
to hL "is thirwhj'^you^want'truve in ^^^^^^I ^Class neighborhood"
"^She says yes ^ ^
^"^^ ^'^^'^
9/17 (#2)
Drempt that I was in Mexico with a group of neonlP
hL^''^^'' ^'^^^ country with the hills more likf bee^
?hls Sl^f'i li^ht- spiral up Jt.T i all feels sacred to me. We are walking throuah
obiLtror^th"^"''^'"^ -^^ significance (theL arHacred
h^nH= ^° ^ demonstration) Our
anfI want""?; ^^^^^Jj^^ f^°nt. We are rushing throughnd t to slow down so I can feel it and take it in
~> ^ talking with my brother ^Garv and 2other women about whether we are going to take his truckor his van to Mexico. They are arguing with him for tSe
ll^Ly^y.
^ outside I am worried about money thenremember I have set aside that weeks paycheck to go.btiil feels tight >
I arrive at a house I don't recocognize. Mybrother Arnie is there. He is upset (crying?) becauseboth my mother and Grandmother are sick, possibly fatal(I know my mother will die) . I ask if they know about
eachother. He says no
-(j thought it wasbetter?) I feel mad about this. My mother comes downthe hall and gives me a big hug says she missed me. I
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say I missed her too Wf»brings up my friend Ellen Isks°wL^!'^^°°'' ^° Sherespond that she has MS and i LV^^""^ partner is. istarts talking about an n^H ^ "'^'"'^ mobile. she
and faulters ^iTlTail ^hfrt^me'shJ^"" ^removed from feelings) I ask k ^""^^^ controled,he sexually molested her ? 3 ^^^""^ ^he sayisexually abused when I w^s liltL ^'^.l ^"^^^^ ^she was cleaning me fas ! nZi. 1^ : ^^^^ ^^s, whenlonger, I liked it inn ^^^^ t° a little(insid4 me) ? asked un??^'';"^^ "^^^ ^^"^ ^^^^^ ^^iPthree. i Lked ?f she Sid if " ^^^^Of us, just me and Pattv all
was really a lesbian ck« asKed if it was because she
been and if sifhad iived in^a dH? ^^^5 ^^^^y-this very matter of fact? ifferent time... All
9/22 (#3)
Roundou? buildSriob ^"^^^^ ^°-9 -
section of ^he roof^i r^or^h pushing on a
up by celefain. ?t breaks HS'^^"^^ ^^^"^ ^^^^ ^^^^^
structure Ma^vPrL^^, ^ ^^"^^ looking at the
something; I
"^ly^bourp^fiScr'^rvin^ ?f '^^^^her. —> An-ii-;, T f'J-Lxtics, trying to impress
aM ^aki^g ?oie\rher "th°a dUdo""''^^ love hLd. ihouse to wash ii- ckI . i go inside the
^ouTth"^ --s^tLrSvrgapr.^t^^^
S^H °" ^1°°^ boards.^ Anita gets* reaLv
So ?K ^""^ ''^ ^^"^^^ whether or not it's OK tod Whether or not it'll rot the floor. Se ^esol^e i?and are leaving to go back outside. Robert Is ?ilre
iiaht"wi?h'^^ "^^^2^^^ ^^"^^ ^^i^^ to come sleep then g t him. He is married to her but she is marriedto me. She comes with me outside.
9/23 = 3rd Class
9/23 (#4)
I'm working in a shop where a few people work 2being one old man and one very old woman. The old man
t^i^^ - .^""^^l ^""^ unpredictable. he does dangerous
aui^^tn^?o^?\^^°?- I ^° hi^- NO one has the
tult u i ^^'^ shouldn't be there. The woman feelsthat she shouldn't be there even though she is very
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?ncredible°des!gn? Srelchlna th" - if s anwood. ^ ' ^^"^ ni g e capabilities of the
lill'lnl\Tl\:tll tr.^ ^i^^erent colors. x.something I'm eattina t?^ "'f'"^^ "^rahs awaydeside no I won't ^° it go then ^
move to overpower me bu? nn^'^''^^^^ ">^kes tohis penis and hoLs it i 5^??^ ""^^ ^^"^ P^^^ out
work. ^* ^ ^^1^ away to continue my
disappear. I don?; Wn^^!^^ ^"^''^'^ they
busy!^"^ He coLs ragi^ Lrouah ?h?° " ' *°around
- doesn't rlaUy no?iIe'me^ '^"^^
they.re'Sn^thlre^^;;^^"^?^ ^""^/^ ^^^^ ^^e kids
place. A kid correct^ L savfL^f recomend a cheap
cheaper. OK I say
ymg some new place is
9/24 = 1st Interview
9/24 (»5)
savs she^T ^^^^^termmator has just been there, she
sheMl Lll ti.r ^^"'^^"^ t° ^l^an it up. I wonder if
lTr.il I person. > back at my house Jane begs
TTlc2 """"^t'
^^'^ expensive and she doesn't^
it
-!-!>^??r^r^nv' ^"^^^^ ^'^ doing
woii^.-^ Dancing at the community hall in
noil^f ^^^y/^^ . doing alot of couple dances. Itice even the lesbians are dancing with men. I dancewith Daniel Nevm. He doesn't know the dance so I'm
thfn^v? 5^ i^^'^ Dubeska ^(sp?) Polka). I don't know
VnL ^ V I ^^ally want to dance something Iknow. I ask Marion Mason if I can pick out a dance butI don t recognize any of the albums. I feel franticbecause she wants to play the last dance. it all feelsstrange to feel familiar and yet not know the system orthe people anymore.
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9/25 (#6)
L'L'" We\"rupstairl'r"°"- ^^^'^ to talkdouble bed. I don^^'^ant ^o^L^^H^"'^ "°™-> ^If s O.K. for me to ae? un t ^t^t' ^"^"^ ^"hileShe is making comments aboAt mv ? ^"^toning my shirt,cut it like hers rlee? intJ^L^^""' ^^^^"9 I shouldroom silently. She foUows ta^kfLT"" l^^^"^ ^^eIS wrong. i finally loose hs^ ni^ 2 ^"-^^ nothing
^
"Hn^-o-£ tV-^Bjt" ^Sd----=--
?oS^?ofM^^^
making faces at us.
causing a rucus. People are
9/28 = 4th Class
9/29 (#7)
big olVhous°:?"^^:^2\fa'±"f
°t "'^Z''^' '
^
another loose and several oatl^in t^^'n^ °"
^
nine, it's cold ont t ^ ^ ^ including
^^^ing-?rbft£iv-- - i^--- ^n^i^-usty^
oirt"he^r?g;^^fa^l""^- do„n'the°'st\^iJftur iig°
feel securftLt%^ ^"l ^= supposed to make me
little Scared on "° 2"^ ^''^'^^ l^"* I still feel a
;
O the second floor is Linda (from M M iShe says suprise and thinks it's all very funnv
li^^if^ ."'^ 2 ^^^"^^^ 5irl. we turn Off an^ihe
downstairs '"I'^H ^"^"^ "°" of peoplea . 'm earring something heavy in a baa
stairs 'tn^'^T.' *° the bale of theo get to the floor. I want to drop this bag butthere is a woman laying in the way. I dangle it ovirhoping She
-11 catch it. She gets scared and moveHutof the way. I drop it to the floor with a thud.
9/30 = Graduation
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9/30 (#8)
Been laying here i-T-\7i««
can't remember anything Snv!° • "'^^k'^^'' fragments but i
couldn't go back to s?Iep ^ fe?t ^^was a body feeling. i tossed fnH / ^^^^^^ scared. itand out of sleep - iust^^f! ^ turned and drifted indreams but nothing ve^ deen anHn ^^^^ ^^^^woke up. ^ «i-y a p. nd they vanished when I
10/2 or 10/3 (#9)
sa.a^earlier ana X try
.ut it^.^e^n.rs^e/S^^^Lt^^h'
on a stige acroL ?he cina? ? ""'^"^ beautifuly
a street. I get attLked t^'' ^"^^ ^"'^ "^l'' down
assailents onfby one not verv'"Ji^''^^"5,°' ^^^^"^
a big can of n,ace whiih ?Lv ?L 5 '""'^''^^y- '^^^^ '^^"^
manage to get control nf V^^ *° °" ""^ ^''^ 1
back to thl conoert ? n,= ; ^ " °" ^hem. I go
to go for a Salk We'^.^^
with Maria and we deside
woods. When we get there'?i2^ ''''""^h a patch of
flr^Tr^ i"rr^t*^ks"orfi?:e^i,?-^%s^^:-
=ert.-;he^^iie-?ngI!;g"-^„e"Lri^?f t^r
can't find ^^^^^ ^^^y complex and Imy place. l just fit in where I can hni- tfumble around because this is not my section and l^m
arounfthf "^"^'^^ ^^^^i"^' I ^e^ve and wLder
and tLv ^^^^^ "'^^ ^ho want to get inhey mean us harm. Maria and I run to alertsecurity. Security is 3 men and they don't take usseriously We alert other women and they run to tell
k^^v^* .^"^ attacked outside and am fighting but myicks aren't very effective. The attacker is more
f^^T^'^f
technique. Tom is there coaching and I
t^tl
^f^lly.^^sistant to having him learn anything aboutwhat I'm doing (M.M.) I leave. Tom hugs me frombehind, has his head on my shoulder. Doesn't say
anything but is saying it's O.K. and I did good. stillthe way he is holding me I have mixed feelings about.
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10/4 (#10)
type. I have just recen?^v crunchie politicalnot told Anita £ don'? fLf ^^^^ Pauline Pratt anddon't plan on telling her P.n?^ "^""^^^ it andwith her to Puerto Sico with ho t°to but I can't say no L t ^ "^^"'^ ^^^^^ wantAnita until the nigh? before'^r' ' ^° teilAnita I'm going wi?h Pauline anS ^l^""^^^ ^° 9°' tellreaction at all. t dontz ^^y^ fine - nobroke so I tell Pauline i c^n^^ ^° ^° ^^^Hycoerse me into going eve^ ?ho ' ^ trying to
really wants me\o^o e!?her^5h'.^°"'^ ^^^^^type. ° ^° ither. she's a fast life party
10/6 (#11)
outsid?dlS/:;^^^Tra?Le'' Fishmongers. They have an
behind the bar a cruestion inn T"*' ^° ^^'^ '^^'^ """an
what it is. I mak^o^^ ?u ^ ^et there I forget
I'm at Barbara Bateson^ a table.
room (more people there?)
''°^'Lk if '".'^^ ^"^"^We go outside and tel] hi,- lu t\. ? ''^^'^ ^o her.
get together and say Jhal it^fn arranging a H.M.
with her. Only I sav i? nn^hf J°r to be there
fuzzy. I'm not surl of wh^? ^""^ ""^^ interaction is
feefa'l??^?'"' ''?"^^'"'"'^ s°>"ething sh; ne;d; (1
s::iiy fish":hLTir::„:\^;r^i'a iibr'-'^^ ^^^^^
w:"„fn\^"?rg\t\^^ t\°e\?Sd:1^ geTtTa^a^L '"1^'
-->'"w:"re'ra'ha^?''-^r\^°'"^ ra°sElr'rynLir?o p^ss.
Thi= ? ^^-^^ "^'^'^ °f women milling arounds IS a women's event but there are a few min there'
Sheif?and"r^^''.'';?^ ' ^ anything. I run Sto
reserved ^" ^""^ '^i"'' °f =tone faced -
danceT -!-> ^^"'"^ ^^''^ ^'^^ to
We are in circles and someone is talking. I sav "sn^sv
7cu^/^^^^'.l '^^^^ "^11-" Someone^s "say ttll
i? ?fSheiffn'' '•"S" . ^ l""-^ f°^ She?L and
NO rlactfon^rom i^ef^ °' ' ^^^^^"^
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10/8 (#12)
glasses. He's ?an/\e^J"^: ^ with a .an with
show him some plans for a^nHo? ^"'^ " ^^^^ chatting. imy mother I'm da??ng a man^L^°''?- tellinghe's like and I can?t r-o^ V ^^^^ him, whatdoctor.
-He is thlJt l^T"^^"" ^''^^P^ ^^at he'4 a
for the model town i We SL^^ showing him the plans
where I keep bleeSina and ^S''^''^ unusual periodhis mother is a doctor
getting worried.
-He says
get up on the ?ab?e she ouK tl ^says "ah no wonder" and nun ! speculum in me andthat's been abralding me^ f"*^i^ ^Ponge
I want to see the pSlvS ind i S ^2?^ cervix.I'd imagined, like a n;,? fr. differently than
M.M. demonstration L Weni?inn^ coral. —> j.^ ^t aPeople are lined un^r.^i S'' °" Harrier Cove Road.
Anyone can wa?ch ^oSr l^t ^t^^ ""^^^ ^^^^ ^ P^^^^^-
""touch his face\rcan°^:uci'";ouL'^"e"dSerLt^^°"
oL-> i"^-^^^^^^^ Its
^ ^ ^® wants to bring it to him — > Th^^T-*:.
Graidmo^L^'^H °' demonstration a^S chairs My
vacaf^H sitting in one of them and has
^
^^H^ Stebbins is also there somewhereTed accidently got thrown into the demo and got beai up
the ?able and ? f^^^PP^^^f ' ^^^^y Stone wants to sit att I say sure then Ted shows up and I have to
savs'he hL'^h'
.^'^ -^---^y promised it to Mm \ed
ttlt \ t ^^^"^ "^^^"^ something strenous all day andthats why he's hurting. Gary is all worked up about thefighting - Upset that it's all going on.
10/10 = 2nd Interview
12/20 = 3rd Interview
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Drea» 2 weeks pre-course [Fro» audiotape]
I witnessed mv fathoy ; ^.i.
He didn't knoi I was there l'warh H°'"^ something,balcony that really isn't ly. ^^^^ng out on theof his closet, where hi it was out
comes into th4 room^nn ^ave been. Hefor jacking offy°bL?cal?f
"and'h °' "^^^^^^ "^^t'susing this machine. ? was'scar.H^^n ^^^"^ °"find out that I'm there bu??h ^^^^ 9°^^^ tooff the balcony. He fiAishL^^^S^^ "° I can get
mother's closet and comes an^* k"? ^u^^ ^^^^ i"^ywhole time, my dog came nn^ I^!^ thishiding out together on ^h^K^?^ werebecause I thought he' S iu^i- ^ ^^^^ safedidn't, and he came out'^ookfnaT T""^^ ^ethe door, he opens irand Hno^,5°'' ^ ^^^^ ^^^hind
moving all arounS the porch anS heT ^^-fhe's?]eventhough it's mHi-o Sk • ^® doesnt see.
Then the sc^e so?rir\^''^^ "'"^got him pinned on ?he fLor ^^f^^^^^"^ in -I'vein his face, this is in ^hPi*. k^^^^^^"^ °" ^i"'' yelling
-
you sexually molesteS me as a'cMld' .'^"'''"^'
in a little chiLts^Jj^i^-./L^ f^^^^^.^e was^speaking
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DONNA SMITH
Class 1 = 9/15
Class 2 = 9/16
9/16 (#1)
somewhere 'bufthe' caris\?uck''- Th^'^^'^^" ^°out to push the car wiJh Rick ^^^^^ gettingget angry and slaps Andrea's \helping push. Ri
walks off. He's tryina to rL? ^ furious and
walking. Pam whose SLn in ^h^ba^r "^^^ ^""^ ^^^^^frustrated and yelling ^^^^ getting
space
the circus barn. country close to
9/17 (#2)
for a'class? L^are'talkinr k'^!? ^^^^^ changingtalk abou hiw of?en wn^vi^ ^^"''^ relationships and I
f^^^^^^^^
^y^SI^^=^t"?1i,nLT^t ^arana'L^ oni^iy way out I glance in the mirror and say I'm so f^t in
oth^r v^-:^ ?rmv-miL"'^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ the'^
cares. ^ """^ "° ^^^'^^ besides who
9/19 (#3)
+-
'^^^^ ?^ ^ family B-BQ. My mother assigns me thetask of making hamburg for everyone. This is
ah'iT^o^v''^
of family from both sides. Somehow I am not
on wh^t.^^^^-''^^ ^'^^ ^° the meat so I focus
s?ts c^oL^?""^ °''\v,''^ ^^^^^^ ^^"»°^t comatose. She
like ?l?rh^° ^^^^y seemst^^e" o^t of her. My immediate
l^^lt^ i^v, ^^^2^ ^^"""t "th^ ^^^^1" I gather. Theyspeak of how different I am. how far I've strayed etcThis doesn't bother me I focus on the meat again AsI m walking to the grill I overhear someone say isn'tthat side of the family fat. I say (interrupting) why
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yes the Smiths are aren't i
struggling w/the grUl soJ^. ^^^^ ^ ^'^ stillI wake with a sta?J "^^^^^ ^^^ch on fire and then
Part II Eileen my friend ni^n. ^ •sleeping over at my house' 1^^^ ^^^^"^ ^^^^ areKelly our dog begiL to bir-v t /^^^^''"^ ^/Lisa andthen decide 1 can get So ?o J/^rf? ^°">^nt andout and see it's dlyfig^ °nd an =^ ^^^^around. l see Kelly ba^kina fnH K^^'''^^ °^ P^°Pl^the bushes I folio^ calltno h ^^^^^"9 someone throughEileen on the deck w^fgr^fi^rBS'^'*
-.V"she discovered it as she sTIr.^ ?* " smoking and
other womyn Teresa appears anH ^o the deck. Thisand unsure of exactl^Sha? ?fgoinron?''^^"'^ ""^^^^
9/21 (#4)
trying To get'ktds'lnd'cloth" ^s are
find Pam tL heal^^unselor'^J'can^ff!nd ^^^"^ ^°solve some of the dnom=»i > i ^^^^ I
year is there he asks :e ifTwantT ^^^^I say yes we go to his rnn^ U It ° ^° ^^^^P "^^^ him
my brothers room as a cJuS Ev^^?h"^ ^'"^ ^^"^^except theres someone else In ^J^^'^'^hing seems finepaying attention Evenin^i t ^ f""" ^""^ Andrew isn't
out of the room-- ^T".t\ti.?i°P'-? ^f^P '=°»'ing m and
We get up after a few "iSs and^nnXi " ^l""" °^
and thHSlr^^ ar^^^d^frlal^L"?;;?" " .'^^^ ^"^^ ^
will give birth 1-0 I^L ^^alize this is the woman who
see t?rLp"f\h: earth'" """^^ ''^'^ "^''^ -
Class 3 = 9/23
9/23 (#5)
fiaht^ ""^"^^ ""^^^^ °^ ^ fighting. All the
flf^v '^''"^'''^ "^^^^^^ ^^gg^^ ^as padded in
realized rhad°h' ' ^^'^ exhausted when I woke up andI had been going over techniques and fights.
Interview 1 = 9/25
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9/25 (#6)
I am with Lisas father- a50
-s He ownes a junk varH in his early
relationship. He asks ™fV ^^^^ ^ ^1°^^
wandering through ?his mLc? "'"'"^ ^^^P him. We areOld part Of a cL and I"haveloC^^""^• ^^"^^ ^hls
^"g^gement book from 19^8 l^"""? 9^°^"^wanddering but l look un ""^"^^ t° ^eephometown drive by! i ^^^"^ ^ old friends from mytruck disappears! Lisa ?s at ?h ''^^^^ ^^^"^ theIS younger in age than now but ? ^^^1- SheIjfe. I ask her where thly went .h^ f ^^^^of people are getting out of tSeir n Lotstoward us. Alot of other iLhVf ^^^.and walking
and I'm trying to talk and teU he; T^'^^^?^engagement book (as if it ^^^^ her oldlife)
.
I'm getting pissed and T ^f^^^^i^l Part of herChange from infant\o young adu?? ? ^^'^^"^ ^ Lisaand I see myself as an in?an? to ^ ^^^^s
visions of these girls present it was like
he needs t^he^r^ook^fo?^mo" "/^^^^^ ^-^^^ -
off with him ^ "^^''^ I turn and go
9/27 (#6a)
I am at the circus.
(How's that for brievity)
Class 4 = 9/28
9/28 (#7)
Part of my dream was anxiety about MM on Sun t Vor.i-
ofdefea? ''itlelt'?'^^ and staying s?ucf?n feeU^gs
class ^ wnv^, ^^^^ ""^^^ happened last night inC . I oke up once in the night thinkina that t w^cgoing to have to do this today i fe^t teamed Tdreamt some of the circus with the general tieme;qaLof me returning and reconstructing 111 the frustra??ons
feeling?"
^"""^ ^-^^P-ne^ this summL. Another ItSck
"
Graduation = 9/3 0
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9/30 (#8)
rememier"oS! ^" ^"^^ "^^^t abt MM but I can-t
I comr^poi^ a\Sx of clo?hina^?h^^ " =5^"°""* store andstuff. !•„ sorting throuai^ t ^^^^ °fbut the box is fuJ! of"??e-3hit''°'"i ^^''^^
'
anyway. The next c,^=„^ t snit. i eat the candy
store in this dream searchina J" ^'^'^^ ^^^^^^ the
exposed. I find one and aiakef""" ^ '^^'^^"^^ ^ ^^^^
10/1 (#9)
other people sir? T v^^^^^"' ^" ^ "ith four
I know the wimyn but not '^^'"P" ^ ^""^ 2 women,here I am diso^ientL^L ^ ^^^t wake up
After figuring ouff knnw '=°"<=^"^<i ^bout where I am.
^
anxiety goes Lay! °" ^""^""^ " ^"^^ the
hafbeen LuinS iJ'^Lt"" ^'^^ P*^""^ ""^s. A friend
XnTlir.^i^^ aangl?ou^?'%.-ri"-^-L°"
I wake up.
*I don't know a Shelley who is an attorney.
2nd Interview = 10/4
10/8 (#10) [From audiotape]
I am with the Circus and we're in Moscow. This is a
Tamii^t^toH J^^^K °r ^^^^"^^ l^^t summer.L H X ^° be travelling in a part of the circus.
l^J^l I ^"^''^ through scenes of performances onrrains, lunches, meeting people, it ' s a happy
experience.
I am back in the U.S. at a MM training. It's like agraduation with people observing, but it • s a
supermarket. Pat is there and she is talking with the
audience. I'm the first one up. It turns into being anintroduction and my name gets called. I go up and get apair of socks. The audience cheers. I take the socks
and go into the bathroom, where in the stall is a friend
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I knew when I was i ft
realizing it ..IM'/ nrver'rea!?? "L"-'« lly met or connected.
Somehow I'm outciiHo
-t-v,^
newspaper article'eiS^^^^^S^^jf^ ^-g ^ -e ahave been involved in some kind n^ ^^^~^^^ Theym the door and Pat is ?ellinS thf ^ ^^^a^lt. i walksuccessfully used MM againsJ ?k °^ I
was ho»opho.ia. i ,A pr^Sd^^^ftSI";.J^^^^
at%hf
.^rket" I'appr^ach^hi:""^''"' ^^^'^^ -do MM. He just randoms s^oL^h'* ^^"^ " saw me
acted like i young boy and said ""^^^ "^"^'^^t-begins to tell ™e\ sL^ab^i^w^^^^ •fL";,!""^
11/4 (#11) [From audiotape
only L'?he"IgS\r:as f^^^the formation for MM.
I was an adult! The child lit '^""i approximately 10.
»en, weren't padded? Beforelhe^enis??: Cafb^'
'
man came up to the ait-i ^r,^ ^ 1: I . "^^ lown, one
spoke obscenely to her the s?art»Hher attention, i velLd frn^ ^^ "^^^^PP^^r with
elbow, eye... and she begins ^o fLh^""' Butclosed. She gives him ! knocko^^t^iw As tteTLm"
fIgh?'eLel^ ''^ °" ^'^^ her^ryes'll^^^d"^^ d""thei ht end d.
12/14 (#12) [From audiotape]
5 ^^^^"^ myself, it was again a dream similar
cou?dnT;
^^^^"g,MM, where I was being chased and I
rny afraid ^^''^^ ^° ^^^^^^ ' was
Interview 3 = 12/15
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KATHY LOMBARDO
1st class = 9/15
2nd class = 9/15
9/16 (#1)
write in dream log boik n?.''^'.''?^^ ^^^^n to
shopping. our bed was iutsfd^^ ""^^ ^^^^^^^ to gooyer it as a shortcu?? Tasked^th ^'^^ °^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^dolder people (7-25 yrs old I Soinn ? -young andyelled at the younaer nnl^ u ."^^ ^^^^ —^^^i also
I got pissed and g^fouro/bed^'^H'^ ^^^^^ ^-^y-I went over to a pile of cLthf/''n ^^^^^^htened it up.and showed me a little LSoh ^ ; ^^''^^ ^acktoiletries in. Jill S ^^^^^ ^^^^^t to keep
wanted to use the'top'drawe^ ^f^L"/"^""" friend^ndconcerned about veorn^ l^Z^ dresser. i was
we all talked abou^'^i? Sannv'?^° hours
car, with a tape recordina p fi^f ^° ^^^^ f^°^ a
was also in the dream-- SI \h^°''i^''^ through. Nedbecause he lived riaSt n^vi-^ ^^""^ °^ dresser
some oriental man wire around°°?H ""^^^ ^^'^^for some election ^^ nd-they were both running
9/18 (#2)
fbirwhltr^'r^Souse^ ^0^^^"^ ^^"^^^^ -
happened. TherTSas i ^^f" V '"''^h °^ ^^at
I remember asking vLki aLu/?^^ ^^^^ ^^^^"»)
year Work k„ ^ h°"®y harvest this
lunch hoSr ' most of my
9/19 (#3)
1. One about being at work, end of the day qettina
inches--" -^3^""''"^."^-'" alfl4y?!a'f^S
n?«^^f / ^° ^^i^^ t° Norton that eveningDiscovered some cover sheets I hadn't broughtdownstairs. Called Rob Lane because they 111 had his
camffrom"^ ^^^^^^ out where tii^y
2. One about "Gone With the Wind." Can't remember much
1st Interview = 9/20
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3rd Class =9/23
9/24 (#4)
Had a dream about beinrrparents were gone till ?ho^^i ^"""^ mydrink at a ce?taL fo^ntaL could onlyfor bathing. At theS desr^'^h.^^" ^^^^making all sorts of comDlin^?!^ ^^^^^ wasthrough a looseleaf or"ca^?fn^n^^^^'^^^^^"^- ^ 1°°^^^people listed under what citf° ^fv.^^°P^^" ^^^^^ hadMatthew was also listed unSoi^^ ^^^^ 9°"^ to.
some medium sized blurb ahnnf college. There was
my first name wrong^^^it^^s s^nAv'^^^^T ^^"^ ^^^^^^^postcards to friends and family?^ outside, I wrote some
9/25 (#5)
aloneL^,^L^^wa%\^^^h;S"or
s^^.S^ '1%^^^^^^^°
:^bS:k ^ispLj~yo^- ci¥b^^ ' -^^^^for them (to borrow ?hem? T °'"''°''
I knew (can't reme^er whi) and'other^n'^'ia house right on the inaIn°itreet?'^?he?rSas * an
""^^
Sent'^herr ToTLolT' ^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^-e
"^^^^^ -se was so close
under'thrc^vr^r" T^en'"^ ^ ^^'^^ way?''l 'war^'
andothes^
^^a^jL^^n^Se
aTtur^Lg-r"?
^n^^h^^gfif^r^^^^^^^
she^d f?n^V"l had lived there L long.^ Sarla sa?dA i^^^.^""^""^ g° to Law School. Shelooked beautiful— something also about all her friendscoming over to shower because she had a huge bat^t^b
funrttir some graduation party or some
h?^h 1
there and some old people I knew in
Knbo^rnr'r ^^^^^y' Diana Sanchez, Robil urne, Jim Lafleur, Paul Ladd was there. Mr.
So^SrLir^?^ ^^^^^^ familiar but I couldn't place him.o he took off his glasses and turned around and then Iknew. People were watching so I said it was good to seehim and went to give him a hug and he walked toward meand crowded me against the wall— didn't really hugDust pressed, I had to push him away. I didn't want to
react too strongly because of all the people and it
seemed to look okay, (-what I did) A little later Paul
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Ladd and i wer^ c:-;4-+.'
saying what a jerk Mr"\?°''" 5°^ ^^^^^^ ^nd he was
some card to hi^and thouahrit^"^ ^ was Writingscrewed up his address ^ ""^^ amusing i had ^
(very'^unisu^i^'^^'^^^^H^^ life-really listening
I'd lived in N;rtonlor%^':^^3^^!,^-^ 4^iif|^,,,farm and I wanted to live a!onf I working on thedifferent place. l e, so I moved to a
9/26 (#6)
A s
^^^^ ^^^^^^
this
-tel/do^.^lne°of'?L'bar" — °fthat all the others Lfbe^^nged'^rthr^""woman i don't think I kneS her ^° ^^^\°^^^eightone of the upstairs rooms Tho ^^9, chose to live intelling us she was in?o hA^- overweight woman was
personlls in thrneisp^pe^^^^c^'^a?" ""^^'"^
went back to her room^nd ^11 her ItlVr °" ^"^^^ ^a few items. i considered t^kln^ k " exceptdecided against it? Then l neekL rocking chair, butthere was blood all over her tub fn^^?^"" ^^^^room andbutcher knife by the sink c:^. h °^ ^^^^
I walked out into the Inbhv
had committed suicide
friends had gathered ? wL ^ °f
same driam-! wiih L naren?f ' ^t^^^^ging someone,
motel. Had to use a Lv i-o ? ' ^^^^^"9 back to the
very strong or well .^^^ ^""^ 1°^^^ wasn'tin/ I th?n\°^ inil'rn'lTVnT^^^^^^^^
9/27 (#7)
on^-c-iH^"'"^^^''?.^ '^^''^ °" ^ walk—at work~we went
Bake Phone calls%ri st^rel or^thelr'orderr^^roff
r^n.^^i^''""^'' water—Joanne and Naomi were thereCa 't remember much of this one.
^" .
4th Class = 9/28
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9/28 (#8)
c^LroiirrciL::^^ - very intense
putting on a show at the end^n:^'''^ ^^^^ t°Popper— she stormed out o? Ai °"^.^°"»an- Sandrawas almost like c ^ho^- frustration. itinsensitive, thou^' ^J^^ ??^^®^ pretty
at all. Meg and ? wen^ to th^ f^'^E ^° ^^^^^ w/Sandraat night. And then I aot t^^ ''^t'' latered sportscar!- and wilted L^^m ^^^^^^d- ^^^.e flashywalked buy. i started gel^inS s™^'^: • ^ ^is so?!Meg— she was talkina and ^i?? • ^^^^^""^ yelling forfriends in the cafe?er?a bni^K^ talking to someAlso- some scene ou?sid; ^''^^^^^J^^r.tnally came-the gym, I knocked and she sa^f^h:?^'^^"minutes, but turns out she was tJv ^And I waited and got a later star^H^ t I'' "^P'England... I was annoyed. ^^""^ ^°
—— AT C!/-> C'A'm^ .
Not able to see the nath k ^ r'^?'"'' l°°king at stars.
Graduation = 9/30
10/1 (#9)
'^i^r.^r-ivi^^^^^^^^^^ touch
front walk by. Didn't get attacked. Wen to the
Meg"pj;ilirand'Edd?'' ' -to
was gonna take Model Mugging (not seriously?
''^
-extra cTotron^^^
birthday cards. Wanted to put
10/2 (#10)
anH ^^n'^
^/ream there was some huge frat party going ond alot of men were looking in over or through the
curtains, and then breaking windows. Eddie was here, Icalled 911, but wasn't confident they'd come. Then twomen came m my aprtment and I started doing MM moves on
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to? but^{;rde?in?te?;\?r^i:: ISwf^ ' "^"^-^ himthey would break a l^t of ?h?Lf^. ^ started thinkingme. -"^^ ° things and it didn't matter tc
2nd Interview = 10/3
10/5 (#11)
Hal came to visi-t-
was Friday night He h^H "^""^ °" t'^® "^V out. itblue cotton sMrt. k ltrl^liTinl''''''^ "^^^^ "i^-talking. Ben was =:t=,nHi„ "^ King arm in arm and
came over to sarh:, n „ '"L"!"^^; .""=hing US. And he
there too, but fur?he?'aS^ fv^Jj^^^* ^^^^go say hello to her heln;^ h ""^^^^^ ^"^^^ "^1 tofinancial papers hL-inr, ^^^ ^^"^ ^^^^^^ some
husband, sl^tll SepreLed °i"ii^?n^rthen decided to stop ^ w;., L^^^^^^ ^""^ ^ ^^^tle andto spend the evening 'w/Lr ^^^^^"^jresentful - wantedfound
-Hal attractive H^wJ^ ^^""^^^ ^° if I
remember being upser; h^H f^P^essed too...i
both Of them ?hat !t ^as L^fand"? '''''''' ,1^^^ talking toget to see Meg. ^""^ ^ wasn't sure if I'd
in th^'e^^L"
'l^^s^ of^^^^L^e:?e"aro2nd^^ f^n^around with the baby but he eventua^lv^A^ I ""^^^^gave him back to his guardians ^ai^ed^S^th^^''^ ^about the siahtc: ^"«iuidns. l k with some guy
friendly? ^ ^"^0 Eddie and he was
10/6 (#12)
Eddie'\rfamii^/""^^°"^"/"°"^'/"^^^i- ^^^h Meg,
Assorted scenes:
-watching Matthew in some sports game. I had anewspaper w/me that had a picture of oLny holding amachine gun and I was showing it to everyone? A??er the
M^^^A ^ ""^d^^^
"^^^^ °^ the place, in arm w/
w^r;
''^^^ talking, happy to be with each other.It as a long way to get out to the car and we were
Sinr^r^H^""^ ^ realized I forgot the nespaper, so Iwent all the way back... Walked through some fancy
restaurant on my way out. Saw Joanne and Joseph there.
~ ^°^^thing about Eddie meeting up with these 3different women. Eating dinner in a big group around ataoie
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tal3cing''aid'?LgMng' the halls,
^ron{sTT7..nT^^^^^^ I was in the
w/ these young men in it - " ^ ^1^^ carroad. We didn-t get hurt ^L^^ running us off thesped off. I got ?heir p^^te f T""^^* ^^^^ eventuallywere couples learnina tn^lt . ^ ^^^^ ramp there
something. Meg and ? ?^ ^heir prom or
not their 's and we were wnnH ^"^''^ ^° ^^"'^ ^^nce but
since their prom ^arg^inror'"? we'd be in
curtains were ugly rin T' I ^^"^^mber thinking thelike back in thrLte? p^ace ^^^^^ * ^^^^
there"was'?hIs'conf:r:n:e'g^^^^ -tel-like place
walk in the room to ae?^i-h^ ^ ^""^ ^ ^^Pt having tofrom this desk Tn thire..? ^^^"^ ^^^^^^
wanting^?n^i;;i
^^Sh^^fi;?^ H^^^ not
10/11 (#13)
remember - Anyway - perhaps? - can't
at^soml par^^but'mv ^^^^ '^"^^^ ^"'^ »°ther was
and Joseph and Naomi We?^
"^^
n"^ "° "^^^ ^"^""^
"ho^^ " "''^^ ^°^te would take you to
(arr^; and^dialrar'"'"^ '^^^ ^^^^ ^/ ^^^^
"jth^llleTkl? "PM? '^^"^ ^^^"^^ ^^itten was
T,/ T u ?
Pnil. hil only wants to spend 5 hours /davw/ John, should they stay together^" ^
n y
them^Il7°"hortr^^^ ^^"^ ^"^^ ^ screamed at
decision Ann ^? ^^^"^ information to make a. d really sarcastically - i told my Dad thatI was so happy he'd really listened to what I^d sa^d!And I stormed out and drove home,
-oh yeah
- and the reason I left in the first place (forAmesville) was that Eddie was here in the LR on thecouch on the phone w/ some woman and crying
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10/13 (#14)
total fraud. Any^^y she "attS/'^^' ^"^ ^'^^ ^and I did the moves on hpr fpw, 4. ^'^t not for real
and couldn't do it, but was sian.H triedcourse.. g ed up for the next
The room w/ the Annual m+.
and food and lo(s ol people nV.^^ '"'^^ "^^^^ ^^^1^=is the Ann. Mtg) . P^°P'-^ dike in real life - today
building wL'"L?nrr:donrand'?h"^'''"^"''°°<^
construction on the roaS ?on ^""^ "^^ ^ °f
along, avoiding boulders
' and iookinffor I^"'^"^^''"^place to turn around =^ t „ °°king f a convenient
was something danger;uraLSrthirf\i
to get a ticket i^n th^ ^^^^ h^^r^e'^^arke^ 1^
There
I
10/15 (#15)
^"--xia utix it naa taicen me days. Mom wa<= ir, +-v,-!^ 4.
we were moving to some diH^ent bigger place ' Can Itremember much more. ^-^yy^ i . '
10/19 (#16)
sitn;,^^^^^^ °T
my car
- threateninguation
- I can't remember the details
"^"^ ^^-^ss Amy Peters and Danny and "10
areat tM^^^' "^^f evaluation it said all these
att?tnH^uTi •v^^''^ ^^i^ ^he has a "killer
hnw ^h^f
(-like a ^really good attitude). Danny saido t at was such a chauvinistic/sexist remark,
evaluater^^^""^
playing cards in this dream, being
10/23 (#17)
_
Walking to some park w/ Ben, Jenny, Joanne and afriend of Ben and Jenny's. in some city near Boston.
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a couple snapped pictures Of ^^^^^ occasionally,were reading with Jheir oenf.V^ ^^^^^^ ' ^orae
^'
to fix a Shade, while eve?vnnl ^ ^as tryinggrass and begaA ea^ing^^^^^^nic^lu^^L ^^'"'^^
stairways to'Sbscure^ks—h^°"^" °^ ^i^^^-n
sitting high above the^^? ?f crannies. i remember
able to serali the sta??iav^ °' ^^^"9heart attack - my father? !^He waH having acollapsed but then got up bringing m wood and
books^'and TodHa^kerin^and^r^f " ' ^^^^^ ^
presents - the f irst w^^ t ^ wrapped
toys and plastic anL^?
grapebox full of balls and
had 2 young chUdren ^""^ °^ bookstore
10/24 (#18)
went to get my car out of this New Eng. Teleohoneparking lot and they guy there wouldn't let Se get it
dTdnVrr'n''^^ K^^^^ illegally in the first p!ace and'i 't I hear the bell? So, I got a ride w/ some fSlksincluding Mitch, and they were driving much^oo slow for
fnd tLl stopped to pick up a hitchiker, I got outa went to my car (miraculously on the side of the
mv^s^uff^^n ^hf^^ ""^"^^ ^^^^ - ^ h^^tily threw
slent^ 5nH H ^^S.^"^ ^^"''^ ^° there and
^in^H H 2 •^^S''^'"^^' ^t 3pm. Naomi was thereand had friends coming over and was trying to locatethem w/ the PA system. I started doing some accounting
stuff and woke up.
10/25 (#19)
The Annual Mtg was happening. Lots of people werethere and filing out of the auditorium and I was givingthem tickets to the contradance. Joanne was there andJoseph was helping me give out tickets to all these
people. Joanne had organized the whole thing(Joanne/June)
.
The day before I spent working in the
Accounting Dept and getting ready for the meeting. Had
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the''con?radance,''so°^'S?;v.T" ^^-^^ed not to go todirt road.
- eit home °Is "^H'^ " "^"""^ thisthe dishes and relavTnA "^=_,l^stening to music - doina
someone else - W Petl;.?"'^ '^"'^ And ^
rang and it was Eddff f "^^r**' ^e. Then the bellsomething was up. Hesairt expecting him so knew
staying sober so he came ov^r = ''^"^"^ ^ ^ard timethere, also a friend S EdrttrSo, I was then talkina^./vHi^ ^""^ vsHked outside,
away to talk «/ l^y! ^"^tar^L^?^ ^^^^^^contradance going oA anH .'"^^^^"^ Eddie about thedidnt. Amy LanShUe'was'^upsefsLVd"?%' ^°seen naked by Eddie <.n^I^-? he'd let herself be
other guy was answ^^inHeJ tha? S^/^r" P""^'with his visit. ^ ^^ ^ nothing to do
11/3 (#20)
this Trtliy\'r.tr,rill2T°' ^'^^ into
fence fence
cows
cows
and I thought I hit the fence but didn't and thon -hkcows came after me.
Bizarre!
11/4 (#21)
wn.^.n^^'^T^^^^^^^''^"^ °f some guru-type
racked til ""^f ^
sing-a-long or something and everyonep hemselves into her house by the ocean I wasthere but couldn't see or hear her very wen because
w^nrH^-""^^
standing, she was right in the sun So Ie t driving w/ Rob Lane and a couple other people and
nLnhT K°°" ^^^'^y °" horizon Got somepamphlets about something.
The next night we also gathered at this house ofthis woman and it was a costume party (night afterHalloween). she was friendly but a bit tempermental
. Igot there early with some friend(s)? and we all talkedabout our childhood, our parents. One of her beliefswas that you could heal your hurts in an instant andemotional release was no longer necessary She reminded
me a little of Naomi Kantor Other people came and we
were all in costumes
starting, so she s^art;^ . k ^ ^^^^^^ ^.eforeball
-
was a U^tle'pissed
^ha^"? "^^^^^-^ thisand she couldn't cool oufa^on^ ^ c^^^ ^° ^^rlyover and between masses of n^oni* ^° ^ ^^^^ ^^Ikedone woman right bv thrnS People in the hallway. ThisWhen i final?y\^^
^^^^d^ this'f ^ blanket"hospital And as i walkPri A. u the
with a gym and halls
-went hv
.'''''
^
""^^
^ ^^^ool
girl was doing back handsprings oHh^'''''area and I found my way back ?n k ^^^^nt stairwellpeople were bringing her f^ow^^c ^^°^P^tal room, wherewaiting around. He? name ias Ro^^'' ^^^^some really popular woman in th. h^^r^^^^""^
i^couM ao ^ ^U-t -at
Closed"!
^t^^'lTr l/tlTIrsee. head, it was difficult to
anymore or something
^hink?n^'^h'^"^^"'* '^^^ "^^i^^
really being there fir me ^ parents not
11/7 (#22)
me turnedand"hld%"L'il^'^''^°' ^""'^ ^" of
he threatened ?fthroat at L''P?°"^"^ "^^^ ^^"9 -"^
-reallv 4- • ^ me. I screamed "NO"
aS:wr-F—^^^^
ias 1 teacher - a youngish black woman. she
MnL? M then was sympathetic. I explained
^nH^H ^^^il!*^ ^° ^^"'^ ^^"ted to call the poUcea d then, the kids were gone and the man w/ the mace wa;fighting a couple other men - one = Police^[and:x] in the classroom. I ran along the'side of the
beina^?hf^
shooting bullets and ^the^mace and b?Lesng thrown the mace-guy had a bullet proof vest.
thS ^^J-"'^^ ^^"""^^ ^""^ trying to dodge my way past
nn?if^^ ^ the back w/ the mace. lpulled It out and felt my back - only a dent ( ' ) not a
t?.TL\T ' scared /was^SSniig Sown
^^^KK i ' i"^^^ ""^^ ^ hospital. Todd and June(?)
H^J"^ ^^.^"^
''^"^^^ to pull them along and Iscreamed Let Go I Let Go I with their extra weight, I
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could hardly move anri h-i,„been fighting was there anl ^tin^^ °5 """^ ^^^^ "^o hadwere gone. so this guy and I n t^f 1°^^ '''"^ 9o andRichie from badminton)
-^e Lil have beenhallway. i thought we wer» -^"nning down thegrabbed an elevalor and ran ^="P^' =° Ime in
-
he turned aroSnd"nd ^tartn'^''^^^^''"'*towards the classroom whe?e th! running back
elevator doors closeS and ?t sta^?»H^ """^ ^hescreamed NOOOO! and got th^ =i ^ moving and I
up and ran after him He waf *° =*°P ^"-i 9° back
wife and baby com?ng-doSn the hlu "h"^; f^PP^"^ 1^^^something about some hosoit^? ^^1^' eaded home. Then
remember seeing 2 Sr 3 hoscltar^? <^l^^n^d and Ibodies on them, and one°e^f^L^r^zy'g" °" "^^^^^
a. thfl°gh?^--
^.^^^in'd- H -
3rd Interview = 12/5
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APPENDIX F
DREAM ACCCOUNTS; MEG ULLMAN
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MEG ULLMAN
1st class 9/15
9/15 (#1)
There were three of us twn o-hksome kind of mechanics
'
ga?aQe L''°'"^" myself, inthings
- but i-m not su?e Shai .v^ ^f""^ ^^^^^^ doingthe garage. He was psychotic or h ^^* "'^^ entered
^
coming in with a lot of aa^iL ^^^^^nged, obviously
assumed it my respons?bilitv ^o"?"; ^"^^^^i^tely isituation. I am nervous b^t no^ ^^ °^ ^^"^^^ thisknow I've got to handle him Se h^^^^^ ^ ^^^^suddenly I have his knife We ar^street outside the garage* ^.^^^ middle of theknife into his chest. Tian't lf"'?^^^"'^ ^° ^^^^^ thethe knife - or angle to e??ectivf^ ^^\^°^^ec:t grip onhis chest. I'm not reallv aSai^ ? ^"^^^ i^to[just: crossed out] my awaren^^! ^ resisting;
stab him in the heir?^ Tstah h^^^ ^^^^ °" ^ff°^t to
again, an. ,ettin, ?| S^f '.t,^ ^ S^^^e^Ss?"'^
2nd Class 9/16
9/16 A (#2)
Of toLr frLnds ' ?^L*>""''^"<^ ^"^ visiting two
oriental ^o»affnd SaL'^an' ^^J^ha'v^"^ ^^^""^"^
model .ugging class and I^^^-totanrex^auster'/ar 'Dust meeting this couple for the firs? t?™f f^^ , -r
i^nvt :i7. i^t:^^ ou o g \srrar?oriLL
conversation -pk^ social. There is an awkward lag in
rc:up^rr:t°her ToLTin/r^i'T^^i '-^r^them talking and know they are telling the orientalwoman that I am taking M.M. class. They ahd just
?herf??
graduation. They call the men ov^r - as
about it hn^
^^'^ interesting. They do not ask me
k^^nH
""^^ ""^an ( pat - a feminine/not feminist
^»^L?f u"^"* proceeds to tell about how she has
ofa cnok^^?? "P^"*- describing it within kindf oc tail conversation. I am suddenly very
ts ?afk?n^'<=^"'^
^^"^ I appalled that she
ifir! ^ casually, almost like she was drunk. Shetells how the man who raped her was a "normal - type"
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On^'or^slirsf ^-5- -ting in this thea.passion." IS something ablut
"unbridJld
Scene change t
couple), also my fathe? is"in°?S ""'^ ^''^ (°f thewhere he is from. He teUs L ^ the manCalif, a town named Ippieton nh'r 5"" """hernhe was mocking me hnt- t j -2 : 1 ''now of it t
I told him I Ls from I ^cS^ 1^"^ °^ what'about^"Appleton there. He Lu;h»rt 5 '^^''"'t know of -angullible. It was a faSiUar^^ ? for blLggame
-
and there was sSmeiexuarfn"' ^^^^ ^ P°"«'^
aian"i%eTft^^''^- ^ ^i^n?t Sn^d^^^UHi^--
unive?^!tr^; as°i^d\%f
-
she said Chem. lu. I asked hSf ^r^"'"'' ^^"^ht, andDina, who is taking chem in Lt^ "^"^^ friendwas the easiest Chim course iffered^^'l"°' ^"'^ '^'^^^ itto be very thourough in the Sfv ^hf\ ^^^"^ ^^e hadhow physically beautiful ^ taught, i noticedthey were a hippy , "^^f^^*^^^ c^Splf"' """'^"^'^
preparfng%S'SIdi Jo'say"gooI^'^ 5°"" ^" ^''^ "^throom,the bathroom, something L?ed^s i/= ' "^"^^ °^were there, it surDriLS If ! someone/somethingbut I didn.t try tS'L^^u'^e^lit'S^a^ fSI^^
etc. ^h:i^~^?s\L° r-^"' '° ^^r,his 8 yr. old sSn on h\t ll^ goodnight. He hid
attractive; and yet I ^as aLo k?!^ P^*."'-"^ ^°""<1 ^imdistrustful. w lso ind of afraid of him -
Scene change:
old daSghLr" I^net?^ "^"^^^"^ ^"^ "s 27 yr.
vacation Ski' r^ort It
the mountains at a
Places; green mea°d^w ifoILTsp'
^Snn^lte'L^""-^
s°i ac^F "s%t?^act\d-to^d^^ who
e¥ nV b-" - -ra?^^attSc?efL-^I
? don^wa^l Su\\°he^^;i^rra^gf llllT.tVl
of'onfof^t^"^ '° ^""^ ^hen'l ^dd aLo tL brotherone he people because he is present and I don't
tr^im)" 'l.f^L'^^'^^r reauy'a^tr^cted
d:es:"*i.m'er°^ers^^^"' ^° " '^"-"^
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Now its coming on dark P,r,r^ tto sleep. other pLpL are llLl-''^^'^ ^° ^^"^ ^ Placegoing to camp out. s eeping m cabins, and I'm
hayen^t found""! good, ^Jevel^'n?^:? ^° that ihills. I find a spo4 - riah? ^° "^^"^P- l^s allthen I realize that its a nnhi^^^^ ^'"^ standing; butshe needs to share my tent^anH^?.^^^^^°°"»- ^"^^tte saysI'm scared about sleeping out a ^^^^^^^^ ^^^ause nowlevel space for my ten^^and nni ??* ^""^ I can't find amen playing pool Upstairs - d^nk rt''^''^ °^ ^ °fall over the place, and thev 5??r Paranoid of mentent. Now I'm tryinq to hTL ii^ putting up myfor a place to put Sy tent /h^ f^^ I'in\ooking
where I am. Night ?s coming an^x^
want them to know^
panic. There's no space ?h4re^^ I
beginning to
I wake up and w?i?e this ^P^^^*
9/16 B (#3) [From audiotape]
attracted to t Ao^^^^ v ^"""^ ^^^''^ that I'm
t\°aFh""^^^^^^^
reany.horny, and it
• s^^^re'lik: ^y'^nitL^^v: 'b^tlogistically, it just won't work oSt it's 1^4 I dnn'^know--we go in the house, and then like hL mother's
wind^; don?? know'^"-.''"^ '^'^ ^^^^^ -^^i^^ her
I SulT'oit ™v r"""'^ ^^^^^ "^^^ ^° ^^^h other and1 p l u my two tampons [she laughs] and they're like
ll^v^ ^tl^'^u'^ ''^^^ then like he's cabledback m the house and I'm in the house, we're likehaving a meal, but his mother's very suspicious of me
^ot^n^^ ^^Y":"^- ' know-there -s some refny-
^Jn^r.^fv,"^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^ ^°^'t have so much
^ ^''y^"^ ^° li^^ a place to besexual and it's ^ust not working out, and I'm
wJ^fnTf^f •• "^-they're Indian, they're Indian. Theyeren't Jewish, they're Indian, like eastern Indian.HIS mother's a very strong character.
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9/17 (#4)
I am visiting some city with .We are strangers in the'd^v friends - (who?)apartment building (brownstoA./^K^f^ walking into an ^
*
long ago, a nice bldg Tn^ ^^^^ ^^s, until not tooIS loitered by drug d;a^ers and^ "^^^^^^^ood. Now I?We walk passed J-nf S users,
entrance. i arsuddenly^^^^v'af' • h ^-i-myself that this is wSat it^n^f'^K^^.' • ^^^"^ topeople living in project neiahn ^^^^ theinto drug havens. Going Jn^o^he h?h^ ^^^^ ^^^"^^IS no turning back, i am panicked ^^^"'^ ^^^^^Scene change: t^-^icx a.
There is loud music blar-in^ i ^drugged, crazy, hyper, aggreS l^l^ °^ ^ ^downstairs. An older womln ?^^? k?^''^^- They areone Of the psycho men; SavS4 i tin^^'"^^^^ «^°ther ofIS scared, and also tired/hooel^^c k ^^^^ " ^^ein her bldg. she is r^^nlng Sp ?he ???aht^^%^^°'" ^^^"^(maybe someone is runn i nrr • flig ts of stairs
to the window ov^rloSkin?' tSe'^^rLfbe^
^""'^
everyone is outside qho street low. Now
making a dramatic stat^^L^ ^K^'? ^^^^^^f out, as if
gone too far ! ^oo crazy ^ Til f^^^Ything has justspot on the street Shere'she h^s f^Uen^observer ^of all this hm- ««4- ^^-"-le^- 1 am an
the dream. ' ^""^ ^^^^^ °f «»y presence in
Scene change:
backyarrorthis\?L^''^^^'^r^^ ^^^^^^^ t° the
playLfthe keyboard!*- re^l^v aettir ""i'"" ^^^^ ^
^^raroHh^^i-^:!-^^^^^^^ as^
lookinar^d ?. '''^ ^""^^"^ he is good?
bu? he^does He llllt'"''
^°^^"*^ &
Scenfihange: ""^"^ ^^^^^^ -"^^
(the fi^st^nni'^SH^^^^^^^ "^''^ °ther crazy guy
stairf^?!
o e who chased the woman/his mother up the
his face thrS SI ° °^ ^^^9. I can see
me ^ hid behind ! ^'"^ doesn't see\ . a beam. He walks up the stairs andwill obviously see me, so I try to act noLIl Uke ?.m
the''oth^.''° K^^^^- '^'^
his apartment C sAares wLher guy who was playing the keyboard. Now there
tlunT""^ ^his friends) . They^re allyo g
- my age, or late 20
-s. We're talking about howmuch rent they pay to live there.
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Scene change:
Jceyboards. rL''?^ ^''^ "ho was piavin.
telling the driver ao^o^.^ ""^^^ frfeSdl^^^I ft^don t where the police^Ita?ln^^ • station. sGtbehind us, with several n^oi? a carcar, and suddenly the« ifni A t° ourthreat, but rather i?s as i ?V^"^^'' " '^^ "ot a
sup^^X; ?rpLruri/i^^^^- "".^^^rrsX^°t a
Scene change:
I am with mv nart^ni-c!brunch. I am describing iy^nvis it" ^f^.^f^ pancakes overI have made. i tell my mSm tha? friendsI'm afraid I've given her a b^d ^^^9^' ^ut thenher they do just a little Iruat ^"^P^^^^i^n^ so I tellthem to her, but am uncomfortabi. I continue to describemaking them sound good? because I am not
Scene change:
™aple'syL^^^^\;:^^=^-^-d have discovered there is
pancakes delicious, Ld kelp-sneaWnHore""'"^ "'^^
9/18 (#5) [From audiotape]
rL^Stance'lo r^^ordlng I^ol"^^"^^"^ " ' °^ec i it for some reason [she laughs]
r^^^^llT^^^^^^^
I III
With a couple of
know, with houses on elthir side n?had just gone swimming or were ao?L to nn""^^^It was raining out. We were k?nH swimming and
car, we were just standTn^%H ^^^^alf naked. And this
and talking? tMs ca? ou??. T"" ^^"^ °^ laughing
Child get out? and Se'^mai h^rkind'o? ""^^^^^^ ^he, uh, says, "You should Aa!): your?" urn %Tu shSuld°''have your clothes on, what is this^" aJ^n t ^^c^ ^
saying, "Well, it's reallv fnn ?i ^ ^ responded,
not really a big^e^^^'iL'L^ ^^nfthrn^r^or^
kinro^^^" "^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^ the family anS heind f saw our point and we ended up havinq a vervfriendly conversation between all of us? ^
Mo?"
scene changes. And I'm at my best friendMelanie's wedding. I don't know who she's marry?nq it
her'and IT^l^.'''^l^'' ^""^^^^ dream's^a?1 * a^out
there's a Ann^h' f ' ^^^^^ ^'^^^ ^ 1^^^'
clotL^ ? °f women dressed in their Africanothes. They're African dancers, and they're doing
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different kinds of ritual <= ^don't feel real at ease iiih ^"^^^^^ Melanie. ileft out. um, it's just Uke w^hh^^* ^ ^^^^ ^^ind ofarrangements, people are runnT. ^""^ P^^"^' °^ weddingpushing each othe? in ?t^^^^ ^""^^"^ lake,
^
uncomfortable and sad! ^ ^ ^ festive time, i-m very
w^tS Ce^?Irly!"^^"L^"^"i"^ a chic.en coop
figure out how to, how^io^;^!"^,*^^ {^^"^'^l' ^av/to
so that it will be easier to ii ^''^^'^ shit, justthis time it's just a iorrenrt "^""^ becausebuilding this huge fantlstfc 1°^' ^° ^""^ "P
sitting on the sLo^d floor and ?t?" ^""^m the barn, and the foundation's ^^""^ °^ ^^^^^^ ^^'scan see the outside, the sKy"?t?s"rla^"beautIfuf' '
also was, really wanted to be t^lt ^" ""^ ^^^^ t."* who
wanted to be with h?m and he^ resent fn?^ ' ^^""'^happy that I'll be getting married ' ^""^ ''^'^jcnow Who i:m marrying, UnaSdlbifat'^counler"-
',eT"l\
sandf^lt-rrCfg-'saUrdSil^l"?^ -?^LVit'iut*i^'
writing out my kind of h?»;=t I ^^""^ I'"
I don'? )cno„:^mocks it, "aKs"Iu^°of""Tr">,""<^ —
'
can't remember. °^ changes it. I
KgVtVh1s^^^°^^^e^^"^n:?^r^shr"^^^^^^^
larth^t.^'I^^that^rlt "^''^ ^^"^ ""^ ^
1st Interview 9/21
9/21 A (#6) [From audiotape]
Well it's 9/21, it's actually the evening after we had
TlL^ fZ^""" ^""^ ^ -^-^ home and w^nt
?"
s eep, eeling very sick and feverish and, um, it's nowabout midnight. I slept about the last 5 Aour^ a^d hX
TTn^^ ?
intense dreams, very related to Model Mugging
I cam^'^nn^^'^'.^ ""T'^
remember one of the main ones.^As
M„S^ M 2 dream, remembering the words "ModelMugging" and remembering, oh, all I can describe is thefeeling coming out of the dream: Intensity, impact, umm.
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loiTriti:'^~f^the -enarios. But one of the
was a different
.k^ri^TToil TelrlT' ^^^-^^^^ it
Um, George and I were in i-k^
stream on some piece of i IHi ' ^® ^^^^ swimming in thisland. And we were L the poAd'T ^^^^^^^^1 Piece oftalking, you know, he was w2 ' T""^ streamand I went under the wZ?:: ^""^ talking and swimminathe opposite direction Of h^m L7^\^ distance,^contacts and in the dream t 4^ ? ' ^"'^ ^ ^^^^
underwater, and in the drei; ? • D®''®'' eyesbit, and I could see so ClearL'^'vn ^"^^"^ ^ ^^^^leswimming along, you knL = k ^ was
and it Sas so^il^ar Sd 4o c^ean''^^.^"^ streamstream was almost like i^ wa^^ ^ -T^^ ^^^^^^^ °f the
was so clean and clear sTi Lnl? u ^^^^^"9 Pool , itand then I turned around and Georae^anf ^^^^^"^ ^^^^swimming and we swam towards ^
was so clear. And then as ? r.n? i^^^''' "^"^ ^^^i^' itkind of worried about my con?aci-f°^^^ ^
and then I put my hands^in ?ron^ '.^^S^^^ ^^^^I didn't run into George yoS knoS Z ^^^^ "^^^^ ^^^^swimming towards each o^A^^ ^ 5 ' ^^re
we were talking again and ^A/'"'^; ^^^^ of.
walked a coupll or^Sndred"?Lro;ef^o^^fdo^^i Ito a more public ar^a t^H«^« ' t know,just lying ttere and i ^as nakefanf? ^ "f"": ^""^ ^I don't know what I was dnHn^ ^ ^ "^^ ^^^"9 there,
the stream, and I see ?h?^ °f?^ ^^^^^ at
and I hope they don-t see ne '^;nd°ii°^ ^""^ "°""<^
r I eT ^:;d?^so"wT,^? L-r^uT^he-p-i- ^^hil
cfoihi"^;
so I didn't have time to really put onl thes, but I did as they were getting there And „hso they were going to give us a ticket? they were
'
writing it up, and we were talking to them, just beinafriendly it wasn't a big deal. A^d, and, i don't knowwe were having a conversation and then ii just got
h»^i^
enough, or you know, casual, that they decided
a h^r^^^t ^
a pretty minor misdemeanor, and not reallybig deal so they ripped up the ticket. And we all
f""^
^^""^ °^ started away together, George
l^t V^L , """l^ t""^ ^'.^""^ "^y^^' I know, then itwas kind of a festive air.
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Then the scene chanaec: -n
ask me about, or, i don't- ^ ^ their car and thevGeorge's other ciusins^or ^h^r rela?!^ ^^^^^remember their name, I'm kind o^ S^^""^^ ^ ^^n'tas I'm talking with them I reaMz^^'^'^K^^^^' thenremember even their names and t ^ ^^"'tAnd then we got into a coAve^saJion ^^^"^ ^ 1°^'knew about this dentist nelrbv and ^^^^^ "'^ if Ithis, I know him. I couldn't ;e™^™H ^k^^ y^^^' ^ ^^^^uh, and then we're talkina vL.^^^^"" And,family, kind of like an analysis 'o;^^^^^ ^"^^^^ Georg4.scharacters in Georae ' s >^r^?i °^ °f the
this, I never realfy likeS a^; TA^ """"" ^^^^^^ ^i^-^they're all right, but I don
-t rL?t^ cousins. i mean.Of them, so there'was,
^here was a iU^'^^K^^ ^^^^uneasiness for me or iu<,t r^n^ little bit of
it was mostly hl^coLirUke J^^L^"^^^:.^^^'talking alot. Um, and then I'm n^^? ^P^^^'on fire, I mean, the whole 'iLn ^ catches
oil lamp that catches on fire "^^o I ^eTf '^^^to come and help put it out anH^-^ ^ ^° ^^"^like, I don't know thLoV^ ^'^'^ ^^^^ It's kind of
hyst4rical or I couldn^t tak^^!^
way that I was kind of
came and took care of it And ? h ^^^V
meantime, I had wri?tei ihi^fo ^f^^^^^^ten, and in theGeorge aAd Carra!"um?'and 1? ias^an'about°A • ' ^^'"^ "°It was kind of like k reflection of th^T ^f^^^Y-that, that his cousin and I had iuft ^ad Sn^^falso with my own kind Zu^Z, • '
own interpretations and that kind^n^''?.^"
cousin was putting ou? the fire he was'^^Av''^^^"the paper, at thil long letter i ' d wr^tten^anl ^^^as"'uncomfortable with that, but thought wel?,' he^n be
re^d th^^^^'^K^ ''^^'^ ^^^P' ^ou kniw he can't
turned and'he's^nr^ °' '"'^ had 'my back^ , d he still was reading my letter. And Iturned around and I saw, i tumid around aAd saw Mm and
purit'd^en.^"°"' "^^^ -"e^"'
And then the dream changed and it's just a blur of
tSark;.^c''^I?H^ ^""^"l ^° describe it. The thing
^^^Tio^^ ' ^f, ^^^^ ^^^P^ i"to my mind is"toilet paper." And "emotions" and "George." There's
wo^L Mn.°H-i^^^ ^ 9^°^P °f ^^"'e^' oldermen [inaudible whisper], and, uh, I don't know, somekind of organization. Uh, I just can't remember.
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9/21 B (#7) CFrom audiotape]
Let's see, the first i-h^.
restaurant or something like^'tL?"'"''^;?^ ^ind of
?s^t^?w ^t^°sphere, and this Uttlf^^'^^^^'^ ^ ^^^^ °fIS alking about the beauty chaiaciL'^^i"^^^ businessmanoriental woman who's sittiL ""^^^^^^ °f thisa mannequin, it's not even fik^s^.^^'^ ^^^^Of lecturing. And then there^s tMr\''r^- "^'^ ^^^^white man, sitting next to me and h ""^t^^ ^ ^^^9^me from the side, and I can L?? k ? ^^^""^^ looking atup, like looking at me in th^ ^ ^^"^ °f sizing meman was talking^bou^ the o^Ln?"^^''^ °^ thisfeel his eyes, almost Uke Se^s ^'j^^^* ^think he is— I think he's ^Lt i don't
wanting me to look at Mm looking. And he's
that this woman is. "you kn^w^ ^ind of facecertain way. And I didn't f4el l?v!^T ^^'^ ^""^ ^^^^ ^that. And I'm just lookinr. ^® ^ wanted to doignoring him. ind then ^avbe h^'^^^ ^^"^ °for maybe I just can sense hi^ reoSesf " ^^^^and I look him straight in the f ?° ^ ^""^^out at him. And thafwas that dream? ^""'"^^
9/21 C (#8) [From audiotape]
tSrmoo^r^I^d^^S^^^Ts'f^l^he''^ -
They're almost all men iot all men'V^^ scientists.And they're all like Soina H?ii l ^""^ Pretty much,big cocLail party'^^rsLfs":^?^?
'?hey^;ii';a%e''^
"
uL^U^^^^L^^k^^:^^^ r^^^^ and^^bLd^^e^^t'slike baseEal? '^oS or?hem^werriIke'danc°'them were just talking -- and the team ?ha^"?; °'winning team has like the most of Itl t
^^i^ itT p-p" inTt ^mi: ir '
^hf^',^* 5 ^^""^ °" the top of a giobe! And
Uke ln\°Lt,r^^^'' ^'^^ Just like combusts,
tire, but like, it's like half ashes and lust reallv
?h?r^l'SI;.t"v" li><- "-^-ts Lfit's like
: ^ """"l physiological reaction to being on
0^%^^^^*,°'' ^"""fthing in space coming and igniting him
rocks
then I have this image of like son>e]ust falling from space and hitting the surface ofthe moon and realizing that that could be me or anyone
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standing there Ann -i-k
around and then jus? gols bacr?o'Sh^; tZ^^y^^^y "owdsand then someon«a = i^a x ro what they're dninrr
know, one a??e? a Ihere^^^f-u" li^e^ people' 'voubut it just like its^^^^K ^^""^ ^""^ time in betSelAdifferent and they^re Ii^^P^?^"^- . theyrfan'
them, after he coLSsts i[ke aTl^'^^"^*'"^- ^''^ °fskeleton with a cross i- see is his
cross, and tha? didn't Lr^^ ^^""^ ^^'^ carrying ait was like a real goL de?4in^^*\'j;5 ^'^^ ^i^'
"°" everybody
-s pretty ne^o^s combust. Soand that ifs coming froHpac; w^^^k^"^ f''^**^ ""d""phenomena. And then ti„ j ? ' " 'ich is like a natural
we're doing the j^SertSg SuJ"^""'' ^'^^^ man?
'
combusting thing^ A^d Sllre no?^» ^"""^ thisher. If s^learly clS^sy?* ""^"^'"^
fr!2n^^:
-tSa\?ro"L";o^a"^ ^^Lf;-" ^'^-^ "ith 2 womenlike at the top of a moSn?ain '^^^ friend, andlike being on the top of th^ ^o, i^- °" ""^^ "'s
exposed and if „e coSld h
""""t^^"' felt more
somehow we'd be alorsffl^ ^""i,"^ '^'^i^e down,drives to the ve?y top th^r^?,^-?^ ^= driving, and shebus comes, and sh^'s llk^^^ ? ^^''^ ^ "here a
taking forever. Now it^l ^hf '"^ ''"t she'sWhen you're in an eLctricS s?o^^ °5 •i''^'top of a mountain totfffi fC,, ?° ^""^ you're at the
vulnerable, or a? JlasJ Lu ^e^?*^And so we felt Ind T Ll . t i "°" vulnerable,
taking her so long to turn ^i^. it was justdown the hill so iint^^^ the car around and go back
and on the side of thTHl:, ".^oing down the hill
was a big sirfped tiglr ca? an^the
oai- T+.i„ 1
t'cu u e t d th other was a black
^ew one if t^.^""^^ ''^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ people Se
someone else'\nd\f°"^"'" °fliv^ r^^,^ • ' on the side of the roadke purring up against each other. And that's all ?
ltZTjr^''T ^° continued on and noi ^e
^TL house, the house he'd grown up in
strT^^iro'^^^^^^^^^^ . I went
drL%ed^' r ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
'
char?an*vLr^ T^^'i?? ^^^^ ^^^^ °f ^^^^ li^^^ hind-made
b^?f V S-^I!'^-^''^^^^^ ^^^t °" took me so long.
l^L I twisted, so it was taking me a long
:
«iidn't know what time it was and if weneeded to go. So the belt was taking me a long time,
L ^""^ ^ into the kitchen, andthere they all are, they're all awake, Geoffrey, Aliceand her friend. And they had a big bowl of oatmeal for
me, and I said what time is it? And they said it was
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almost 12 o'clock. And i s;,^^I have yoga class in one Lf^t ' J^' ^ ""^^'^ believe it
^°^^\^^-ause apparen??y we Sere on I ^""^somewhere, back to Appleton ? ""^^ t°really didn't want to mfs^ ^""^ ^ like, oh Ithink we can get back, "s^ '
^^f^
--icl, i don'tbecause I don't mind being a lit-it. ^^^'^ trycar, and now I'm with 2 men ii ^et in thethey're like kind of friends T ^K-''r' ^ ^^^'t know ifto Appleton, and I'm stiU kind o^^""^' ^""^ ^et closecombusting thing. We get to Ann^L^^""^""^^ thisout here, I want to walk, i starfS^iv''^ 'something wrong with my bodv llll v ^^""f' .^""^ there'ssomething or sickness.^ A^d 4t ^i""^ ?^ ^^^^^^ °^to the car and get back i^^,nH f^°P ^^^^^ I walk up
walk we're no2 in'^^uckertonf th^ ITtlll
"""^
in when I was from 10 to 15 vi.,^= ii ^ ^ lived
remember. ^ ^^^^^ old- That's all i
9/22 (#9)
I'm in a m.m. class w/ Pa-»--»-\r a^. ^, • ^
are 2 men in the class tl^^ ^"i"" instructor. There
come to him to he^D h?; nnf ""T °^ ^^^^ ^^^ty to
begins telling h^^^wSa? Tgo^^ in^^r^ctSr
* sh"'^"very seductive manner. i can?i- 7? 5 ^® ^
outrightly suggestive"
^t^^eLa^ri^^^Lrto^^|^;;^ "
Scene changes:
The -^o!!! ^
^^^"^ge boys camp, and I'm really hornv
event and there are lotrof'teenagfspores placers'
S^ me fUr?ina'S/'"' '° " ^-"9 -""w^o'irtalUng
rtL= ^ thinking to myself "whatdoes this young Jock guy think he's doing?" li seemed a
TetlTnlTorn^'''''^"- ' '^^'^ ^^^^^^ "^ve^
Scene change;
I'm at this teenage boy's camp, horny, i meet the
SorSS °l
director of this camp. We 'don't exchange
whf^fVn k''^ ^^""^ ^° understanding. He goes toere the boys - or young men - are doing their jumpingDacks and exercises, and brings 2 of them back to me^^They are both beautiful, one white, one black. I beginwalking walking somewhere? with them and now we are inmy old town Tuckerton. We all know that we are going tobe sexual. They are very excited, as it will be theirfirst time. I am horny, but also feel like taking it
slow, teaching them to love and be tender, and please.
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seL\'ike'a'"vIry"Leet*evnL*''^'" "^'^^ l°ve and itdream we are juL ?a!kina^f^"r°^- rest of thelove, and feeing lll^yT,.TZl To^n^ "^^"^ '° -'^^
3rd Class 9/23
9/24 A (#10) [From audiotape]
It's Sept 25th* T
one, !„ with Melanie and°Phi}? °^ '^^'^ ""twe're all in bed together r^l^' housemates.like cuddling, and then tA»J ^^e middle and we're
suddenly I fe4l verv f*^""* kissing. And
a minut^, sto^! Siry^S'bfdoin; .1^? ^° ""^because Philip has a woman friend Ind tf "^^^to me. And they said veah i^^K 3"=* "^s weird
went back to kissina IT^i ""^^ ^^"6, and they
they're lauabS"t';e becauL":'"^^ restaurant Ldasleep and in m? sleep'l had ffv^^^f^Il'^^y ^ "^^"^ *«ll«hMelanie and started kissing h °" ^op of
really actively you tooi ^tart!;^^"^^'' ^"^ ^^^"^her. And it wa4 in th» ^^1,=^ ''^'"9 sexual with
I was talking viry loSdlv and''?^''' °* ^ ="<^<3^"'
I was embarrlssed^ Then^ihere v^f ^^^rybody looks anddream and I'm staying in Sfs k?nd ^""^her part of the
and there's this Mexican c ''^?'l^of motel or something
had to, I had tl wa^^ k^^JI"'' disco/cafe, and we
Of hot4l room or somethina^ t*^? ^° "^^"^door, and then peop?fa^ the club ^^2' *° "k''' *° ^'^^
on, including women, and I said no. So i^ was nie ?woimages [inaudible].
9/24 B (#11) [From audiotape]
hnnI?h^^/^''^-^"^° ^^^^ totally weird dream. There was a
whn ? ° ^^.^
classroom. m fact, my old therapisto I was worJcmg with around sexual abGse was the?e
IJo^S^i''^ "^t^^ ^^^^ liJ^e coveredpeanuts or she came m, we didn't come together, and we
was a bunch of people in the room. And the images, allof a sudden, they were observing, it takes place in
central America, some of the war-torn countries, and I
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don't know which f
government forces tSey Zlt TltTl l^'''"^ ^hey werepeople, off Of the trains t^^^ ^'""'^ ^t^^^^ °>en,all of these, there was ?iir= 9oing by andguns, and they were st.opl]t °^ tLy\adthe people. They were lii2^„,* • """^ unloading allas they came off\hly were iu^t ^''^ train. Andeither with bombs or wUh aunf ?l°"ing them awayafter another, totally bWna'th»f ^'"^ ^"i" =arthey shot them and stiff ?hen l^T '^"'^ after3ust stab them and speartw ^ ""^ and would
until they were totally iSfiot^f? totally-axe them,really really gory. And ^hen fSo^^ " 3"-t
4th Class 9/28
9/28 A (#12)
waiSssingIS? STs S'b''"Of other women and myself J*""^ ^ =°uple
are there together A HnA^ t"^^"' ^ut we
more efficie^tlbetterT^if S^eTh^f ''^^^have this operation' Ani%,^\C <^rug? or
ihin ^"^'^e-fs^fi^^V^SSir"^ ^°
^-^^
banquet Vo:ir\^ t^rwa°?^ess"I
-f"---"-- The
^eei; ^^ItinTtablef^S:? ?"sfl^rff^^'ha^
lolLf J^^'inatelJ^a^rL^riut "^Ln^f^^""
i Safin%'ee'd\a^Slf t°a'b?f t''"
recollection i wf.^ ^ ! evening - but I had no
dishsi ™ releived. I insisted that I do thees to make up tor my not being on top of it It
oatient"ln'^ ^'^^ hospital. There's a woman
f"™- has received this drug and is
Ihe's^angrHhi^^^""""^ °' KnoSs ^t."
rolm w/ Kr sL^f^r^'' *° i" the
at him T?'h,?= ^" ^"Pty and hurles itn . it its a beam and makes a loud noise Thenurses come rushing into the room. (The dSrtor'is gone>The woman hides in the closet. When they leave shecomes out Then they come in again and fi^d her.That's all I remember.
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9/28 B (#13)
some kiid'or?!^?! ^^"^ struggle.
to see who will ger^^Uin? Itl ^f^^^^^er and its a racehave teams
- his team and ™v f ^^^"^ ^ ^^^^^ we
edge of a big tank or'b^^.v,^ l^^"^' ^ ^i"* to the
will eat him^ T^e sharks a;/^^''^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^^ who
and am anxiously waShina ^n.^ ^ ^^^^^ him inhim. He's bleedina and ?'h ^^^^J^s to eat
They are finally attackiLh^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ sharks in.
teams again. This time T have
t - rt^%B^^^ ^X.fi^irp^lngV
:??Srof^o:rsides''"T\°^^ -^^^ not oneithe of ou sid , and she seems completely neutral.
9/29 (#14)
It's graduation day. We're (the class) setting up
wilfshoS" Its hard to know Sow Lnyl sh w, so I place 3 seats per/chair. We are going
H^^wn^? ^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^h Of mine I'm being
n^M M i^^""^ ^° °" ^ - other aspect
sten;?* in^? ^ crossing this stream,pping o logs to cross. They're slipping under myfeet, but I don't lose my balance - which surprises me.There is a teenage woman and 2 of her boy friends atthe top of the hill, playing music and hanging out.(This woman is the daughter of a male instructor(mugger)
.
She gives a little speech during the ceremony
about M.M.
)
I keep crossing back and forth on the logs —
there's a peice of paper floating that I'm trying to
reach. I am racing across the logs trying to catch it -
- but Its just out of reach. I believe the paper is a
message of how to continue on the "quest": Finally I
reach it, then the [dream: crossed out] scene changes:
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considering cutting it shor?^^ I ^^^'^I shouldn't. I aet it ^™ ? ' ^""^ people tell mp
cut it shorter? ^ P^^^^' I don't'^liL it? so i
going\°: s;:y^^^^ie^ t'SLe°' '?h^^i^ apparently
her. ^ am const^nt^y ail?e of^h""\°" P^-occupi^d bywhy. ^-"^ ^^^^ her but can't figure out
I move into a red cahin tto masturbate. i try several 1^^?.^°°^^"^ ^ Placealways people, And I h^^I^ locations, but there's
NOW StuLt^Neim^^ L'^^^ving me"becoming sexual. j am so hornv ^""^ flirting,to be sexual, it feels so gooS"^* That's ^ (f^l^ived)the dream. y a. the last part of
Graduation 9/3 0
9/30 A (#15)
dirty'Ind^dus^y^'Sitrio^s^^i i'^'^^ ^^'^ very
aronnrt ao ?• • °^ ^^^^ and furniture all
large fat bei^^f^SAn^^^nfL^^l^^n^fsL^'f^fSlaf
^
turtle- TTo fr^^'^i"? looks'uLTdlsto^tff. I g to pick it up, then I real i 7*= i<-c=
mu^Kra^-^ut'fh"""'."^^^ d^Ager^usf "he"?here.s also a
while ^ I "^tch the Skunk fir a
to be^carlfu! o^aJft^r"" ^'i ^""^ ^ ^hemer i f ll he animals. I'm paranoid of
^Tlt' afit'had'"'^^^^^^^'^^^^- ' -arc^fUttleror It, s moved. But I don't see it. Now I'mwalking around my living room w/ caution. l^m no?certain the snake is dangerous; but it's "supposed" to
I^m a^^n t^'°'^^''^'J ^f^^i^ °f snakes Bu?lso intrigued by this fat snake.
9/30 B (#16)
I'm searching to buy a pair of tennis shoes. I'mat a shoe store. The man asks if i want any help. itell him what I'm looking for. He shows me what hehas - 2 different pairs of shoes - only come in men's
sizes. I'm not interested in either, but I go ahead atry the first pair on. it's too big and I tell him I'm
not interested.
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9/30 C C#17)
even a'?e?ris wheelr^'kerfLfr^ ^^^^^^'^ "otlittle ride (its more like a 111 ""^I! running thispushing 2 young ^ ^^^"^ set ) . And they are
children/babies. The auvs ^ i,
swinging the babies ve^^^harJ .^r^^ ^"^^ ^^^^obviously dangerous for the kiH« ""^^^^^ ' ^° ^^^^ itsaround. I walk up to them and J^!""^'^ "° ^l^ebabies. ^ ^^^'^ scold them, and take the
Scene changes:
I have found a I-2 vr nirt k=k -. •
a table (where the swing s^ wfc^^^^.i^i"^^ ^^^^ ondead, but its heart is beatinJ^ ^ ^^^^^ ^ ^^ink itsit to some kind of office wherl t ^i?^ ^^^^9help. I think the chUd is dvina tI ^"^^^^"^^ forand needs nourishment 1 Ln^i^\ l^^ neglectedhospital, so I walk tAer^ ? ^ through to the
somehow Aave another b^by* as weirth^?" ""^^7 ^"^^"^attention. I go to an ''^^'^s medical
out] describe tSe si?ua?T^n^"''^K'^^"''^^ [tell:xed
particularly he?pful but ? think'h.^^-I'm leading him back nn% ^ ? ?! ^agrees to help.
Children tnrik.l:,lT. ^'^^
10/2 (#18)
goina\hrnn^h^r^"^ ^ ^^^^ ^^^P ^/ 2 women. We are
fro^one stite ?nto^? mountainous terrain, crossingtjT m on a i France. None of us have been h^^rt*
cloSe; T ^^^^"'^ P^^^"^ anything - not I change o?oth s, or even any food.
<.tnr.
journey is taking longer than we expected. We
I
^^^^^^1 little general stores along the way tolook at maps. We think we know where we'rl going?^bu?Its taking a long time. ^
Finally we reach this one point that we have
Jh^? ?f ^l!^,?»^P- We are so disappointed to discovert at It IS still a long long ways away.
We are at this resting pt; its the main stoppingpt. before a drop bridge. Our patience is wearing low.We consider sleeping there, or hitchkiking with a pick-
up truck, or just continuing despite our tiredness. I
want to continue, and to hitchike. My partners don't
really, so we go to this store to figure out what we'regoing to do. We're all hungry and I'm going to buy abagel sandwhich. I tell the others I am going off for abit of alone time. I need to get away and have some
space
.
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10/3 (#19)
from the table'^^o leave andT.'^ (teenage) . i get upwallet. I look for U and f/f^^^^^ ^ don't have mywaitress is sliding ^h^ 2aUet intn\°^^ "^"^^^seems. i have some doubt i,^^ ""^^ P^^^^ - or so itis that She is tryLg S^4tea^ 7t ^"^^^^^^^ definatelyScene changes:
Takes place at my father oiri kyard
- in s.F. There' s a htlL ^^""^^ " frontfeels like a rallv or LL^k^^ gathering of people. it
stands up and ^ccL^s mnfo'^Iacism?"the entire group's attention *
-i « 5 .^^^ °^ ^ suddenbeing accused of somethina? ^°^U^^d on me and I'm
sweet Honey Song "Se wiU^Lt n^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^9^"^ the
sweet Honey is there s^iaina Sk"" ^° Racism." Thenit. But it's aimed at ml ^t^' l^^"" ^ ^^^^^ singing
confused. ThenTwoli Sp* ^'^ ^^^^^^ssed. and
^
10/5 (#20)
going till we got thlrl^ E^^roL ^^^"^•"''"^ "^^^
rude to one another FiAally I sav ..T^?t°"^ f}^ "^^"9we are all highly irritable'^LlSing'ty^lir'and trf
are paSr!n?o"?i°"" °' ^"^""^ eacholh^rbetier?" 7eck into this car. I am so frustrated.
the LT/.' ^t^'i^^^^^^-and I ask the coach where the vollevball k 'giving me direction, ^a bit un^^early'^'The'ciriver^ormycar comes over and says or infers, "i better listen to^the directions; you will get us list." Anger risesinside me. We get back into the car and find the gvm
volLvbalfclo^h ' """'^^^ ^ h^-- fSrgo^ten^;lley al t es & gear. I can't decide if I should
ft^. L^^^ ""^l ^^^^ ^° °^ if it's too far? Itell the coach. she ? says: "you're going to have ahard time without knee pads and correct shoes, butthat's your problem." l decide I'll borrow them.
.
1 am walking through these corriders of the gym andbegin walking up the stairs when I hear my name b^gsaid by a group of women from my team. They are allgetting dressed and gossiping about me. They are saying
my name so clearly numerous times, but I can't hear whatthey are saying about me. I know they are saying verydegrading, mean, hurtful things, but I can't make outtheir words. I am apalled, and can't believe they are
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saying such thinas - hii+- t • ^they are saying them - like^^r.^t''^ °^ ""^^^^ ^^ceptover what they say or think IT.^^^^ ^ ^^^^ "° controlhurt me so much. ^^mk. Realizing this, it can't
Next scene t am • 4.^. •
on the bleacher; in ?L g^'''^!/ f think) we areThis IS the grand, public^^^n ^^^^ ^^ly-women) is saying the worst t?oi ^^°'' ~ ^^^^y^ne (allonce. Kathy is with me ^ ^^°^t me - all atamidst all of this. Raiher^Sna^LcteS. '^"^'"^ "^""^^^^
10/7 (#21)
I'm in a foreign town /
Often X am shy\o m:et people ^eh^n%?m t^ ^^^f.^^P)'decide I'm going to this titt r ? ravelling, but Ibar. It's a very soDhi^i-7i^ ^v,^° ^ -women's gay
woman there I
-nm^eSateirattrac^e^^^ ^^^^^'^ ^and slender, dressed in leans hno^ ^o. she is tall
in love. W^en the music »nH= "^"^ "i^l be
Of eachother Sow ?herl's th4 ZLtl.°"'l.^' ^'""^^ 9°
and someone else sittina ft^%^^hTr "^"^ Pl^<=^'give us two seltzir wa?Irs shl lti '/^^ '^''^
"something" in them rsfv'nn t
where my "beloved" is tf?Vln^'„/ "^^^ ""^"^ ^''^ ^^t'^^
?sn-t Cr^^r"" tha?
"^'^
""T/*^"* ^^'^^ pity her hoise
^ if^i-lf^ - t we could live there together. I ama little surprised that she is so forward s "fast" lutI know how She feels, because I feel the samef
'
Then I wake up, unfortunately.
10/8 (#22)
Battering. This man was chasing after his wife
^hLr;!^"
was part of our group (what kind of group?)'
t^TrvTnr
°ther women in the group who had experiencedhis kind of violence. it was like a recovery group.When he started chasing her, she ran towards this
vnn?n°''?!- ^^^f^ thinking: "not in there - he'll haveyou! Then she turned and swerved so that she was
running back towards us. The people in our group wereyelling and cheering her on, but no one ran after themto help. We all hesitated, afraid, unsure.
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She ran back towards ii<= .-v.our group
- the leade?/teacher °^ ^^^^ ofthe man and started sinqina a h7„ ^ ^""'^ stoppedout instead of using v^oJence Hf%^°''I ^^^^^^^twice as part of the chorus n; ^""^^ P^^toltraining this man to stop - ston th^^""^'.I woke up. ^ cycle of violence.
2nd Interview lo/ii
3rd Interview I/4/91
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